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Voorwoord / Preface
Begin  ben ik begonnen aan het promotieonderzoek dat hee geresulteerd in dit proefschri. Nu,
ruim vier jaar later, ben ik trots op het eindresultaat en kijk ik terug op een periode waarin ik veel
heb geleerd. Ik wil op deze plek stilstaan bij iedereen die hee bijgedragen aan mijn experimenten en
artikelen, en voor de vele discussies die me hebben geholpen in het vormen van ideeën.
Maarten, je hebt me al enige tijd gevormd tot wetenschapper: Bachelorscriptie, Masterscriptie en nu
dit proefschri. Eén van de kernwaarden die je mij hebt bijgebracht is om zeer kritisch te denken en
om ook gevestigde theorieën te bediscussiëren, ongeacht de status of titel van wie ze komen. Ik was het
daarom ook vaak met jou oneens, maar ik heb genoten van de discussies die daaruit voortkwamen. Dat
was niet altijd de weg van de minste weerstand, maar wel het recept voor het beste resultaat. Ik stel het
zeer op prijs dat ik mijn eigen lijn heb mogen trekken. Je hebt me constant uitgedaagd en het beste uit
me naar boven gehaald.
Steven, je was zeer betrokken bij het proces en hield op de juiste momenten de grote lijnen in de
gaten, misschien ook wel omdat je wat minder diep in het onderwerp zit. Dat zorgde voor realistische
doelen en daarmee voor rust in soms hectische tijden. Ik vind het fijn dat je altijd het beste met me
voorhebt.
Ernst, your patience, precision, seemingly endless knowledge and consistent high quality of feedback
on my work were very valuable for my research. During my visits in Berlin, I remember that a major
part of our schedule was formally reserved ‘discussion’. ank you for taking that time for me. I am very
grateful for your close involvement and enthusiasm and I am happy you became my co-promotor.
Technici zijn het kloppende hart van experimentele wetenschap. Henk, Marcel en Chris, jullie hebben
opstellingen bedacht, opgezet en draaiende gehouden, dit was essentieel voor mijn onderzoek. Jullie
bekwaamheid maar vooral ongeëvenaarde behulpzaamheid waardeer ik enorm. Brendan, the same
holds for you: your unconditionally helpful personality was crucial for the success of the experiments.
Dan and Stuart, thank you for having me over in Hull. e experiments in the Deep became a central
part of this thesis. I am very grateful for your support and contributions to my papers, even long aer
the experiments were finished. Susan, thanks for helping me move countless bricks, lots of sand, but
also for your scientific input. Besides the persons just mentioned, many others have helped me set-up
and break-down the experiments in Hull. I am happy to return a favour some day.
Diverse studenten die ik heb begeleid met een scriptie of onderzoeksproject hebben daarmee ook
bijgedragen aan mijn onderzoek. Lisanne en Anne, jullie werk hee een directe plek gekregen in dit
proefschri. Daan, Winnie en Jeroen, ook jullie werk hee mij verder geholpen met het vormen van
ideeën voor verder onderzoek.
Rob and Manual, I never thought that analytical geophysics would be a part of my research. ank
you for helping me out with that part, and expanding the scope of this thesis. I really learned a lot from
working with you.
Germari en Tjalling, we werden vaak over één kam geschoren door collega’s, die niet beseen dat
onze onderzoeken miljarden jaren en duizenden kilometers uit elkaar liggen. Desalniettemin zijn er
gelijkenissen en we hebben daar regelmatig over kunnen discussiëren, wat zeker hee bijgedragen aan
mijn proefschri. Fijn dat jullie altijd bereid waren voor het reviewen van posters, presentaties en manuscripten of om een handje te helpen in het lab.
vii

Alle collega’s, bedankt voor de inhoudelijke discussies en de tijd samen. Inge, Harm Jan en Willem
in het bijzonder. Bij jullie kan ik altijd terecht voor gesprekken over het bedrijven van wetenschap, om
de laatste roddels door te nemen en om mijn ei kwijt te kunnen als ik ergens mee zat. Inge en Harm
Jan, fijn dat jullie als paranimfen mij bij willen staan bij de laatste loodjes.
Vrienden en familie, bedankt voor de steun, interesse en originele vragen die ik niet van vakgenoten
krijg. Wetenschap moet altijd uit te leggen zijn, en jullie waren een kritisch publiek. Papa en opa, jullie
hebben me al heel lang bijgestaan in mijn interesse voor de wetenschap en de basis gelegd voor wat ik
nu heb bereikt.
Eva, bedankt voor je onvoorwaardelijke steun en liefde. Het was fijn dat je het me gunde om vaak
ver weg te zijn, maar het was nog veel fijner om telkens weer thuis te komen.
Wouter Marra,
Houten,  maart 
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“e urge of man to explore and to discover,
the thrust of curiosity that leads men to try
to go where no one has gone before.”
from: Introduction to outer space,
e U.S. President’s Science Advisory Committee, 
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Samenvatting
De speurtocht naar water op Mars
Mars is de vierde planeet gezien vanaf onze zon. De opbouw en ontstaanswijze van Mars is vergelijkbaar
met die van de aarde en de andere binnenplaneten Venus en Mercurius. Inzicht in de ontwikkeling van
deze planeten gee een inkijkje in de geschiedenis van onze eigen planeet die we op de aarde niet zullen
vinden, omdat sporen uit de oudste periode van de aarde grotendeels zijn weggevaagd.
Verkenning van het oppervlak van Mars begon halverwege de de eeuw toen telescopen goed genoeg waren om veel details waar te nemen. De beroemdste observaties zijn die van Giovanni Schiaparelli (Figuur .). Zijn kaarten bevatten veel rechte lijnen, wat leidde tot speculaties over kunstmatige
kanalen op het oppervlak van Mars. De namen die hij gaf aan verschillende regio’s worden vandaag de
dag nog steeds gebruikt.
Grote wetenschappelijke doorbraken in onderzoek naar de processen op Mars stammen uit de jaren
‘ en ‘ toen de eerste fotografische opnames van het oppervlak werden gemaakt door de Mariner
missies (Figuur .). Mars bleek een interessante planeet te zijn, ondanks het ontbreken van kanalen.
Mars hee enorme vulkanen, ijskappen en diverse landschappen die laten zien dat er ooit water over
het oppervlak stoomde. Vandaag de dag worden gedetailleerde observaties van Mars gemaakt door
satellieten in een baan om de planeet, landers en verkenningsvoertuigen op het oppervlak. Met deze
data zijn nauwkeurige reconstructies te maken van de huidige en vroegere processen die Mars gevormd
hebben.
In de loop van de jaren zijn diverse sporen van water gevonden op Mars, waarmee de geschiedenis
van het voorkomen van water is gereconstrueerd. In de oudste gebieden van Mars zijn dendritische
stromingspatronen waar te nemen, die wijzen op de aanwezigheid van neerslag en dus op een actieve
hydrologische cyclus. Deze gebieden zijn meer dan , miljard jaar oud (Figuur .). De landschappen
die ontstonden tussen  en , miljard jaar geleden worden gekenmerkt door de aanwezigheid van
enorme uitstroomdalen, die zijn uitgesleten door grote hoeveelheden water. Jongere sporen van water
zijn beperkt tot kleine systemen die vermoedelijk samenvallen met lokale, of voor korte tijd, optimale
omstandigheden voor het voorkomen van water.
De vragen die voortkomen uit deze ontdekkingen zijn hoeveel en onder welke omstandigheden water voorkwam aan het oppervlak van Mars. Dit zegt niet alleen iets over de omstandigheden op onze
buurplaneet, maar toont ook hoe het er miljarden jaren geleden op de aarde uit kon hebben gezien.

De rol van grondwater op Mars
Onder de huidige omstandigheden is vloeibaar water niet stabiel op Mars. Mars hee een atmosfeer,
maar de luchtdruk is slechts  millibar, meer dan honderd maal lager dan op de aarde. Deze druk ligt
rond het tripelpunt van water. Bij deze druk en lager kent water slechts twee stabiele fasen: ijs of waterdamp (Figuur .). Vloeibaar water zal snel bevriezen of verdampen aankelijk van de temperatuur.
Alleen bij een hogere luchtdruk is vloeibaar water mogelijk. Het enige waargenomen voorkomen van
water op Mars vandaag de dag is dan ook in ijskappen en in de atmosfeer. Een gevolg hiervan is dat er
geen hydrologische cyclus kan zijn zoals we die op de aarde kennen.


Vermoedelijk is de luchtdruk op Mars al ruim drie miljard jaar zo laag. De atmosfeer was ooit veel
dikker, maar een groot deel van de atmosfeer is verdwenen in de ruimte. Het voorkomen van grote
hoeveelheden water op Mars is met deze dunne atmosfeer niet goed te verklaren door een hydrologische
cyclus met vloeibaar water. Grondwater daarentegen kan op Mars wel vloeibaar zijn, omdat de druk
onder de grond snel toeneemt tot een punt waarop water vloeibaar kan zijn.
Grondwater kan een belangrijke bron zijn geweest voor water op het oppervlak. De grote uitstroomdalen op Mars beginnen in chaotische terreinen, die bestaan uit kilometers diepe scheuren en barsten
in de grond. Het ontstaan van deze brongebieden is nog grotendeels onbegrepen, maar het plotseling
ontspringen van de uitstroomdalen wekt de suggestie dat hier grondwater naar boven is gekomen.
Daarnaast zijn er kleinere geulen op Mars die ontspringen in ronde nissen in het landschap. Deze morfologie is kenmerkend voor kwellend grondwater, maar er zijn meer processen die een dergelijk landschap kunnen maken. Voor zowel de grote uitstroomdalen als de kleinere geulen gevormd door kwel
geldt dat er weinig kennis is van dit soort systemen omdat deze niet tot nauwelijks voorkomen op de
aarde.

Doel van dit onderzoek
Het doel van het onderzoek gepresenteerd in dit proefschri is het beter begrijpen van grondwateruitstromingsprocessen en het resulterende landschap. De focus ligt op de uitstroming van grondwater
onder hoge druk en het ontstaan van geulen uit kwellend grondwater. Voor dit onderzoek heb ik diverse experimenten op kleine schaal uitgevoerd die deze systemen simuleren. In deze experimenten is
de ontwikkeling van het landschap te volgen en te koppelen aan de bron en druk van het grondwater.
Met behulp van numerieke modellen en satellietbeelden heb ik deze kennis toegepast op Martiaanse
systemen, en hiermee een reconstructie gemaakt van de vroegere hydrologische situatie op Mars en het
bijbehorende klimaat.

Vingerafdrukken in het landschap verraden de bron van kwel
Valleien die ontstaan door kwel van grondwater ontwikkelen zich stroomopwaarts, omdat ze zich bij de
bron steeds verder in het landschap insnijden. Deze valleien hebben de vorm van een amfitheater aan
het meest bovenstroomse eind van de vallei (Figuur .a-c). Diverse van zulke half-ronde terreinvormen zijn te zien op Mars. Echter, er zijn ook andere processen die een soortgelijk landschap vormen.
De verwering op Mars hee er voor gezorgd dat de details van de morfologie niet meer goed zichtbaar
zijn. Hierdoor is het onmogelijk om op basis van de morfologie van een enkele vallei vast te stellen welke mechanismen en waterbronnen verantwoordelijk waren voor deze valleien. Ik heb de ontwikkeling
van valleien door kwel onderzocht, met nadruk op grootschalige morfologie die niet verdwijnt in de
loop van de tijd.
In een serie experimenten heb ik onderzocht hoe een landschap zich ontwikkelt als gevolg van kwel
aomstig van verschillende bronnen (Figuur .). Grondwater kan namelijk een lokale bron hebben,
zoals nabije infiltratie, of eerst een lange afstand hebben afgelegd. Het patroon van de ondergrondse
stroming is verschillend en daarmee ook de ontwikkeling van het landschap. In de experimenten heb
ik grondwater op twee manieren laten kwellen. Het grondwater was aomstig uit een lokale bron door
infiltratie van regen of was aomstig uit een reservoir aan het eind van de opstelling, waardoor het
eerst een afstand moest overbruggen.
De experimenten laten zien dat valleien gevoed door kwel zich in bovenstroomse richting insnijden
als gevolg van het instorten van de bovenstroomse rand door ondergraving (Figuren . & .). In het
geval van kwel van een verre bron, stopt de kwel in kleinere valleien en stroomt het grondwater slechts
door enkele grote valleien. De grote valleien ontnemen in dit geval het water van de kleinere, doordat


grondwater naar het diepste punt in het landschap stroomt. Dit fenomeen treedt echter niet op bij kwel
van een lokale bron van grondwater, omdat het grondwater direct in de valleien stroomt en er geen
ruimte is voor het convergeren van stroming naar het laagste punt.
De inzichten uit mijn eigen experimenten en eerder werk vormen samen een geheel van mogelijke landschappen (Figuur .). Belangrijk voor de interpretatie van een landschap zijn de patronen
in oriëntatie en lengte, omdat deze eigenschappen niet worden verdoezeld door verwering en andere
afzettingen. Dit zijn daarom robuuste indicatoren voor de bron van het water. Valleien gevormd door
kwel uit een nabije bron komen op veel plaatsen tegelijk voor, ze vullen als het ware het landschap op.
In een vlak landschap gaat dit gepaard met veel vertakkingen en op schuine hellingen ontwikkelen de
valleien parallel aan elkaar. Als kwel het gevolg is van een verre bron, is het aantal valleien beperkt door
het convergeren van grondwaterstroming naar slechts de grootste valleien. Het resulterende landschap
hee enkele grote en meerdere kleine valleien, georiënteerd richting de grondwaterbron. Net als in het
geval van een lokale bron hebben deze in een vlak landschap wel vertakkingen, maar niet op steilere
hellingen.

Landschapsontwikkeling door grondwater onder druk
De meeste uitstroomdalen op Mars ontspringen in depressies, zoals kraters, scheuren of chaotische
terreinen, dit zijn depressie met complexe breukpatronen (Figuur .). Omdat deze vroegere rivieren
plotseling opkomen in het landschap, werden ze waarschijnlijk gevoed door grondwater. Echter, grondwater stroomt zeer langzaam, wat de hoge debieten waarmee de grootse uitstroomdalen zijn gevormd
niet kan verklaren. Daarom spelen vermoedelijk andere processen dan alleen grondwaterstroming een
rol bij het ontstaan van deze systemen. Ik ben op zoek gegaan naar mogelijk verklaringen door het
uitstromen van grondwater onder druk te onderzoeken in schaalexperimenten. In deze experimenten
heb ik grondwater onder druk door een laag sediment laten stromen (Figuur .).
Deze experimenten laten zien dat het uitstromen van grondwater anders in zijn werk gaat bij een
verschillende druk van het grondwater. Onder relatief lage druk ontstaat er boven de bron van het
grondwater een kwelgebied met oppervlaktewater dat vervolgens kan afstromen en een vallei vormt
(Figuur .a). Op Mars kunnen zulke meren zich gemakkelijk vormen in bestaande depressies, zoals
een krater. Als een kratermeer overstroomt concentreert het water zich in één punt en kunnen hoge
debieten worden bereikt. Benedenstrooms vormen zich lobben doordat het sediment in de stroom
achterblij zodra het water infiltreert.
Onder hogere grondwaterdruk ontstaan scheuren in de ondergrond waardoor het grondwater versnelt uitstroomt en er in kortere tijd een vallei ontstaat (Figuren .b & .b). Scheuren in het landschap
met daaromheen afzettingen van sediment zijn kenmerkend voor dit proces. Dit proces leidt tot hogere
debieten dan grondwater dat alleen door de poriën van de ondergrond stroomt. De scheuren waardoor
het water naar buiten stroomt ontstaan door de druk van het grondwater zelf in het experiment, maar
kunnen in werkelijkheid ook het gevolg zijn van tektoniek.
Bij een nog hogere druk is het grondwater in staat het bovenliggende sediment langzaam op te tillen.
Hierdoor ontstaat ruimte in de ondergrond dat zich vult met water nog voordat er grondwater aan
het oppervlak verschijnt. Dit groeiende ondergrondse meer stort op gegeven moment in, waardoor er
plotseling een grote hoeveelheid water naar buiten spuit (Figuren .c & .c). Dit proces leidt tot zeer
hoge debieten en doordat het water zich eerst in een ondergronds meer verzamelt, houdt dit hoge debiet
ook een lange tijd aan (Figuur .). Dit proces verklaart de grote hoeveelheid water die nodig is voor de
vorming van grote uitstroomdalen, en is ook een verklaring voor de breukpatronen van de chaotische
terreinen in de brongebieden van de uitstroomdalen.


Landschappen gevormd door grondwater op Mars
Diverse gebieden op Mars hebben een kwellandschap. Het gebied rond Nirgal Vallis toont enkele grote
en vele kleine, west-georiënteerde valleien (Figuur .). Daarnaast snijden enkele valleien door ruggen in het landschap, wat verklaard kan worden door terugschrijdende erosie door grondwater. Dit
landschap komt overeen met kwel door grondwater met als mogelijke bron infiltratie in het vulkanische gebied arsis. Louros Valles is een netwerk van valleien van diverse lengtes, met veel splitsingen,
die het hele landschap opvullen (Figuur .). Dit landschap is kenmerkend voor een lokale bron van
kwellend grondwater, bijvoorbeeld door het smelten van grondijs of verticaal opwellend grondwater.
In het gebied ten noorden van Valles Marineris zitten enkele van de grote uitstroomdalen (Figuur .).
Daarnaast zijn er diverse kleine elementen in het landschap die overeenkomen met de morfologie van
de experimenten met grondwater onder druk. De inzichten uit de experimenten heb ik gebruikt om
de vroegere hydrologie van dit gebied te reconstrueren. Ik heb de volgende gebieden in kaart gebracht:
Hydrae Cavus is een depressie waaruit een lobbige afzetting komt (Figuur .). Ganges Catena is een
rij van gaten, die op diverse plekken de bron is van een afzetting, waarbij ook kleine insnijdingen zichtbaar zijn (Figuur .). Juventae Cavi bestaat uit diverse gaten, waarvan één een chaotisch terrein is
waaruit een ingesneden vallei komt (Figuur .). Ten slotte ontspringt een goed ontwikkelde lob uit
Ophir Catena, een langgerekte scheur (Figuur .).
Bovenstaande gebieden hebben met elkaar gemeen dat de brongebieden sterk tektonisch van aard
zijn. De gaten, scheuren en depressies liggen op lijnen van soortgelijke structuren die parallel lopen aan
Valles Marineris, een grote tektonisch rivallei in dit gebied. De afzettingen die ontspringen uit deze
structuren zijn kenmerkend voor de initiële fase van grondwateruitstroming. De lobbige afzettingen
waren ook te zien in de eerste fase van de experimenten als de bodem nog onverzadigd is. Insnijdende
geulen, zoals bij Juventae Cavi en de grote uitstroomdalen in dit gebied, ontstaan pas als het uitstromen
van grondwater aanhoudt.
De grote uitstroomdalen liggen laag in het landschap, kleinere uitstroomdalen liggen hoger in het
landschap en uitstromingen met slechts lobbige afzettingen het hoogst (Figuur .). Dit is te verklaren
door een aaneengesloten grondwatersysteem onder het hele gebied met een afsluitende laag waardoor
het grondwater onder druk is komen te staan. Op Mars is deze afsluitende laag vermoedelijk het gevolg
van het bevriezen van de bovenste laag grondwater. Het verband tussen locaties van uitstroming en de
tektonische structuur laat zien dat tektoniek zeer waarschijnlijk deze afsluitende laag op diverse plekken
hee doorbroken, wat resulteerde in het uitstromen van grondwater.

Reconstructie van de vroegere hydrologie en het klimaat
De chronologie is een belangrijke component in de reconstructie van de hydrologie die tot grondwateruitstroming hee geleid. Er is divers bewijs voor het voorkomen van neerslag in de oudste periode
op Mars tot ongeveer , miljard jaar geleden, het Noachian. Infiltratie van neerslag in hoger gelegen
gebieden hee geleid tot de ontwikkeling van een grondwatersysteem (Figuur .a). Dit grondwatersysteem verklaart bijvoorbeeld de kwel die de ontwikkeling van Nirgal Vallis hee veroorzaakt.
De grote uitstroomdalen zijn voornamelijk ontstaan in het Hesperian, vanaf , tot ongeveer ,
miljard jaar geleden. Dit is te verklaren door het ontstaan van een afsluitende, bevroren laag grondwater waardoor het geïnfiltreerde grondwater onder druk is komen te staan en voor hevige pulsen van
uitstromend grondwater hee gezorgd (Figuur .b). De uitstroomdalen zijn hiermee ook bewijs voor
een sterk aoelend klimaat. De afwezigheid van bewijs voor wijdverbreide neerslag in het Hesperian
laat zien dat de hydrologische cyclus aan het oppervlak stil is komen te liggen. Het grondwater kon
nog wel gevoed worden door het smelten van aanwezig sneeuw en ijs in het vulkanische gebied arsis
(Figuur .).


Diverse kleine uitstroomdalen zijn jonger dan het Hesperian en stammen uit de jongste periode op
Mars, het Amazonian. Ook de afzetting uit Ophir Catena stamt uit deze periode. Deze relatief jonge
afzetting laat zien dat het grondwatersysteem lang is blijven bestaan en misschien nog wel bestaat (Figuur .c). De benodigde druk voor deze relatief recente uitstroming van grondwater kan een restant
zijn van de eerder opgebouwde druk, of het gevolg van lokale tektonische activiteit.

Belangrijkste wetenschappelijke bijdragen van dit proefschrift
In dit proefschri laat ik zien dat het nabootsen van landschappen op kleine schaal nieuwe inzichten
geven over het ontstaan en de oorsprong van diverse valleien op Mars. Het gebruik van dit soort experimenten is waardevol voor het begrip van natuurlijke systemen, omdat de landschappen zich vrij
kunnen ontwikkelen. Dit is essentieel om tot nieuwe ideeën te komen en een voordeel ten opzichte
van andere methoden. Bijvoorbeeld, met numerieke modellen worden alleen bekende processen nagebootst en studies waarbij Martiaanse landschappen met landschappen op de aarde worden vergeleken
zijn beperkt tot aardse omstandigheden. Een verkregen inzicht door de experimenten is bijvoorbeeld
het ontstaan van een ondergronds meer door de druk van grondwater. Dit was niet van te voren bedacht, maar blijkt nu een mogelijke theorie te zijn voor het ontstaan van uitstroomdalen en chaotische
terreinen.
De interpretatie van de vorming van valleien door kwel op Mars wordt bemoeilijkt door een gebrek
aan details in het landschap. Ik laat zien dat dit geen probleem hoe te zijn, omdat ook de grootschalige
morfologie inzicht gee in de ontstaansgeschiedenis van deze valleien. De lengteverdeling en oriëntatie
van hele netwerken van valleien laten zien waar het grondwater vandaan kwam.
In dit proefschri geef ik bewijs voor de aanwezigheid van een grondwatersysteem op Mars dat onder druk is komen te staan. In de reconstructie van dit systeem laat ik zien dat dit systeem lange tijd kan
hebben bestaan, en wellicht nog steeds bestaat. Geholpen door tektoniek, is het grondwater herhaaldelijk naar het oppervlak gestroomd, met steeds lagere debieten door een afnemende grondwaterdruk.
De periodes dat grondwater de dominante bron van water aan het oppervlak van Mars is hoe niet
samen te hangen met een optimaal klimaat met een hogere atmosferische druk en temperaturen. Sterker
nog, de aanwezigheid van een afgesloten grondwatersysteem onder druk is goed te verklaren door het
bevriezen van de bovenste laag van het grondwater, waarvoor juist een koud klimaat nodig is.



Summary
e surface of planet Mars shows evidence for extensive volcanism, tectonism and widespread aqueous
activity in the early history of this planet. In contrast, the current climate is not conducive to sustained
liquid water or a hydrological cycle. Yet many water-carved features were formed, apparently under
these dry and cold conditions. Groundwater is an important element in the Martian hydrology that
can explain aqueous activity under adversely conditions. A range of features on Mars is associated
with groundwater, for example valleys formed by groundwater sapping and outburst of pressurized
groundwater that formed the mega-outflow channels, but these systems are poorly understood. In this
thesis, I aim to gain insight in groundwater outflow processes and resulting landscape formation, with
the further aim to reconstruct the paleohydrology and associated paleoclimate conditions on Mars.
First, I investigate three hydrological scenarios for valley formation on Mars: () groundwater sapping, () release of pressurized groundwater and () crater lake overflow, a special case of groundwater
outflow where water was first buﬀers in an impact crater. Based on dozens of small laboratory experiments, I show the morphological development of these hydrological systems. e experiments show
that valleys emerging from seeping groundwater by headward erosion form relatively slowly as fluvial
transport takes place in very small channels. e much faster pressurized groundwater release forms
a characteristic source area at the channel head by fluidization, resulting in a collapsed pit. Valleys
emerging from a crater-lake overflow event develop quickly in a run-away process of rim erosion and
discharge increase. e valley head at the crater outflow point has a characteristic converging fan shape,
and the rapid incision of the rim leaves several terraces in one single event. An interesting observation
for quantitative assessment of formative time scales is that discharge and sediment transport estimates
from the final morphology is best based on the final channel dimensions for groundwater sapping valleys and on the entire valley dimensions for pressurized groundwater release and crater-lake overflow
events.
eater-headed valleys can form due to groundwater sapping, but such valleys could also be the
result of knick-point erosion generated by overland flow. is morphological ambiguity hampers the
interpretation of such valleys on Mars, but the climate implications of these two mechanisms are quite
diﬀerent. In addition to single-valley morphology, metrics of the entire landscape may provide diagnostic insight in the formative hydrological conditions. Furthermore, the groundwater flow patterns
and their resulting landscapes are diﬀerent for diﬀerent sources of groundwater. In this thesis, I study
sapping from local and distal sources of groundwater in large sandbox experiments and combine these
results with previous experiments to provide a framework of landscape metrics indicative for groundwater sapping systems. Key results of the experiments are that groundwater piracy acts on distally-fed
valleys, which results in a sparsely dissected landscape of many small and a few large valleys. On the
other hand, locally-fed valleys result in a densely dissected landscape. Furthermore, distally-fed valleys
grow into the direction of the groundwater source while locally-fed channels grow in a broad range
of directions and have a strong tendency to bifurcate. I apply these results to two Martian cases. e
valleys of Louros Valles show properties of sapping by a local source and Nirgal Vallis shows evidence
of a distal source, which is likely groundwater originating from the arsis region.
e morphology of the large outflow channels on Mars shows that they originate from pressurized
groundwater. However, currently assumed outflow processes are unable to explain the high predicted
peak discharges, which indicates a gap in knowledge of these processes. Furthermore, recent research


emphasized on large outflow channels, while small-scale features might reveal important details on the
driving hydrological system. Using a combined approach with large sandbox experiments and numerical modeling, I examine outflow processes that result from pressurized groundwater. ese experiments
show that distinct outflow processes and morphologies result from diﬀerent pressures. Low groundwater pressure results in a shallow surface lake and a channel when the lake overflows. At intermediate
groundwater pressures, fissures form and groundwater flows out more rapidly. At even higher pressures, the groundwater initially collects in a subsurface reservoir that grows due to flexural deformation
of the surface. When this reservoir collapses, a large volume of water is expulsed to the surface. Furthermore, the experiments show that incised valleys such as the outflow channels are a last erosional
stage in morphological development. is is preceded by the formation of previously unrecognized
sedimentary lobes due to rapid water loss by infiltration. I show that groundwater seepage and fissure
outflow are insuﬃcient to explain the formation of large outflow channels from a single event. Instead,
formation of a flexure-induced, subsurface reservoir and subsequent collapse generates a large flood
that can explain the observed morphologies of the largest outflow channels on Mars and their source
areas.
I use the novel morphology that emerged in the experiments to investigate possible pressurized
groundwater outflow features in Ophir and Lunae Plana on Mars. In this region, I show similar features as in the experiment related to diﬀerent stages of groundwater outflow. Outflow sources in this
region strongly relate to the tectonic structure associated with Valles Marineris. Faulting, subsidence
and collapse likely triggered outflow from a pressurized aquifer and contributed to aquifer pressurization. e pressurized groundwater outflow features are consistent with the presence of a cryosphereconfined aquifer in the Early Hesperian to at least the Middle Amazonian. A pronounced spatial trend
of larger and further developed outflow systems at lower elevations suggests that a common aquifer was
the source for features ranging from small lobes to large outflow channels.
Early outflow events in sapping valleys like Nirgal Valles were likely fed by recharge from aris before the formation of a cryosphere. Following the formation of the confining cryosphere in the Early
Hesperian, aquifer pressurization and resulting early outflow events commenced. e decreasing discharges of later outflow events suggest that recharge ceased during the Hesperian. e residual groundwater in the aquifer is a likely source for small Late Hesperian and Amazonian outflow events, triggered
and re-pressurized by tectonic activity. is requires a laterally confined aquifer as a globally connected
aquifer would have resulted in the dissipation of groundwater to lower areas. Clearly, no surface hydrological cycle is necessary for groundwater outflow, nor atmospheric conditions that could sustain liquid
water. Moreover, since tectonism is the most likely outflow trigger, my results show that, in contrary to
currently assumed models, an episodic warm and wet climate is not a necessary condition for groundwater outflow on Mars. Consequently, as the aquifer may still exist today, contemporary tectonics may
trigger future outflow of groundwater.



Chapter 1
Introduction: the search for liquid water on Mars
. Historic exploration of Mars
Mars (Figure .) is the fourth planet from the Sun in our solar system and thereby the direct neighbor
of the Earth. Mars, and the other inner planets Mercury and Venus, are built from the same elements as
Earth and have the same basic composition of a core, mantle, crust and atmosphere. Although the planets diﬀer in details, their coarse similarity makes these planets interesting study objects with relevance
to our planet as well.
Detailed observations of the surface of Mars have been made since the second half of the th century. Most famous are the observations of Giovianni Schiaparelli (Figure .). His maps are very detailed and many of the names in his maps are still used today. Schiaparelli drew many linear features
across the surface of Mars, which he called ‘canali’. e mis-translation from the Italian ‘canali’, meaning channel, to the English ‘canal’, man-made infrastructure, led to wild speculations of an advanced
species struggling to survive on a planet with diminishing natural resources. Although this is not the
case, at least not for Mars, the possible existence of life and habitability of Mars has inspired many
further investigations and interplanetary missions. While no canals exist on Mars, there is widespread

Figure .: Earth and Mars. Earth photographed by the Apollo  crew in  (NASA image AS--),
Mars photographed during the  opposition with the Hubble telescope (NASA/STScl/AURA image PR-a).



Figure .: Topographic map of Mars (north is down), drawn by Giovanni Schiaparelli based in his observations
during the opposition of  (published in Schiaparelli, ). This is Schiaparelli's seventh and last map of
Mars. Many of the features named by Schiaparelli are still used today. Scan of the original document from the
Utrecht University Library.

evidence for the past and present occurrence of liquid water. Mars is most similar to Earth in this respect and thus a valuable subject to study in order to understand the dynamics of ancient Earth and
possible the origin of life.
Many spacecras made a trip to the red planet. e first close-up images from Mars were taken by
the Mariner fly-by missions between  and  (Steinbacher and Haynes, ) and the first objects that landed on Mars were the USSR landers in  (Perminov, ). Images from the Mariner-
orbiter were the first to show the presence of the, at that time, largest known volcano in the solar system
(Figure .a; Hartmann and Raper, ). Images acquired by the Viking missions in the late ’s
showed immense river systems and drainage networks (Figure .b; French, ). Numerous satellites are orbiting and several landers are operative on Mars today. ese instruments collect valuable
scientific data which helps us to understand the current and past conditions on Mars.

. Introducing Mars
Many surface processes like fluvial processes, volcanism, tectonics and impacts have been shaping the
surface of Mars since its formation. ese processes le features on the surface, which are still present
today since Mars has no erasing plate tectonics, biological interference and limited geomorphological
erosion. Some of the largest features are immediately visible when observing the surface on Mars and
give a general insight in the evolution of the planet (Figure .).
In this section I will review the most important features on the surface of Mars and the history of the
planet. I will start by explaining the chronology system used for Mars and I conclude with a section on
the terminology used in this thesis.


a

b

Figure .: Early satellite images of Mars. (a) Mariner- image of Tharsis Montes (center) and Olympus Mons (upper left-hand corner), north is up. Contrast-enhanced and cropped from NASA/JPL image
m__mme_. (b) Viking orbiter  image of Warrego Valles, north is to the right. Contrast-enhanced
and cropped from NASA/JPL image A/.
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Figure .: Global view of Mars with main features. (a) Mars digital image mosaic (MDIM ., USGS) and (b)
global elevation model (MOLA, Zuber et al., ).

..

Chronology of Mars

e entire surface of Mars is covered with impact craters of various sizes, some of the largest impacts
are even visible from Earth. e presence of these craters is valuable in determining the age of surfaces
on Mars due to the limited modification by erosion of the surface and absence of plate tectonics. Surface
ages of Mars are established by crater frequency statistics, calibrated with dated samples from the Moon
(Hartmann and Neukum, ; Ivanov, ; Michael, ).
e Martian history is divided into three epochs (Tanaka, , Figure .). e boundaries of these
epochs are defined by crater size-frequency distribution, but the absolute ages of these boundaries may
diﬀer based on the used method, but the epochs relate to reference surfaces and are consistent between methods. In this thesis, I use the Neukum chronology system for absolute ages (Hartmann and
Neukum, ; Michael, ). From old to young, the epochs on Mars are the Noachian (until .
Ga), Hesperian (until . Ga) and Amazonian (until now).

..

Magmatism, volcanism and tectonics

At first sight, the surface of Mars can be split into two regions: the Northern basin and the Southern
highlands (Figure .). As the names of these regions suggests, the north of Mars has a lower average
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elevation than the south and the transition between the two is a sharp. Various theories for the formation of this surface dichotomy exists, namely by one or more large impacts (e.g. Andrews-Hanna
et al., ) or by mantle convection with upwelling at the southern hemisphere and downwelling at
the northern hemisphere (Roberts and Zhong, ). e dichotomy is the oldest feature on Mars, but
the exact age is diﬃcult to asses. e dichotomy likely formed before or during the Early Noachian
(Carr and Head, ).
Mars has many volcanoes and plains formed by lava. e most obvious volcanic region is arsis
and the Olympus Mons, an elevated region with several enormous volcanoes (Figure .), which were
formed in the Noachian (Figure .). arsis is likely related to a magmatic super-plume and early plate
tectonics (Dohm et al., ).
During the formation of Mars, an initial atmosphere was formed by outgassing of solidifying magma
and volatiles delivered by meteors and comets (Lammer et al., ). However, this initial atmosphere
consisted of a large fraction of light elements like hydrogen which easily exceeds the escape velocity of
the planet. is resulted in the subsequent loss of the early atmosphere. e outgassing associated with
the volcanic activity in the Noachian generated a secondary atmosphere (Lammer et al., ), consisting of heavier elements like CO and H O and other greenhouse gases. Episodic, but intense volcanic
activity likely triggered short-lived warm periods with elevated atmospheric pressure by greenhouse
warming (Halevy and Head, ).
e surface of Mars displays several large valleys of various origins. e famous Valles Marineris
result from the collapse of a tectonic structure and is several kilometers deep and spans thousands of
kilometers in length (e.g. Blasius et al., ; Andrews-Hanna, ). Valles Marineris is located east
of arsis (Figure .) and the ri likely opened in the Late Hesperian (Figure .). Tectonism in this
region started before that and the region may still be tectonically active (Schultz, ).

..

Water on Mars

e warm periods triggered by volcanism in the Noachian played an important role in the aqueous
history of Mars. ere is evidence for widespread valley network activity in this period (Figure .b
and .), which is evidence for flowing water fed by rain or melt of snow and indicates the presence of
an active hydrological cycle (Howard et al., ; Matsubara et al., ; Craddock and Howard, ).


In the Hesperian, many large outflow channels formed (Carr and Head, ; Figure .). ese
outflow channels are enormous valleys which are the result of catastrophic floods, likely sourced from
groundwater (e.g. Baker and Milton, ; Carr, ). Exact flood discharges are diﬃcult to estimate
due to the erosive nature of these valleys, but estimates range up to hundreds of millions cubic meters
per second for the largest outflow channels (Carr, ). To put these amount of water in some perspective, the high estimates would fill a bathtub the size of the city Utrecht (≈ km ) up to the Dom
Church ( m) in a few minutes. Although evidence is slim, the smooth appearance of the Northern
plains has led to the speculation that an ocean exited there during the peak activity of the outflow channels (Baker et al., ; Cliﬀord, ). In the Amazonian epoch, outflow channel activity diminished,
but outflow events still occurred (e.g. Warner et al., ; Rodríguez et al., ; Figure .). In contrast
to the widespread aqueous activity in the Noachian, these outflow events were localized events.
Recent aqueous activity on Mars is restricted to small gullies on slopes with optimal conditions
(Schon and Head, ; Reiss et al., ) and there are reports of possible aqueous activity today
(McEwen et al., ). Direct evidence for the presence of water currently on Mars is restricted to ice at
the pole (Bibring et al., ), as vapor in the atmosphere (Mahaﬀy et al., ), underneath the surface
(Rennó et al., ) and bound in the soil (Leshin et al., ).
Studies on sedimentary fans and deltaic deposits have yielded insights into the duration of events,
which are usually short-lived events that took place in the order of weeks to months (e.g. de Villiers
et al., ; Roda et al., ). Furthermore, the amount of water required for the deposition of a fan
by debris flows is significantly lower than for the deposition of a similar fan by fluvial flow. Very recent
aqueous activity on Mars seems to originate from debris flow, which hints that only a small amount of
water was required for these events (work by De Haas, forthcoming).

..

Terminology

In this thesis, various geomorphological terms and names of features on Mars are used. Since the naming may be confusing in places, I clarify the most important terms here.
In fluvial geomorphology, the word channel is used for a quasi-linear feature filled with a fluid. In
contrast, a valley is an empty elongated depression. Valleys may be formed by the incision of a channel
(e.g. river valley), be the result of tectonism (e.g. a tectonic ri or graben) or otherwise (e.g. a glacial
valley).
Confusingly, the outflow channels (e.g. Ravi Vallis, Maja Valles) are named outflow ‘channels’ by
convention (Mars Channel Working Group, ). At some point in history, one or more channels
occupied these valleys, but the name ‘channel’ for the current landform is incorrect in a strict geomorphological sense. In this thesis, I will follow the convention and use the term ‘outflow channels’ to
refer to these flood-carved features on Mars, but to avoid confusion I will use the term valley when I
describe the result of a geomorphological process, e.g. ‘the valley that formed by the rapid incision’ or
‘final valley dimensions’.
An aquifer is a layer of permeable rock or sediment filled with groundwater. Seepage is the process of
groundwater coming to the surface. If seepage is the result of unpressurized groundwater (a hydrostatic
aquifer), this is called hydrostatic seepage. In contrast, vertical upwelling groundwater from a pressurized aquifer is known as artesian seepage. e process of erosion and undercutting by the seepage of
groundwater is called sapping and subsequent valleys are sapping valleys.
e names of Martian features start with the name of a region which are oen based on classic names,
for example, from the maps of Schiaparelli. Valleys on Mars have the Latin suﬃx ‘Vallis’ or plural ‘Valles’.
Several other features on Mars are described in this thesis. ese are Catena (plural Catenae), which
are chains of pits (Cavus / Cavi). Chasma / Chasmata are deep and large depressions. Chaotic terrains
(Chaos) are fractured areas oen with tilted blocks and show signs of surface collapse.


e International Astronomical Union (IAU) names features on Mars and other planetary bodies
upon requests from the scientific community. In this thesis I describe several newly discovered features
on Mars in Chapter , which previously had no name. Based on my request, the IAU approved the
naming of the features Juventae Cavi, Hydrae Cavus and Hydrae Chaos, which are to be used for future
reference (details of these features are found in Appendix A).

. Role of groundwater on Mars
In this section, I review the present understanding of the current climate on Mars and the limited occurrence of liquid water at the surface under these conditions. Regardless of the conditions at the surface,
liquid groundwater is a likely source of many features on Mars. I will review the hypothesized former
groundwater systems on Mars, their climate implications, the limitations of our current knowledge and
where this thesis contributes to the understanding of these systems.

..

Climate and the stability of liquid water on Mars

e current climate of Mars can be summarized as cold and dry. e temperature is most of the time
below °C (Christensen et al., ), with occasional peaks above zero for sun-facing slopes in warmer
seasons (McEwen et al., ). However, temperatures above zero do not necessarily result in thaw due
to the low atmospheric pressure on Mars. e current mean air pressure on Mars fluctuates around
 mbar, which is close to the triple-point of water at . mbar (Figure .). is means, that at an air
pressure below this value, liquid water is not stable and would vaporize or freeze quickly, depending on
the temperature above or below .°C / . K (Preston-omas, ).
ere are areas on Mars with air pressures that allow liquid water to exist; these are at elevations
below - m, relative to the Martian datum (Smith and Zuber, ), depending on seasonal and
daily cycles. At these areas, water can flow due to locally warm conditions or by a lowered freezing
point by salt solutes. Much longer cycles in Mars’ orbital properties could have resulted in periods
recurring roughly every hundred thousand year where liquid water was stable locally (Laskar et al.,
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). However, this climate does not allow for a large-scale hydrological cycle with rain and longdistance transport of water though the atmosphere and by rivers as is the case on Earth. erefore, in
order to explain the many large-scale aqueous features on Mars, surface water on Mars must () come
from a local source, () the climate on Mars was once very diﬀerent, or () there is a hydrological cycle,
but not as we know it on Earth.
For large-scale abundance of water, either the atmospheric pressure must have been much higher
or water came from underground. In the Noachian, the atmospheric pressure on Mars was most likely
higher due to strong volcanic activity (Carr and Head, ; Figure .). Such conditions may have
occurred episodically in later epochs (Baker, ). Besides diﬀerent atmospheric conditions, stable
conditions for liquid water are present at depth. Following Pascal’s law, the pressure increase per meter
depth under water is: ΔP = ρ · g. With ρ =  kg/m for water and g = . m/s for Mars,
ΔP =  Pa/m or . mbar per meter depth. As a result, liquid groundwater can exist regardless
of the surface conditions as the pressure in a body of water or groundwater easily exceeds the triple
point of water.
Establishing whether aqueous features on Mars originate from an atmospheric, surface or underground source of water will help in reconstructing the the climate conditions at the time they were
formed. Many features on the surface of Mars indicate a relation to groundwater, but the exact outflow
processes and therefore associated hydrological systems are poorly understood. e landscape of Mars
holds valuable clues to reconstruct these processes and sources of water. e general aim of this thesis is to gain insight in landscape formation by groundwater on Mars, and use this to constrain the
former hydrological and climate conditions.

..

Outflow channels, chaotic terrains and the cryosphere

e morphology of the outflow channels on Mars indicates a formation by large flood events, but the
source of water remains a subject of debate. e source areas of the outflow channels are oen chaotic
terrains or fissures (de Hon and Pani, ; Leask et al., b; Head et al., ), which hints at a
groundwater source, but the associated outflow processes are unknown. ese chaotic terrains consist
of tilted blocks, deep polygonal fractures and are deeper than the surrounding areas. Many theories exist
about their formation, including chemical processes (Komatsu et al., ; Kargel et al., ), melt or
sublimation of subsurface ice (Roda et al., ; Zegers et al., ; Pedersen and Head, ; Maxwell
and Picard, ), possibly molten or released by magmatic activity (e.g. Chapman and Tanaka, ;
Leask et al., a). e close spatial relation of many chaotic terrains and outflow channels suggests
they are associated with the release of pressurized groundwater.
Models on the groundwater freezing on Mars, indicate that the upper layer of groundwater started to
freeze in the Hesperian (Cliﬀord and Parker, ; Lasue et al., ). is layer of permafrost, called
the cryosphere, has grown ever since and is up to kilometers thick in places. e cryosphere likely
conceals an aquifer and enables the pressurization of the fluid groundwater underneath. Such system
can explain groundwater outflow at individual locations by local punctures in this cryosphere. Details
of this hydrological system are a subject of ongoing research. eories on the size of such a groundwater
system range from a global aquifer (Cliﬀord and Parker, ) to compartmented aquifers (Harrison
and Grimm, ), and the source of water has been attributed to melt from the polar ice cap or from
precipitation (Harrison and Grimm, ). A better understanding of the outflow processes, which
I aim to achieve in this thesis, contributes to testing these contradicting hypothesis and will help in
establishing the paleohydrology of Mars.
Groundwater flow is a relative slow process, and yet the outflow channels on Mars are amongst the
largest known fluid-carved channels in the solar system. Groundwater models cannot explain the large
flood events that are required for outflow channel formation (Hanna and Phillips, ; Harrison and
Grimm, ). In some cases, outflow might have buﬀered in lakes before the outflow events (e.g.


Harrison and Chapman, ; Coleman, ), but evidence for such lakes is limited to only a few cases.
Our current understanding of the processes involved with pressurized groundwater is very limited
since such systems do not occur on Earth. One specific aim of this thesis is to understand the outflow
processes induced by pressurized groundwater and apply these insights to evaluate the origin of
groundwater in the outflow-channel regions on Mars.

..

Sapping valleys and other groundwater features

Besides the large outflow channels on Mars, numerous other features exist that are attributed to groundwater, for example, cones related to mud-volcanism (Skinner and Mazzini, ; Oehler and Allen,
), fractured domes and craters (Skinner and Tanaka, ; Sato et al., ) and theater-headed
valleys formed by groundwater sapping (Laity and Malin, ; Kochel and Piper, ; Howard and
McLane, ). e origin of these features is debated and interpretation of the morphology is diﬃcult
since no clear source of water can be identified on images of the surface. For example, mud-volcanism
can easily be confused with normal volcanism (Skinner and Tanaka, ; Brož and Hauber, ) in
absence of information of subsurface properties and material characteristics.
Seepage of groundwater on slopes leads to erosion at the toe of the slope, which results in collapse and
headward erosion of the valley, known as sapping (Dunne, ). is process results in valleys with a
semi-circular valley head similar to the shape of ancient Greek theaters and are therefore called theaterheaded valley. Groundwater sapping occurs on Earth at various scales, for example, on the beach and
at river banks when the tide or water level recedes (Higgins, ; Otvos, ; Fox and Wilson, ;
Hagerty, ). Valleys with a similar morphology shape exist both on Earth and Mars (e.g. Schumm
and Phillips, ; Howard, ; Laity and Malin, ).
A similar morphology as these sapping valleys can be the result of waterfall erosion (Lamb et al.,
), and the origin of several terrestrial theater-headed valleys are likely formed by this process
(Craddock et al., ; Irwin et al., ). Whether such valleys on Mars are formed by groundwater or
surface water has quite a diﬀerent implication for the formative conditions. A diﬃculty with interpreting the Martian theater-headed valleys is that evidence to distinguish either a groundwater or waterfall
origin is found in small-scale morphological elements like the presence of an upstream feeder channel
for a waterfall or not for groundwater. Billions of years of weathering and dust deposition obscure such
evidence on Mars.
Recent studies of sapping valleys are devoted to the large-scale landscape characteristics of valley
systems such as the angle between valleys (Devauchelle et al., ; Glines and Fassett, ) or valley orientation (Jaumann and Reiss, ) rather than the morphology of single valleys. Furthermore,
diﬀerent types of water sources such as local infiltration of distal groundwater flow results in a distinct
landscape (Berhanu et al., ). Such landscape metrics and the study of diverse groundwater sources
is important to better understand sapping processes and the resulting morphology. is knowledge is
essential in the ongoing debate to establish the origin of such valleys on Mars. In this thesis, I aim to
show morphometrical properties of groundwater sapping landscapes formed by diﬀerent sources of
groundwater and use these metrics to interpret the origin of Martian cases.

. Research aims, approach and thesis outline
In this thesis, my overarching aim is: to gain insight in landscape formation by groundwater on Mars,
and use this to constrain the former hydrological and climate conditions. e two main groundwater
systems on Mars that I present in this thesis are pressurized groundwater outflow and groundwater
sapping. Following the introduction above, the research aims for these two systems are () to understand the outflow processes induced by pressurized groundwater and apply these insights to evaluate
the origin of groundwater in the outflow-channel regions on Mars; and () to show morphometrical
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Figure .: Map with the location of features on Mars studied in this thesis (MOLA-shaded relief elevation map).
The landscapes of Louros and Nirgal Valles are investigated in Chapter . The outflow channel Ravi Vallis is used
as an example for outflow modeling in Chapter , other main outflow channels are abbreviated in this map:
Kasei Valles (KV), Maja Valles (MV), Shalbatana Vallis (SV) and Ares Vallis. Small outflow features in Lunae and
Ophir Plana are described in Chapter .

properties of groundwater sapping landscapes formed by diﬀerent sources of groundwater and use
these metrics to interpret the origin of Martian cases.
I study this subject by using a combination of flume experiments, numerical modeling and remote
sensing data from satellites orbiting Mars. Flume experiments are a valuable tool in understanding
processes that are diﬃcult to observe in reality because in nature, processes hardly occur in isolation or
at easily accessible locations. Since scale experiments are not geometrically scaled versions of natural
systems, the interactions and relative magnitude of the diﬀerent processes varies. Such experiments
usually replicate the emergent behavior of the full-scale system (Paola et al., ; Kleinhans et al.,
), but quantitative prediction of the eﬀects of the underlying processes to larger scales on Mars
requires thorough analyses, for example, with numerical modeling. I use the experimental morphology
and their observed formative processes to interpret Martian landscapes and explain their origin.
In the following sections, I split the above research aims and explain the objectives of the chapters of
this thesis, and show how these contribute to these aims.

..

Groundwater outflow and sapping processes

e first step in for both research aims is to understand the relation between surface processes and the
resulting geomorphology. I studied this relation for groundwater seepage and pressurized groundwater
outburst in a series of scale experiments at diﬀerent scales. Furthermore, I studied the overflow of crater
lakes, which is a special case of groundwater outflow that first buﬀers in a surface depression.
In Chapter , I present the result of small experiments on lake overflow, groundwater sapping and
pressurized groundwater outflow. e objective of this chapter is to provide an overview the main processes of these hydrological systems.
Detailed morphologies for the groundwater systems are shown in Chapters  and . In Chapter ,
I present large-scale experiments specifically on groundwater seepage. e emphasis of this chapter


is to show the diﬀerent morphological evolution between seepage from local or distal groundwater.
In Chapter , I show the results of large experiments on pressurized groundwater outbursts. Here, the
focus is on the eﬀect of a range of groundwater pressures from just enough to cause artesian seepage and
ponding, to larger than the lithospheric pressure, resulting in spectacular outbursts. e applicability
to the Martian outflow channels of these experiments is illustrated with Ravi Vallis (Figure .) as an
example.

..

Linking landscape properties to groundwater sources

Single morphological elements provide information on the processes at that point and the constellation
of multiple valleys and other features in the landscape provides information on the source of a mutual
groundwater origin. e next step, in order to identify the responsible sources of groundwater, is to
understand the relations of multiple morphological elements within the entire landscape.
In Chapter , I describe the landscape metrics of valleys fed by groundwater seepage and the diﬀerence between a local or distal groundwater source. ese metrics are compared to the landscapes of
Nirgal and Louros Valles (Figure .) on Mars to show their origin.
In Chapter , I show a range morphological elements as result of pressurized groundwater outbursts
in experiments with diﬀerent driving pressures. ese morphological elements are used in Chapter 
to interpret the landscapes of Ophir and Lunae Planum on Mars (Figure .). e focus here is on
small morphological features that have not been associated with groundwater outflow before, but can
be explained as such based on the experimental evidence I present in this thesis.

..

Mars hydrology and climate

To address the main aim of this thesis, I studied the groundwater sources for several sites on Mars, their
underlying groundwater systems and climatic implications.
In Chapter , I provide possible groundwater sources of sapping systems Nirgal and Louros Valles
(Figure .), based on the distribution and orientation of individual valleys. In Chapter , I identify the
presence of an aquifer underneath Ophir and Lunae Plana (Figure .). Based in these cases, previously
documented outflow features and additional chronological evidence, I review the possible groundwater
source of recharge from arsis, other groundwater pressurization mechanism and their climatological
implications.
Chapter  summarizes the main results of this thesis, reflects on the research aims and summarizes
the main findings presented in this thesis. Furthermore, I recommend further research on the topics of
this thesis.



Chapter 2
Valley formation by groundwater and lake overflow
in small experiments
Remains of fluvial valleys on Mars reveal the former presence of water on the surface. However, the source
of water and the hydrological setting is not always clear, especially in types of valleys that are rare on Earth
and where we have limited knowledge of the processes involved. We investigated three hydrological scenarios for valley formation on Mars: hydrostatic groundwater seepage, release of pressurized groundwater
and crater-lake overflow. Using physical modeling in laboratory experiments and numerical hydrological
modeling we quantitatively studied the morphological development and processes involved in channel formation that result from these diﬀerent sources of water in unconsolidated sediment. Our results show that
valleys emerging from seeping groundwater by headward erosion form relatively slowly as fluvial transport
takes place in a channel much smaller than the valley. Pressurized groundwater release forms a characteristic source area at the channel head by fluidization processes. This head consist of a pit in case of superlithostatic pressure and may feature small radial channels and collapse features. Valleys emerging from a craterlake overflow event develop quickly in a run-away process of rim erosion and discharge increase. The valley
head at the crater outflow point has a converging fan shape, and the rapid incision of the rim leaves terraces
and collapse features. Morphological elements observed in the experiments can help in identifying the formative processes on Mars, when considerations of experimental scaling and lithological characteristics of
the Martian surface are taken into account. These morphological features might reveal the associated hydrological settings and formative timescales of a valley. An estimate of formative timescale from sediment
transport is best based on the final channel dimensions for groundwater seepage valleys and on the valley
dimensions for pressurized groundwater release and crater-lake overflow valleys. Our experiments show
that diﬀerent sources of water form valleys of similar size in quite diﬀerent timescales.

Published as: Marra, W. A., L. Braat, A. W. Baar, and M. G. Kleinhans (). Valley formation by groundwater
seepage, pressurized groundwater outbursts and crater-lake overflow in flume experiments with implications for
Mars. Icarus , pp. -. :./....

. Introduction
Various large-scale morphological features at the surface of Mars reveal a history of episodic release of
vast amounts of fluid water (Baker and Milton, ; Sharp and Malin, ; Carr, ; Komar, ;
Carr, ). Besides a few very large valleys, many smaller surface features exists (e.g. Pieri, ; Irwin
et al., ; Fassett and Head, ; Hauber et al., ). e presence of these valley networks on the
Martian surface suggests epochs where fluid water was stable at the surface, which implies that cycles
in the Martian climate sustained global wet episodes with precipitation (Baker, ). Precipitation
and resulting surface runoﬀ is indeed the most plausible explanation for the large valley networks that
originated in the early history of Mars (Craddock and Howard, ). However, there are still several


other plausible sources of water, which could be responsible for small or solitary valleys that are not
part of a large integrated valley network. Such valleys can reveal details of the Martian climate and
hydrological system as they are constrained to originate from () release of subsurface water (e.g. Hanna
and Phillips, ); () melt of snow, ice or permafrost (e.g. Christensen, ; Williams et al., );
or () local optimal conditions for precipitation (e.g. Kite et al., ). Indeed, several valleys exist on
Mars which do not relate to a large-scale hydrological system and likely originated from local impact
heat, volcanism, magmatism or transient climate episodes (Hauber et al., ).
Valleys and channels on Mars have been studied since satellite imagery were obtained (Sharp and
Malin, ; Pieri, ; Komar, ). Smaller features and observations that are more detailed are
being made since high-resolution imagery and topography data became available. is has given insight
in hydrological and morphological processes of valley formation on Mars (see Carr () for review).
However, the precise link between final morphology and formative processes oen remains unclear.
For example, amphitheater-headed valleys can form as result of erosion by groundwater seepage (e.g.
Dunne, ; Dunne, ). is mechanism has long thought to be the formative mechanism for
many Marian valleys, but deemed very unlikely for the large integrated valley network on Mars (Craddock and Howard, ). Moreover, Lamb et al. () showed that a similar morphology can form
due to waterfall erosion by overland flow in competent bedrock and that there is no evidence for valley
formation by seepage erosion in basalt on Earth. e observations of the general valley shapes alone
can thus lead to faulty interpretation on its origin when there is no unambiguous link between morphology and the formative processes. Numerical modeling is oen used to simulate landscapes and
deduce formative conditions (Howard, ; Howard, ; Howard, ). However, for modeling
geomorphological development, the hydrological and erosion processes as well the system boundary
conditions need to be known, which is usually not the case on Mars and most certainly not for the
ancient past. To study the morphological processes, direct observations are most reliably but this is
limited to specific cases and restricted to terrestrial conditions.
In view of the lack of knowledge on associated processes and the diﬃculties of identifying formative
hydrological conditions from morphology, we aim to extend our knowledge on valley formation. We
specifically study valley formation by processes that are not induced by precipitation. e reason for
this is twofold. Firstly, there is less knowledge about these processes as they are uncommon on Earth.
Secondly, many of the small and solitary valleys on Mars have a possible origin outside the epochs
where precipitation is the most plausible origin for valley formation and can give insight in the local
climate and hydrological conditions. For this purpose, physical modeling in experiments is a good tool
to identify morphological processes and relating these to specific hydrological conditions as all physical
processes act in such experiments (Kleinhans, ; Kleinhans et al., a). Terrestrial analogues are
rare for the cases we study and oen only show the final morphology and not the formative process. In
physical experiments we can study cases that are absent or very rare on Earth (e.g. Conway et al., ;
de Villiers et al., ).

..

Terminology

roughout this paper, we use the term seepage for the hydrological process of groundwater coming to
the surface. Seepage occurs in the case of hydrostatic groundwater pressure in an unconfined aquifer at
surface depressions but can also result from an aquifer with supersurface pressure in a confined aquifer.
We will refer to the first case as hydrostatic seepage and the latter as pressurized groundwater release.
Seepage as result from a pressurized aquifer is also known as artesian seepage. We refer to erosion
by seepage as seepage erosion. Undercutting of a slope is a specific form of erosion and is known as
sapping, if specifically caused by groundwater we call this groundwater sapping.
We use the term channel for a morphological feature filled with flowing water. A valley is an erosional
feature, which might be carved by a fluvial channel but valleys can form by a range of processes. Please


note, that a channel may carve a valley with larger dimension than the channel itself, which is the case
in several of the experiments presented in this paper.

..

Valley examples

Numerous short valleys are observed on Mars with amphitheater shaped heads and downstream deposits, for example, in the Ismenius Cavus region (Figure .a) and in Terra Sirenum (Figure .b).
ese valleys lack a visible upstream channel for water supply. Additionally, in some cases these valleys
cut through a crater rim, which indicates the formation by headward erosion. A large network of similar
shaped valleys are seen on the sides of Louros Valles (Figure .c). In this case, the valley heads have the
same amphitheater shape, but there are no clues for headward erosion. Similar amphitheater-headed
valleys on Earth are found on the side of the Colorado Plateau (Laity and Malin, ), on the flanks
of volcanos on Hawaii (Kochel and Piper, ), on a coastal reach in the Atacama desert in Chile, in
Idaho (Lamb et al., ) and in the Florida Panhandle (Schumm et al., ). Such valleys can form
by groundwater seepage erosion in unconsolidated sand (Kochel and Piper, ), which is the case in
the Florida Panhandle. But in the case of rock, such valleys can form by overland flow plunging into
the valley, which is the case in the other mentioned terrestrial cases (e.g. Lamb et al., ; Craddock
et al., ).
Small valleys emerge from tens of meters deep pits in the Cerberus plains (e.g. Figure .d), these
features result from multiple outflow events of lava and water or at least two fluids with high and low
viscosity (omas, ).
Another type of valley is the short valley on the edge of the Nepthentes region (Figure .e). is
valley has a valley head which consist of several small channels originating from diﬀerent directions,
in this case a distinct downstream delta is visible indicating fluvial activity (Kleinhans et al., b;
de Villiers et al., ).
e deep valley between Aram Chaos and Ares Valles has a typical fan-shaped inlet inside Aram
Chaos (Figure .f). is channel is likely formed by a lake overflow event, although the exact source
of water is still discussed (Zegers et al., ; Roda et al., ). Catastrophic crater-lake drainage events
have occurred on Earth (Waythomas et al., ) in the past and show a similar morphology.

..

Hydrological scenarios

In this section, we propose several hypotheses for valley formation processes based on previously proposed hydrological scenarios in literature. We simplify the diﬀerent types of hydrological scenarios to
distinct cases, followed by the hypotheses on the resulting morphological processes and development.
We identify two types of groundwater-fed scenarios: hydrostatic seepage and pressurized groundwater release leading to artesian seepage (Figure .a,b). e diﬀerence between these two scenarios is that
in case of hydrostatic seepage, there is a subsurface groundwater head, where there is a supersurface
groundwater head in case of pressurized groundwater release.
Hydrostatic seepage
In the hydrostatic seepage scenario, seepage and subsequent runoﬀ is generated due to a landscape
irregularity, for example, a topographic depression or diﬀerences in the hydrological properties of the
soil (Figure .a). is type of seepage has long been associated with the formation of amphitheaterheaded valleys by sapping processes in unconsolidated sand (Kochel and Piper, ; Howard and
McLane, ). Craddock and Howard () posed several arguments against a seepage origin for the
valley networks on Mars, the main issues are that there is no compelling mechanism to provide suﬃcient
groundwater to form these valley networks by seepage and that the low discharge from seepage is not
capable of transporting the largest fraction of sediment. However, this does not rule out a seepage origin
for solitary cases of small valleys that did not develop into a valley network.
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Previous experimental work by Kochel and Piper () and Howard and McLane () on erosion by seeping groundwater showed the formation of amphitheater-headed valleys in unconsolidated
sand. Later work on seepage erosion using glass-bead sediment (Schorghofer et al., ) focused on
the spatial pattern of valley formation by seeping groundwater. Fox et al. () studied seepage erosion with a specific aim at undermining of stream banks, which is on a much more detailed scale than
useful for our study where we try to explain landscapes. Recent experiments using glass beads (Berhanu
et al., ) focused on diﬀerent patterns when the groundwater source is distant or fed by local precipitation. In their experiments, the outflow had fixed dimensions and they mainly studied valley head
development.
Our experiments complement previous work as we focus on morphological processes in the entire
valley which is absent in the experiments of Fox et al. () and Berhanu et al. (). In order to
simulate natural turbulent flow we used poorly sorted, angular sediment with grains up to . mm, in
contrast to uniform spheres as used by Schorghofer et al. () and Berhanu et al. (). e nearbed turbulence caused by the coarse particles prevent an unwanted scale eﬀect of scour formation (de
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Figure .: Hydrological and morphological illustration of the three scenarios. a) Seeping groundwater from
an aquifer with subsurface head where seepage occurs at a topographic depression. After channel initiation,
groundwater flow converges towards the valley head causing headward erosion of the valley. b) Pressurized
groundwater release, water is released from an aquifer with supersurface pressure. The valley head above the
source area maintains its position and the valley develops mainly thought incision. c) Crater-lake overflow, when
a body of water overtops the rim of the lake, this is followed by rapid incision of the rim and a downstream valley.

Villiers et al., ). e experiments by Kochel and Piper () and Howard and McLane () also
focused on the morphological development of groundwater sapping valleys. New techniques allow us
to capture the morphological development in large detail in time-lapse imagery and DEMs.
Pressurized groundwater
A supersurface groundwater head can be present in a confined aquifer. Such aquifer can be confined
by soil properties or by the presence of a cryosphere. When the confining layer breaks, groundwater is
able to come to the surface (Figure .b). e case of pressurized aquifers has been hypothesized and
studied for Mars (Hanna and Phillips, ; Andrews-Hanna and Phillips, ; Andrews-Hanna and
Lewis, ; Musiol et al., ), and are linked to mega-outflow channels (Baker and Milton, ;
Carr, ), but also to smaller morphological features like cones (Rossi et al., ; Lanz and Saric,
), chaotic terrains (Rodríguez et al., ; Warner et al., ), subterranean caverns (Rodríguez
et al., ), fractured rises (Skinner and Tanaka, ) and floor-fractured craters (Sato et al., ).
Crater-lake overflow
e third scenario we distinguish is crater-lake overflow. In this case a body of surface water is released
(Figure .c). On Mars this system is plausible as the heavily cratered landscape featured many craterlakes (Newsom et al., ) and many of these crater-lakes have associated valleys (e.g. Irwin et al.,
; Leverington, ; Fassett and Head, ; Coleman, ). In such system, a valley forms when
the water in a crater-lake overtops the rim, possibly by breaching of the rim. e lake may partly or fully
empty aer such event depending on the erodibility of the rim and the force of the flow. e source of
water that filled the crater can vary, for example, another channel, see below.


Other sources of water
We could have distinguished more sources and pathways of water, but the hydrological scenarios considered here are direct sources of water available for valley formation. For example, we do not identify
melt of subsurface ice as a separate scenario here, as this will contribute to a groundwater system. In
addition, several sources of water might fill a crater (Mangold and Ansan, ; Warner et al., ),
but we study the valley-forming source of water, which is the breached crater-lake. Note that the break
of a pressurized aquifer could also induce hydrostatic seepage when the confined aquifer has a subsurface groundwater head. Additionally, supersurface water pressure will diminish to subsurface pressure
over distance and over time and can cause seepage at another location or later in the process. Here
we focus on scenarios that are rare on Earth and therefore relatively poorly understood. For example,
direct runoﬀ by precipitation is an obvious source of water for valley formation (e.g. Craddock and
Howard, ; Hynek and Phillips, ), but we do not considered this a rare case on Earth.
Expected morphology
ere are similarities and diﬀerences in expected morphological activity between the diﬀerent types
of water sources. In both groundwater cases, the saturation of sediment by groundwater is expected to
cause mass-wasting or fluidization processes at the area where water emerges at the surface. In all cases,
the generated runoﬀ induces fluvial processes. When the groundwater seepage point is a topographic
depression, erosion at the valley head causes a positive feedback as this creates a more pronounced
depression in the landscape (Figure .a). is process causes headward erosion whereas the other
scenarios have a stationary valley head, because the location of outflow is unrelated to the development
of the resulting valley.

..

Objectives

In this paper, we consider three hydrological scenarios for valley formation that are rare on Earth.
We investigate these scenarios by geomorphic experiments, supplemented by hydrological numerical
modeling. From our experiments, we aim to gain knowledge of the surface processes leading to valley
formation whereas the numerical modeling provides additional insight in the subsurface flow during
the experiments. We aim to identify morphological elements as important clues for the formative processes and we investigate how to calculate the required formative timescale for these valleys once these
processes are known.

. Methods
..

General methodology and justification

We conducted a series of geomorphic flume experiments to study initiation and development of valleys. In these experiments, we studied distinct hydrological scenarios by applying diﬀerent boundary
conditions in the experiments. Using time-lapse photography and analysis of digital elevation models (DEMs), we mapped the morphological development and processes. To gain additional insights in
groundwater processes, we applied a D hydrological model at the experimental scale using equivalent
initial and boundary conditions. We used these data to gain insight in the processes acting in these
systems in isolation, which is very useful as these processes hardly occur without influence of other
processes in analogues on Earth.
e use of geomorphic experiments allows study of the initiation of channel and valley formation and
all stages of development. Further development oen destroys these early stages in nature and channel
initiation is therefore diﬃcult to study in terrestrial analogue sites. Additionally, such experiments allow the examination of a system where the resulting processes are unknown a priori, which would be
required for a numerical morphological model. Furthermore, experiments include processes that are
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Figure .: a) Oblique photo of the experimental setup. b) Schematic drawing of setup. Inside the flume, two
meshes at the up- and downstream end (m, m) allow for water level control. Water levels or hydraulic head are
controlled using two constant-head tanks (ch and ch), up- and downstream of the flume or at a subsurface
point source (ps). The constant-head tanks are fed from a reservoir (r) by a pump (p), dotted lines symbolize
tubing. The overhead equipment consist of three cameras (c, c and ) aimed at diﬀerent angles, a movable
D-scanner (z) consisting of a projector and camera. c) Sketch and definitions of initial conditions and boundary
conditions of experimental runs, i) Hydrostatic seepage, ii) Pressurized groundwater and iii) Crater-lake overflow.
d) Hydrological model boundary conditions. i) Hydrostatic seepage runs with a constant head at the upstream
(left, h) and downstream (h) boundaries. ii) Pressurized groundwater scenario with a constant head at a small
area at the bottom of the model (h) and a constant head at the downstream boundary (h). For values of
geometrical variations (d, d, Z and Z) and boundary values of all model runs, see Table ..

diﬃcult to simulate in numerical modeling like groundwater-surface water interaction and combined
mass-wasting and fluvial sediment transport processes.
In our experiments, we used lightweight plastic sediment to simulate natural sediment mobility.
Discharge and flow velocity is proportionally smaller in an experiment compared to real-world counterparts whilst sediment mobility scales non-linearly with flow velocity. Furthermore, sediment size
cannot be reduced proportionally with the length scale of the system because the required size would
be in the range of clay particles at which cohesive forces dominate the behavior of the sediment. e
lightweight sediment has realistic mobility values on the experimental scale comparable to fluvial systems on Earth and Mars. Later in this paper, we present a quantitative assessment of the scalability and
calculations of sediment mobility.

..

Flume experiments

Experimental setup
e flume experiments were carried out in a . m by . m flume (Figure .). is flume was designed to study morphological processes under a wide range of hydrological settings and allows for a


sediment depth up to . m and several types of up- and downstream boundary conditions. Using
a combination of permeable meshes (m in Figure .) and constant-head (ch) tanks, a subsurface hydraulic head can be applied to the entire up- and downstream end of the sediment (ch, ch, m and
m in Figure .b). Additionally, at the upstream end, a supersurface hydraulic head can be applied
at the bottom of the sediment bed (ps in Figure .) and the downstream boundary can also be set to
drain freely. Water recirculated via a reservoir and a pump. A sediment trap was constructed in the
setup for the crater-lake overflow experiments to capture the high sediment concentrations associated
with these runs. e entire setup can be tilted at any desired slope up to . m/m.
We used dyed water for visualization and image classification purposes, using Brilliant Blue FCF food
colorant. To lower the amount of subsurface air bubbles and to diminish the eﬀect of floating sediment,
the water surface tension was lowered by the addition of a non-ionic surfactant (dishwasher detergent).
Above the flume, three digital cameras (Canon PowerShot A) were setup for time-lapse photography (c, c & c in Figure .b). e cameras were set to shot simultaneously at a regular interval,
ranging from  s for quick crater-lake overflow experiments to  minutes for hydrostatic seepage experiments. e outer cameras were placed above the outer edges of the flume and slightly tilted to capture
the entire flume; the middle camera was centered and leveled above the flume. is setup ensures that
the entire flume was captured from two or three angles, which allows for digital elevation model extraction at every time-lapse interval using structure from motion.
e morphology was captured in high detail using a Vialux z-Snapper D-scanner that captures a
high-accuracy D point-cloud by using a fringe pattern projector and camera (Hoefling, ). DEMs
from the D-scanner have a higher accuracy compared to DEMs from photogrammetry, but could only
be made in dry conditions at the beginning and end of experiments.
Point-clouds from the D-scanner were processed using natural neighbor interpolation to a gridded digital elevation model of  mm resolution, which corresponds to the point-cloud density of the
D-scan. Time-lapse photos were processed to  mm resolution orthophotographs, which is about the
ground resolution of the photos. Additionally, DEMs were extracted from time-lapse photos using
photogrammetry to attain a dynamic elevation model of  mm resolution. We used these dynamic elevation models to get time-series of morphological activity (erosion and deposition). For D-scanner
processing and orthophotograph generation, we used MATLAB (e MathWorks, version ...)
and the Camera Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB (Jean-Yves Bouguet, version -July-). We used
PhotoScan (Agiso, version ..) for dynamic elevation model reconstruction.
Time-lapse images were classified to water and sediment using a bespoke classification function.
is function first converts the images to CIELAB color space; this color space has three bands: band
L, which stores the lightness and bands a and b, which contains the color information. e image is then
classified using the maximum-likelihood classifier algorithm described in Lillesand et al. (, Section .) on the color information (a and b bands). Water was extracted from the classified image and
used to determine channel location and width (Figure .). e contrast in the lightness information in
the photos (L band) was enhanced for visualization purposes only. We performed this processing using MATLAB (e MathWorks, version ...), and DIPimage (DIPlib, version ..) for channel
extraction.
Initial and boundary conditions
For the hydrostatic seepage scenario, the initial morphology consisted of a flat section and a slope
(Figure .c-i), this slope allowed groundwater to seep at the surface. An upstream reservoir, separated
from the sediment by a permeable mesh, supplied water into the sediment bed. At the downstream
end, the water level was set at the foot of the slope (h = Z). We ran multiple conditions by varying
the slope of the sediment by changing Z and the upstream groundwater head h. We simulated three
diﬀerent slope, runs Seepage-,  and  had the steepest slope, runs Seepage--, - and - at


500 mm
Figure .: Process of channel extraction from time-lapse imagery. a) orthophotograph, b) classified orthophotograph (green and blue are shallow and deep water classes; yellow and red are sediment and magenta represents shadows. c) filtered water class (white area) with extracted centerline (black dashed line).

an intermediate slope and runs Seepage--, - and - were run at the lowest slope (see Table .).
For each slope we simulated three groundwater levels, namely . m below the surface in runs Seepage, - and -; . m below the surface in runs Seepage-, - and -; and . m below the
surface in runs Seepage-, - and -.
e hydrostatic seepage experiments were also conducted using sand as sediment. e hydrostatic
seepage experiments produce low amounts of discharge, in both types of sediment. For the experiments
using sand, the entire flume had to be tilted to a slope of . m/m in order for sediment transport to
occur under the generated discharge. Additionally, a pipe was installed downstream to flush out the
sediment, otherwise the system became blocked and development ceased quickly. We do not describe
these experiments in detail as the setup diﬀers from the other experiment. However, we use these experiments as comparison to the seepage experiments with light-weight sediment in the discussion of
this paper. e general setup was similar as the seepage experiments described above and parameters
from this experiment are reported in Table ..
In the pressurized groundwater scenario, the initial morphology was a flat bed of sediment with
a ridge at about three-fourth of the length of the setup (Figure .c-ii). At the upstream end, a pipe
with permeable filter underneath the sediment bed supplied the water. We applied a supersurface head
to this point source h. e downstream groundwater level was equal to the downstream sediment
depth (h = Z). e ridge allowed us to study two stages of activity: in the first stage there is channel
formation over a flat surface and in the second stage there is incision of a valley aer the channel reached
the ridge. Experiment runs Pressurized- to Pressurized- have a upstream groundwater pressure h
ranging linearly from . m to . m and a cliﬀ height (Z − Z) of . m. Experiments Pressurized- to Pressurized-- have that same pressure range, but a cliﬀ height of . m (see Table .).
For the crater-lake overflow experiments, the initial topography represents a part of a crater (Figure .c-iii). e initial bed consists of an upstream crater with rim and a slightly sloping area outside
the crater simulating the crater impact ejecta. e topography of the crater rim and ejecta blanket represents roughly a crater of  km in diameter (Garvin et al., ), linearly scaled to :,. e
rim was . m above the crater floor in the experiments, which was . m above the flume floor. A
downstream sediment trap prevented clogging by the high sediment concentrations associated with
the breach of the rim. e crater-lake was filled up to a specified level (h). A dent in the rim at the
center of the flume ensured breaching at this location. We sustained the water supply aer the breach
to simulate a lake larger than the lake segment present in the flume setup. e flow rate was such that
the lake slowly drained until morphological activity ceased. Flow stopped when the water level reached
. m (h). We repeated these experiments with a diﬀerent initial lake levels h: experiment Lake-
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Figure .: Cumulative particle size distribution of the polyester styrene sediment.

had a lake level at the rim (h = . m), experiments Lake- and  had a lake level . m below
the rim (h = . m) and Lake- . m below the rim (h = . m) (see Table .).
We used a plastic polyester styrene sediment with sand-like grain size distribution and low density
for the experiments (Figure .). e rough grain properties mimic sand-grain shapes and associated
fluvial properties. Maxi-Blast Inc manufactured the plastic under their name Enduro-Grade. e sediment is a mix of their grain-size classes , ., , ,  and  in a ratio of :::::.

..

Hydrological modeling

Model description
A hydrological numerical model was employed to gain insight in the subsurface flow of the two groundwater cases: hydrostatic seepage and pressurized groundwater release. ese models were setup to
mimic the experiments and gain insight in the groundwater flow pattern. e models were run to
obtain subsurface flow direction, groundwater seepage pattern and seepage discharge, which is used to
explain the seepage pattern observed in the experiments. Two-dimensional cross-sections in the vertical plane of these scenarios were modeled using HYDRUS-D (Šimunek et al., ). is model solves
the two-dimensional Richards equations for groundwater flow and soil hydraulic properties using the
van Genuchten-Mualem relationships (for details, see Šimunek et al. ()).
Initial and boundary conditions
For the hydrostatic seepage scenario, a sloping seepage face was modeled (Figure .d-i). A subsurface
head was applied to the upstream boundary (h < Z) and the downstream boundary was set to drain
freely (h = ). Variations of the model were run with diﬀerent angles of the seepage slope (by varying
d, d, see Figure .d), see Table . for values. For the pressurized groundwater scenario, a block
of sediment with a pressurized source below was modeled (Figure .d-ii). A supersurface head was
applied to a small patch at the bottom of the model domain (h > Z), the downstream boundary was
set to have a water level equal to the top of the sediment (h = Z). Variations of the models were run
with a range of groundwater pressures at the source of water (h), see Table ..


Table .: Initial and boundary conditions of the experiments and numerical model runs. Initial conditions (see
Figure .): Z and Z are the upstream and downstream sediment depth, d and d define the horizontal distance along the flume in downstream direction where the sloping section starts and stops (Seepage and Pressurized experiments), Stot is the total slope or slope of the seepage face in the hydrostatic seepage experiments.
h and h are water level settings at the flume boundaries.
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In all model runs, the initial groundwater head in the entire model was set to the downstream boundary conditions, simulating dry sediment in the hydrostatic seepage scenario and a groundwater level
equal to h in the entire domain of the pressurized groundwater scenario. e used model time step
settings and soil hydraulic properties are presented in Table .. Water content values and hydraulic
conductivity are measured values from the sediment used in the experiments, soil water retention curve
parameters are typical values for sand (for explanation of these parameters, see Šimunek et al., ).

..

Scaling assessment

Although our experiments are small compared to natural valleys, they still mimic natural systems.
Landscapes evolve as a result of a combination and balance of multiple processes and landscape evolution experiments oen result in morphological development similar to natural systems even if all governing processes are not entirely scale-independent (Paola et al., ). For such landscape evolution
experiments, a classic engineering approach of geometric scaling or dynamic scaling by perfect matching of dimensionless flow properties like the Froude number and Reynolds number is unachievable
because of the large diﬀerence in geometrical scales. Furthermore, such scaling requires that channel
dimensions are fixed and known beforehand, whilst channels and valleys should freely form in our experiments. Moreover, we did not design our experiment to resemble a specific natural system because
we aim for generic results, so there are no values to scale our experiments to. Nevertheless, observations


Table .: Hydrological model settings.
Time parameters
Modeled time hydrostatic seepage scenarios (s)
Modeled time pressurized groundwater scenarios (s)
Initial time step (s)
Minimum time step (s)
Maximum time step (s)
Soil hydraulic properties
Residual soil water content (-)
Saturated soil water content (-)
Water retention curve, alpha, n (-)
Sat. hydraulic conductivity (mm/s)

Value



.

Value
.
.
., 
.

on Earth and reconstructed conditions on Mars indicate a range of dimensionless flow and sediment
transport properties which we incorporate in the design of the experiments such that the flow regime
corresponds to natural flow conditions. is approach minimizes the eﬀect of scaling issues, which
makes interpretation easier and decreases the uncertainty in applying the results to natural systems.
We investigated the similarity of our experiments to real world systems using several dimensionless
parameters for flow and sediment transport. We used the Froude number and Reynolds number to
evaluate the hydraulic behavior of our experiments (see discussion in de Villiers et al. ()). We
used the Froude number (Fr) to determine if the flow is aﬀected by downstream or only by upstream
disturbances, respectively subcritical (Fr < ) or supercritical (Fr > ) flow. Subcritical flow conditions
are desirable and expected during the experiments, but temporarily supercritical conditions may occur
during quick erosive events.
u
Fr = √ ,
gh

(.)

where u is the flow velocity (m/s), g the gravitational acceleration (m /s) and h the water depth (m).
e Reynolds number (Re) indicates if the flow is turbulent (Re > ) or laminar (Re < ),
with a transition zone in between:
uR
,
(.)
ν
where R is the hydraulic radius (m), R = (h · W)/(h + W), W is the channel width (m), ν is the
kinematic viscosity of water (m /s), ν =  · − /( + t), where t is the temperature (°C for the
current experiments). We aim for turbulent flow in our experiment, as natural channels are turbulent.
e Shields number (θ) is a measure for dimensionless sediment mobility, which should be higher
than the critical Shields number θcr ≈ . for significant sediment transport to occur:
Re =

θ=

τ
,
(ρs − ρ)gD

(.)

where τ is the flow shear stress at the bed (kg m− s ) calculated as τ = ρgh sin S, where S is the bed
slope (m/m), ρs − ρ is the submerged density of the sediment (kg/m ) and D is the median grain size
(m).
In absence of direct flow measurements, we estimated the flow velocity from the channel dimensions using the Darcy-Weisbach equation. Although we use this equation at the experimental scale,
this method performs better than other methods when used for Martian channels (Wilson et al., b;
Kleinhans, ).


√
u=

ghS
,
f

(.)

where f is the fiction factor estimated from the Colebrook-White relation (Kleinhans, ):
√

..


= . log
f

(

h
D

)
+ .

(.)

Formative timescale analysis

We estimated the formative timescale T of our experiments by dividing the eroded volume by the sediment transport rate (c.f. Kleinhans, ):
T=

V
,
( − λ)Qs

(.)

where V is the eroded or deposited volume (m ), Qs the sediment transport rate (m /s) and λ is the
porosity of the eroded material. We estimate the sediment transport rate using the empirical relation
of (Meyer-Peter and Müller, ; Equation .). Note that de Villiers et al. () used a modified
version of this relation for the steep slopes which is unnecessary here. e Meyer-Peter and Müller
() relation reads:
φ = (θ − θcr ). ,

(.)

where φ is the dimensionless sediment transport rate, defined as:
qs = φ ·

√
(ρs /ρ)gD.
 ,

(.)

where qs is the dimensional sediment transport rate per unit width (m /s), which relates to the dimensional sediment transport rate by:
Qs = qs · W.

(.)

When applying this method to Mars, only estimates of sediment transport rates are available using
an order of magnitude estimate of the flow velocity from channel dimensions from abandoned channel
elevation models (for full method, see Kleinhans ()). As sediment transport rates relate to the flow
velocity to a power of -, it can vary greatly over the course of an event and strongly depends on the
formative process. We evaluate the method of Kleinhans () to the diﬀerent formative processes in
our experiment. For these experiments, we know the formative timescales and we have observations of
erosion rates in relation to channel dimensions. We made two extreme estimates of the formative time
using Equations .-.. e first is based on channel dimensions and the second on the dimensions of
the entire valley, both extracted from the final morphology elevation model. ese extreme dimensions
and are easily derived from elevation data and imagery in experiments and remote sensed data.

. Hydrological modeling results
To gain insight in the subsurface flow in the experiments, we ran series of D (vertical plane, x − z)
hydrological models at the same scale of the experiments. We modeled the hydrostatic seepage and
pressurized groundwater scenario. e model showed the subsurface flow pattern and the patterns and
magnitude of seeping groundwater.
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Figure .: Hydrological model output, showing subsurface flow pattern in the hydrostatic seepage model runs
(a) and pressurized groundwater model runs (b), seepage flux for all hydrostatic seepage model runs (c) and
pressurized groundwater model runs (d), cumulative seepage flux in down-slope direction for the hydrostatic
seepage model runs (e) and pressurized groundwater model runs (f ).

In the hydrostatic seepage model runs, the unsaturated zone progressively filled from the upstream
boundary (at x =  in Figure .a). Initial seepage occurred at the knickpoint at the foot of the slope
(x = ). e seepage zone extended up slope as the sediment saturated. Aer saturation of the
sediment, groundwater flowed mainly parallel to the modeled domain. e rate of seepage was the
highest at the knickpoint at the downstream end of the slope (Figure .c at x = ), the seepage
rate was uniform at the remainder of the slope.
Diﬀerent slopes yielded diﬀerent seepage patterns, although the general characteristics were similar.
Seepage spread over a larger area at lower slopes of the seepage face (Figure .c, the lowest slope is used
in runs Seepage-xx-). is resulted in a lower seepage flux, but the cumulative seepage was equal for
runs with the same upstream groundwater level and increased with higher head (Figure .e). e total
cumulative unit discharge varied from . m /s to . m /s (Figure .e) for an applied upstream
head varying from . m to . m.
In the pressurized groundwater model runs (Pressurized--), the sediment above the source saturated by an upward moving wetting front. Lateral groundwater flow in downstream direction saturated
the remaining part of the model space. During the entire simulation, groundwater flowed the fastest
and mainly upward in the zone above the water source and less in lateral direction further downstream
(Figure .b). e seepage at the surface focused at the zone above the simulated water source and did
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Figure .: Estimated seepage discharge for the experiments based on hydrological model results. Cumulative seepage discharge (m /s) is multiplied by the width (m) of the boundary where the upstream head (h) is
applied (W = . m for the hydrostatic seepage runs and W = . m for the pressurized groundwater runs).

not reach far downstream ( < x <  Figure .d). ere was an additional small seepage location
at x = , which related to the topographic depression. e total cumulative unit discharge depends
on the simulated hydraulic head, varying linearly from . m /s to . m /s (Figure .f) for an
applied head from . m to . m (Table .).
Important model results for the interpretation of the experiments are the patterns and magnitudes
of groundwater seepage. In the hydrostatic seepage scenarios, seepage occurred at the bottom part of
the slope in the model, with a peak at the start of the slope. Total seepage in these scenarios relates to
the applied upstream groundwater head. e seepage pattern spread over a larger area with decreasing
slope. In the pressurized groundwater scenario, seepage occurred above the water source, which is at
the upstream end of the valley to form.
e seepage flux per unit width, expresses in unit area per unit time, in the hydrostatic seepage
scenario was lower than in the pressurized groundwater case. However, in the experiments the upstream
head in the hydrostatic seepage scenario was applied to the entire width of the flume (. m) whereas
the pressurized groundwater was applied to a . m wide source. When seepage per unit width is
corrected for the width of the boundary in the experiment, we get the expected amount of total seepage
discharge in unit volume per unit time. For the pressurized experiment with the lowest head, h =
. m, the expected, Q =  · − m /s, is close or even lower than the expected seepage for the
hydrostatic cases, ·− m /s < Q < ·− m /s. For all other pressurized groundwater experiments,
we expect a higher discharge (Figure .).

. Experiment results
In the following sections, we describe the observed progression of the experiments. Besides qualitative
visual interpretation, we present quantitative morphological properties derived from time-lapse orthophotographs and elevation data. Videos of the described time-lapses are available in Marra (c)
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Figure .: Time-lapse yorthophotographs (i-v)) and initial (vi) and resulting DEMs (vii) for a) hydrostatic seepage
experiment Seepage-, b) pressurized groundwater experiment Pressurized- and c) crater-lake overflow
experiment Lake-. Digits in the upper-right hand corner shows the elapsed time in hours:minutes:seconds

and online at http://dx.doi.org/./m.figshare., video numbers for each experiment is
provided in Table ..
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Hydrostatic seepage

In the initial stage of the hydrostatic seepage experiments, the sediment became saturated over the
course of tens of minutes and seepage started to occur at the slope (Figure .a, i). e seepage patterns
corresponded with the seepage area predicted by the model (see Section .). Seeping water at the
surface caused small channels to form, in experiments Seepage-, -, - and - the initiation
of channels occurred at locations of pre-formed disturbances in the topography.
Flow focused in one or a few channels (Figure .a, ii), which evolved to valleys. In this stage of the
experiment, these valleys migrated headward by periodic slumping or collapse of the valley head. We
observed more slumping behavior at the valley head in experiments with a high water level, resulting
in more shallow valleys with less steep valley heads. In contrast, experiments with a lower water level
showed more collapse of the head by undercutting, resulting in steeper and deeper heads. Additionally, valleys that reached further upslope generally had steeper heads due to this same eﬀect as the
groundwater level was deeper further upslope. In all experiments, the valley heads developed in unsat
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Table .: Runtime and resulting morphology of the experiments. Video number refer to the videos provided online at http://dx.doi.org/./m.figshare.. Tt is
the total runtime of the experiment, Te is the time the experiment showed active erosion (in hh:mm:ss). Fr, Re and θ are the Froude number, Reynolds number and Shields
number, respectively. Final geometry: Wc and Wv is the channel and valley width, hc and hv is the channel and valley depth, Sc is the final channel slope and Ve is the total
eroded volume. Missing values in three hydrostatic seepage experiments are due to no activity.
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Figure .: Valley profile development during hydrostatic seepage experiment Seepage- (a), pressurized
groundwater experiment Pressurized- (b) and crater-lake overflow experiment Lake- (c). The arrow indicates direction of development.

urated (moist) sediment above the groundwater table, which introduces cohesion in the area above the
groundwater table.
Within or downstream of the valley, channels existed which were much narrower than the valley
(Figures .a, iii-iv and .d). ese fluvial channels did not start at the head of the valley but further downstream, indicating an increase in discharge in downstream direction as there was insuﬃcient
discharge at the valley head for fluvial activity but enough water for fluvial activity in the downstream
part.
e small channels within the valley transported sediment fluvially out of the valleys, which destabilized the valley head and triggered the next slump or collapse. Aer a head collapse, the material
from the head was deposited in or downstream of the valley. ese deposits stabilized the valley head.
Following a period of fluvial erosion in the valley, the head was destabilized again and the process repeated causing a headward development of these valleys (Figure .a). Aer a collapse, only limited
or no sediment transport occurred. Increasing fluvial activity, shown by deposition downstream of the
valley (Figure .a, green dashed line), was followed by collapse of the head (Figure .a, blue solid
line). is cycle of fluvial erosion and head collapse oen repeated a few times and there were periods
of inactivity between these events. During such period, seepage of groundwater continued but with no
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Figure .: Morphological activity during the experiments Seepage- (a,d), Pressurized- (b,e) and Lake-
(c,f ). a-c: Bed-level change during the experiments, in the upstream part of the valley (blue solid line) and in the
downstream part (green dashed line). Positive values denote deposition. d: Channel width (blue solid line) and
valley width (green dashed line) during a hydrostatic seepage experiment. e-f: Channel width determined from
time-lapse imagery in the upstream (blue) and downstream (green) part of the channel. Vertical dashed lines
corresponds with profiles shown in Figure ..

noticeable morphological activity. During all experiments, the experiments were morphological active
for a limited period of the entire model run (Tr and Te in Table .). A diﬀerence was present in all experiment scenarios due to a lag between start of groundwater flow and surface runoﬀ, but the seepage
experiments featured intermittency during the experiments.
Valleys widened as they grew in length (Figure .d, first two hours). Widening slowed as the activity decreased, but the valleys still widened towards the end of the experiment mainly as result of
undercutting of the sidewalls by lateral erosion of the fluvial channels.
e final morphology in the hydrostatic seepage experiment was a valley head with a circular head
wall and a smooth valley floor (Figures .a and .a-f). is morphology resulted from headward
valley development by mass wasting processes. In the upstream part of the valley, there was no channel
visible because sediment transported as one block of the entire valley width. Further downstream sediment transported fluvially and a channel was visible. ese fluvial channels were much smaller than
the valley (Table .) and oen diﬃcult to depict in the final morphology.

..

Pressurized groundwater

e pressurized groundwater experiments progressed in the following way. First, the sediment became
saturated in the area above the groundwater source (Figure .b, i). Aer a few minutes, the first signs of
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groundwater activity started to form as foam bubbles emerged at the surface. ese foam bubbles were
likely the eﬀect of air in the pores being pushed out by the upward motion of groundwater (Figure .b).
Additionally, in this early stage, little seepage occurred at the surface. e seepage area corresponded
to the modeled seepage location. e groundwater pressure caused a slight bulge to emerge in the
source area. Usually within several minutes from the start of the experiment, a continuous flow of water
reached the surface which started the first channel formation (Figure .b, ii). Aer surface flow had
started, the bulge subsided and a pit formed in the sediment above the water source. e surface area
of this pit is smaller than the modeled area of seepage but corresponds with the location of the highest
seepage flux.
Just aer the initiation of the channel, only the sediment around the source was saturated whereas
downstream the sediment was still unsaturated. is caused infiltration of water in the initial channel and this channel ceased before it reached the downstream boundary. Due to this infiltration, the
drained channel deposited lobes of sediment emerging from the water source. e channel reached further downstream as the sediment saturated during the experiment. e initial deposition of material
during this experiment coincided with the upli of the bed in the source area, resulting in a net bedlevel increase in the entire reach of the experiment (Figure .b, : – :). During these stages,


the channel width in the upstream area increased (Figure .e), which corresponds to an increase in
channel discharge as less water is lost by infiltration.
In these experiments, a second stage started when the channel reached the ridge (Figure .b, iii).
When this ridge was reached, the channel started to incise and formed a valley (Figure .b). is incision started at the downstream end and swept through the valley to the upstream part (Figure .b),
resulting in a constant slope (Figure .b). Additionally, during incision, the channel became narrower
(Figure .e). A fan deposited downstream of the channel during valley incision (Figure .b, iv). In
some experiments, the channel developed meanders during the initial and incision stage. e additional sediment load introduced by the associated lateral erosion increased the rate of fan formation,
but did not aﬀect the sequence of processes observed in the experiments.
All experiments lasted between  minutes to half an hour. However, morphological activity was in all
cases limited to the last few minutes of the experiments due to the time it took for the sediment to get
saturated and water to emerge (Table .). is initial wetting phase was longer for experiments with a
lower applied groundwater head.
In the pressurized groundwater experiments, a distinct morphological feature is the pit formed by
the seeping groundwater (Figure .b). In some runs the depth of the pit decreased rapidly when the
water pressure decreased at the end of the experiment, but remains of wall collapses were still visible
(Figure ., j,k,m,n). Larger water pressure generally resulted in a larger source pit (Figure .g-m
shows a sequence of increasing pressure). e final valley dimension did not show a trend related to
the upstream applied groundwater head, but final valley depth and eroded volume relates to the height
of the cliﬀ, which was higher in all Pressurized-xx- runs (in Table .).
e initial depositional phase described in the previous sections has led to one or multiple abandoned channels and lobes emerging from the source area (Figure .g,h,k,l). Another remainder of
this initial phase are the small lobes around the source area. In some cases, such lobes were deposited at
the location that later became the valley and were therefore not visible in the final morphology. e valley formed in these experiments had a very smooth bed and terraces formed when the channel incised
(Figure .b).

..

Crater-lake overflow

e crater-lake overflow experiments started by filling the artificial crater with water (Figure .c, i).
When the water level reached the lowest part of the rim, which was always in the middle, rim failure
occurred either by fluidization due to saturation and the pressure of the water or by overtopping of
the rim. Water supply to the lake was sustained even aer failure occurred as the lake segment in the
experiment is only a small part of the simulated lake. ere was a short period of low discharge overspilling the lake. In this period, small lobes of sediment were deposited as the water infiltrated into the
dry underlying sediment downstream of the rim (Figure .c, :).
Aer rim failure, an initially small channel emerged (Figure .c, ii). e water from this initial
channel infiltrated whilst the size of the breach and, consequently, the discharge through the breach
increased rapidly. e quick erosion of the rim introduced a high sediment load in the channel, which
caused the deposition of a few lobes of sediment on top of the initial topography (Figure .c, iii),
shown by a synchronized event of upstream incision and downstream deposition (Figure .c). is
event was followed by incision over the entire channel length (Figure .c, : and further). e rate
of incision gradually decreased as the lake level depleted (Figure .c).
e channel width during the crater-lake overflow event was about a third lower at the upstream end
than at the downstream end (Figure .c, ii-iv), this eﬀect remained visible in the final morphology
(Figure .c). e channel width increased during the incision of the rim (Figure .f), but remained
fairly constant during the latter half of the experiment when flow continued but rim incision ceased.
Channel and valley dimensions were similar for all experiments (Table .).


Water flowing out of the lake converged towards the outflow point (Figure .c, v), creating a triangular, fan-shaped outlet channel somewhat reminiscent of an inverted delta. is converging flow
created converging ridges and channels extending into the lake just upstream of the outflow point (Figure .o-r). At the point where the flow converged, a scour hole was visible. e sides of the valley at
the rim showed collapse features (Figure .c). On the sides of the valley, deposited lobes remained
from an early stage just aer the rim collapsed. e incising channel formed terraces during incision
(Figure .c).
All experiments took about  to  minutes to complete. Morphological activity was about  to
 minutes, which started aer the lake breached (Table .).

. Scaling and applicability to Mars
We conducted our experiments in unconsolidated light-weight sediment. e substrate in which valleys formed on Mars diﬀers from the experimental substrate and our results cannot be applied to realworld cases without considering the limitations. Various processes have shaped the surface of Mars,
which resulted in a range of diﬀerent substrates. For example, lava flow, pyroclastic eruptions, impact
gardening, weathering, fluvial deposition and aeolian deposition provide a range of possible substrates
(e.g. Carr and Head, ), all with diﬀerent erodibility and hydrological properties. Lithological properties on Mars remain uncertain at many locations and it cannot be assumed homogeneous throughout
the planet. Furthermore, the lithology at the time of formation could be diﬀerent from its current state,
for example, a now consolidated sedimentary deposit started as an unconsolidated deposit. We investigated the applicability of our experiments to two categories of possible substrates: sedimentary deposits
(e.g. fluvial, lacustrine and pyroclastic) and bedrock (e.g. lava flow and consolidated deposits).

..

Sedimentary deposits

By design, our experiments are a direct scale analogue for unconsolidated sedimentary deposits. We
addressed the similarity of the experiment to natural systems of unconsolidated sediment by dimensionless fluid flow properties. For most experiments, the Froude number (Fr) fell in the range . to
. and never exceeded  (Table .). Such subcritical conditions correspond with natural channels.
Supercritical conditions (Fr > ) occurred shortly during quick incision and crater-rim breach, but
this would likely occur in nature as well. e Reynolds number for the seepage experiments fell in the
range of laminar flow (Re < , Table .). However, the morphology in these valleys was mainly
the result from mass-wasting and collapse, and the fluvial channels responsible for sediment transport
were too small to observe morphology within these channels. e other experiments were within the
range of turbulent flow (Re > ) or transitional flow ( > Re > ), which does not cause
discernible diﬀerences between processes on experimental and full scales.
A major diﬀerence between the experiments and possible Martian cases are the temperature and
atmospheric pressure. Our experiments were conducted at present-day Earth atmospheric pressure
and room temperature. Current day atmospheric pressure and temperature on Mars does not sustain
fluid water for a long time. Previous conditions on Mars sustained fluid water long enough for channel formation. ese conditions were more abundant in the early history of Mars and later occurred

Figure . (following page): Shaded relief of final valley head morphology in selected experiments. a-c are experiments Seepage- to Seepage-, d is Seepage--, e is Seepage-- and f is Seepage--. g-m are experiments Pressurized-- to Pressurized--, with increasing pressure. n is experiment Pressurized-, with
the same pressure as in m. o-r are experiments Lake- tot Lake-. Annotation ac indicate channels that were
abandoned during the experiment, l represents a lobe emerging from the source area, c are collapse features
and t indicate terraces. The scale bar in all images is  mm.
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episodically (Baker, ). Valley formation by groundwater is possible even if liquid water is not stable
at the surface, since erosion occurs mostly at the location of seepage. However, the subsurface needs
to be warm enough to sustain fluid groundwater. If outflow occurs under such conditions, outflows
lengths are expected to be larger compared to outflow under terrestrial conditions and similar features
are expected to be formed with a lower amount of water (Conway et al., ).
A possible scaling issue to consider is whether the produced discharge is able to transport the material
in the stream. e collapse of valley walls may introduce large sediment particle to the stream. Erosion
ceases if the shear stresses are unable to transport this material. is criterion was previously used to
prove for certain valleys that they were not formed by seepage erosion (Craddock and Howard, ;
Lamb et al., ). When considering valleys on Mars, the ability of the flow to transport the material
should be considered as well as possible weathering rates which may both obscure the former presence
of large block or increases erosion (de Haas et al., ).
An important process in the experiments was the eﬀect of capillary rise of groundwater and the consequent added cohesion of the valley walls. e characteristic height to which the pores in sediment
suck up groundwater is estimated as  · − /φ, where φ is the pore diameter (Hendriks, , Ch.;
de Gennes et al., , Ch.; aer Young, ). e pore diameter depends on the grain size distribution. For our experiments, we assume a typical capillary throttle diameter equal to D = . mm,
resulting in a capillary rise of  mm, which is above all valley wall heights in our experiments. Up
to this elevation above the groundwater table, the water pressure decreases in upward direction and
results in negative pore pressure which causes an increase in the soil cohesion (Fredlund, ). is
eﬀect of added cohesion above the water table means that, for all groundwater experiments, cliﬀs were
steeper than would be the case in full size valleys in sediment where the capillary rise would only be
a tiny fraction of the valley depth. Steep cliﬀs in the experiments, namely the valley head in seepage
experiments and valley banks would in reality have a lower angle. However, in nature there are many
factors which influence the steepness of banks. For example, if valleys are formed in non-cohesive material with a cohesive layer on top, overhanging of the top layer would make it seem that banks are
steeper. In addition, when water is not only supplied from capillary action, but also comes from above,
the entire soil column may contain water and the cohesion increases is not limited to the length of
capillary rise. Note that cliﬀ undercutting in the experiments occurred in the saturated zone so that the
added cohesion did not aﬀect the rate of morphological development.

..

Bedrock

e experiments we presented were carried out in loose, easily erodible sediment. In such system, valley
incision is limited by the fluvial transport capacity. In the case of bedrock, groundwater flow would be
absent when no connected pore space or fractures are present in the rock. But even when such pores
or fractures exist, it is questionable whether this will provide enough discharge to erode the rock in the
case of hydrostatic seepage. Pressurized groundwater release and crater-lake overflow provide quick
erosive events that might carve a valley in bedrock.
e incision of valleys in bedrock is limited by the detachment rate of the rock, which is governed
by abrasion by bedload grains or suspended load, plucking of large loose blocks and cavitation of flow
(Sklar and Dietrich, ; Whipple et al., ). For both transport as detachment limited streams,
erosion rates are predicted from excess shear stress (shear stress τ above a critical value τ c ) to a power
higher than unity: Sediment transport relates linearly to (τ − τ c )n (Meyer-Peter and Müller, ),
with values of n in the range of . to  (Kleinhans, ). e detachment of bedrock by abrasion
relates to τ . , detachment of bedrock by plucking relates to (τ − τ c )p·. with p close to unity and the
detachment by cavitation relates to τ q with values of q up to . (Whipple et al., ). is shows
that bedrock erosion is governed by similar laws so that their morphological eﬀect can also be similar.
Note that this is mainly the case in the presence of bedload sediment and suﬃcient flow to initiate


bedrock erosion processes. is may occur in valleys downstream of eruptive groundwater flows and
lake overspill events, but we found no evidence for such processes in terrestrial cases with seepage from
rock. Besides shear stresses, erosion rates in bedrock streams depends strongly on the tensile strength
of the rock (Sklar and Dietrich, ) and on several other factors, for example, the sediment cover in
the stream (Sklar and Dietrich, ). e erosion rate between an alluvial stream and a bedrock stream
of the same size will certainly diﬀer, and is lower in bedrock streams. However, since the erosion rate
in both cases relates to a very similar way to the shear stresses acting on the bed, similar landscapes
will be produced and the general morphology observed in our experiments will emerge. As mentioned
for sedimentary deposits above, the largest sediment particle size in a stream could be used to assess
the minimum formative discharge, which might put constraints on the possible formative processes.
Besides the composition of the rock, the structure and nature of the material, e.g. lava flows versus
consolidated sedimentary deposits, and the rate of weathering aﬀects the erosion rate.
Furthermore, bedrock is very cohesive material. Bedrock valleys can therefore feature steep banks.
Such steep valley walls are preserved in absence of later weathering. Our experiments also featured
cohesive steep walls, but this cohesion was the result of negative pore pressure in the unsaturated zone
above the groundwater. Such cohesion is not persistent, and these walls collapsed when the material
dried.
e processes acting on the channel head in both groundwater cases in our experiments are not representative for such systems in bedrock. Bedrock will not feature slumping and fluidization as observed
in both groundwater experiments. Instead, destabilization by undercutting will result in block failure
and high groundwater pressure will result in breaking of the surface instead of the observed bulging.
e resulting pit in our experiments is likely to show a more chaotic morphology in full-scale reality
due to preservation of cracks in absence of fluidization processes.

. Discussion
..

Linking morphology to formative process

In this section, we discuss examples of Martian valleys and their possible origin in view of the experiments presented in this paper and previous work on similar systems. However, for a full analysis of
Martian valleys more detailed analysis and data are needed which is beyond the scope of this paper.
us, this section should be read as a first step and illustration of how experimental results can be of
use in planetary geomorphology, for instance by elucidating what additional data on Mars would help
interpreting these systems.
Seepage or other mechanisms for amphitheater-headed valleys
Valleys formed by hydrostatic seepage in our experiments featured amphitheater shaped valley heads
resulting from headward erosion by collapse and slumping at the valley head. In the experiments, valleys
development followed the groundwater table and the valley depth seems related to the groundwater
level. e experiments showed that the erosion of the valley head by mass-wasting has a cyclic behavior
in agreement with earlier experiments (Kochel and Piper, ; Howard and McLane, ). Steep walls
observed in our and other experiments, were exaggerated due to the influence of capillary forces (see
Section .). e initial channelization in by groundwater seepage is caused by overland flow and aer
channel initiation, such channels are fed by groundwater directly (Schorghofer et al., ). Schorghofer
et al. () also indicated the eﬀect of groundwater piracy, as valleys ceased to develop when they are
too close to each other in their experiments. An alternate source of groundwater may show a diﬀerent
pattern: if the groundwater is fed from uniform rainfall on the entire sediment bed, in contrast to a
constant head tank, the valley develops in all directions and not dominantly in headward direction
(Berhanu et al., ). In addition, rain-fed seepage valleys show a tendency to bifurcate. Although such


bifurcations did not occur in our experiments this would be a potential indicator of valley formation
by groundwater seepage on Mars.
Similar processes can form the same type of valleys (Petroﬀ et al., ), which should carefully be
considered when interpreting these types of valleys. A potential alternative hypothesis for the formation of these types of valleys is by erosion due to a waterfall plunging into the valley (Lamb et al., ).
Formation of these valleys by seepage requires sediment or heavily eroded material, the formation by
plunge erosion is possible in bedrock. e substrate in which these valleys formed can thus give a clue
about their formation. However, the substrate is an unknown in many cases seen the vast range of
possible processes that shaped the surface of Mars. Another possible theory for amphitheater-headed
valleys is preferential bedrock weathering by groundwater flow, as proposed by Pelletier and Baker
(). In our view, which we elaborate in the following paragraphs, the valley morphology alone is
not diagnostic for a certain formative process, especially in the debated case of groundwater seepage.
For reconstruction of the formative conditions, additional properties like the substrate, up- and downstream morphology and regional setting should be taken into account.
Our experimentally formed seepage morphology shows similarities with some valleys on Mars. Examples in the Ismenius Cavus and Terra Sirenum region (Figure .a,b) both show a short singlethreaded valley with a downstream deposit at a topographic depression with no clear upstream surface
water source. e downstream fan deltas shows that the downstream deposit formed in standing water
or even during water level rise (Hauber et al., ; de Villiers et al., ), which indicates favorable
conditions for fluid surface water during formation. Additionally, if groundwater is indeed the source
of water at the head of the valley, the lower laying area in which these deposits formed most likely filled
with groundwater simultaneous with valley formation. Larger, similar-shaped valley networks exist at
the sides of Louros Valles (Figure .c, also see Pelletier and Baker ()). Although these valleys have
a similar shape as the previous examples, the valleys shown in Figure .c span over  to  kilometer
and bridge an elevation diﬀerence of a few kilometers, where the examples shown in Figure .a and
b only spans a few to tens of kilometers. Furthermore, the large valley consists of a network of valleys,
where the smaller are just single valleys. ese diﬀerences might indicate a diﬀerent formative process.
In all of these mentioned cases, the substrate may give a tell-tale clue about the formation. e valley in Ismenius Cavus (Figure .a) formed within in a filled crater, which is likely unconsolidated or
slightly consolidated material that corresponds well with our experiments and is a potential case of
seepage erosion. e case in Terra Sirenum (Figure .a) lies on the edge of an impact crater, flowing
into the crater. Although the material is likely to be bedrock, it is also likely fractured by the adjacent
impact, which might cause preferential groundwater outflow and subsequent enhanced weathering. In
the case of Louros Valles (Figure .c), the valleys developed in the Sinai Planum, which has a volcanic
origin and the spare population of craters suggest only limited fracturing by impact craters. In this case,
we believe the formation in bedrock is most likely.
Important morphological clues from the experiment that can diﬀerentiate groundwater seepage
morphology from bedrock erosion are the remains of slumps. However these are very small are not preserved on the surface of Mars. Another which helps to identity a formative mechanism is the channel
transport capacity to mobilize the largest particle sizes, this can give constrains to the plausible mechanisms. In case of multi-channel system, the broader network pattern can also give important clues
about the formative conditions (Abrams et al., ). When considering the branching and growth of
valleys, Devauchelle et al. () showed that networks formed by groundwater seepage have bifurcations angles of about °. So, quantification of bifurcation angles may elucidate on this matter (as
done by Glines and Fassett () for Nirgal Vallis). Other contextual information might give important clues about the formation. For example, the presence or absence of an upstream channel, or when
a valley has cut through a ridge in the landscape that would have deflected surface flow in order to


identify headward growth of a valley. Clearly, there is scope for improved interpretations of Martian
systems but a single smoking gun for seepage erosion does not exist.
Pressurized groundwater release
Valleys formed by the release of pressurized groundwater showed a pit at the outflow point, due to
the removal of sediment by the outflow. During the initial release of water, small channels formed
before a larger valley formed. In some cases, these initial channels were preserved and were visible
as small lobate deposits around the source in some cases. e existence of a topographic low in the
experiments forced channel incision. Before the channel reached this depression, lobes of sediment
formed around the source. In absence of such gradient, deposition of lobes around the source may be
the only morphological process.
Our pressurized groundwater experiments are somewhat similar to jökulhlaups, outbursts of pressurized subglacial lakes. Such events release can last for several weeks and release large amounts of
water (Björnsson, ). Just as in our experiments, jökulhlaups can carve large valleys. A cauldron depression might form in the ice as it caves in when the underlaying lake empties. is feature may look
somewhat similar to the pits that formed in our experiment, but it is formed by a diﬀerent process.
Previous work has succeeded in the creation of experimental jökulhlaups (Rushmer, ). Her work
shows that diﬀerent outburst hydrographs result in diﬀerent bed morphology.
An example in the Cerberus plains (Figure .d) shows a similar type of pit upstream of a valley.
In our experiments these pits, the surrounding lobate deposits and an incised valley formed solely by
pressurized groundwater, in contrast to the hypothesized multiple outflow events of fluids of diﬀerent
viscosities like water and lava (omas, ). We could consider our experiments a proxy for valley
formation by lava, particularly in the case of low viscous lava and especially for the processes acting in
the source area of the flow where a fluid under pressure excavates the material. However, the morphology of the valley can reveal if it was formed by fluvial processes or by lava flow.
In the presented experiments, the groundwater pressure was superlithostatic as the groundwater
lied the sediment shown by the bulge in the early stage of the experiment and the resulting pit. eoretically, there is a range where the groundwater has supersurface pressure but is still of sublithostatic
pressure. In those cases, we do not expect the formation of a large pit at the source and we do not expect
lobate deposits around the source, as the flow in such case does not contain sediment when it comes
to the surface. In the used experimental setup, we did not conduct experiments with sublithostatic
pressure as the density of the used sediment is close to the density of water.
Other morphological features related to pressurized groundwater exist on Mars. For example, sedimentary domes form as result from pressurized groundwater with high sediment concentrations or
mud volcanoes. Such domes exist on Earth and are hypothesized for Mars (Rossi et al., ; Lanz and
Saric, ). e diﬀerence with those domes and our experiment, is that high concentrations of sediment in the water supply are required for the formation of a mud volcano or similar domes. However,
regular volcanism might produce similar morphology (Brož and Hauber, ). Other features, like
fractured rises (Skinner and Tanaka, ), floor-fractured craters (Sato et al., ) or chaotic terrains
and subterranean caverns (Rodríguez et al., ; Warner et al., ) also indicate some sort of pressure from below, possibly groundwater. Similarly, sand domes and ground cracks emerge from soil
liquefaction by earthquakes on Earth (Obermeier, ). e combinations of the valleys we showed
in this paper and these other types of morphology might be an indicator of a pressurized groundwater
system.
Crater-lake overflow
Valleys formed by a crater overflow showed a very distinct morphology at the crater outlet. is outlet
had a converging fan shaped towards the valley and is an erosional remainder of flow convergence.
is feature formed below the water level, and consisted of channels with similar dimensions that were


simultaneously active. In contrast, in a depositional fan, channels are mostly subsequently active and
young deposits form on top of older parts of the fan. Valleys related to a crater overflow are obviously
recognized on Mars by the presence of a crater. However, in absence of accurate elevation data or in
the case of an altered topography, the morphology at the crater outlet can help to identify whether the
crater was the source or the sink of the valley. However, many crater outflow channels do not show this
feature which might very well be a preservation issue.
Our experiments on crater-lake overflow show similarities with such event in nature. For example, the catastrophic flood that emerged from a caldera lake at Aniakchak Volcano, Alaska, US. is
flood emerged as the rim of the caldera breached about  years B.P. e crater now has a narrow
V-shaped notch, which incised in bedrock (Waythomas et al., ). A similarity between our experimental crater-lake breaches and the Aniakchak caldera-lake breach is that the valley emerging from
the lake is the narrowest at the location of the rim. In addition, these experiments also have similar
characteristics as dam removal or failure events (e.g. Chen and Simons, ; Cantelli et al., ; Awal
et al., ). e experiments by Cantelli et al. () show an initial narrowing at the dam during
quick incision, followed by widening as incision ceases. In our experiments, the channel at the rim narrows during the incision and widens aerwards but to lesser amount than in the case of dam removal
because the incision relative to the channel depth is smaller on the gentle crater rim slopes compared
to the steep and thick artificial dams. Awal et al. () used numerical modeling and physical experiments to predict the outflow hygrograph of a dam failure. ey studied both failure of the dam by
overtopping and by slumping of the dam. e dam erosion in their overtopping experiments show a
similar pattern as the erosion of the crater rim in our experiments: a quick but decreasing incision rate.
eir numerical model is able to predict their experimental results, and might be useful for hydrograph
reconstruction on Martian crater-lakes.
e valley between Aram Chaos and Ares Vallis (Figure .f) shows the same typical inlet fan and
the valley is narrower at the location of the former crater rim. Especially the latter is a key feature as
this is shown in all our experiments, in the experiments of others, in a full scale analogue and this not
easily obscured by later processes. Crater-lake outflow features on Mars show partly incised rims and
not all the way to the bottom of the crater. Our experiments simulated a similar partial incision, as only
the outer part of the crater was part of the experiment. Diﬀerent rates of incision of crater rims might
result from diﬀerent material properties, geometric settings or duration of the event.

..

Estimating formative timescales from channel dimensions

In reconstructions of paleoflow conditions on Mars, dimension of channel remnants are used to infer the former discharge, sediment transport rate and subsequently the time it took to form the valley
or deposit under consideration (e.g. Kleinhans et al., b). In this paper, we showed that valleys of
similar dimensions could form in diﬀerent timescales, depending on the responsible formative process. We applied this procedure to estimate the formative timescale from channel dimensions to our
experiments, using both the final channel dimensions and valley dimensions. We then compared this
to the actual time it took to form the valley (Figure .) and link the discrepancies to the responsible processes. e results of this analysis will aid in estimating the formative time-scales for Martian
valleys if the formative processes are known. e uncertainty of time scale remains large, because even
under ideal conditions on Earth and in laboratories the predicted sediment transport magnitude has
an inherent uncertainty of about a factor of three as evidenced by a large body of engineering literature
reviewed in Kleinhans ().
For valleys emerging from groundwater seepage, the estimate of formative timescales from channel
and valley dimensions underestimate the formative timescale (Figure ., circles). However, using
final channel dimensions (open symbols) gives a better estimate than the valley dimensions (closed
symbol). During the experiment, all material was transported out of the valley by fluvial transport
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Figure .: Comparison of formative timescale of the valleys from measurements and predictions based on
channel dimensions (C, open symbols) and valley dimension (V, closed symbols).

through channels that were much smaller than the valley. e transport through these channels is
the same amount as eroded at the valley head and gives a good estimate of the formative timescale.
ese channels were constant in size during the experiments (Figure .d), therefore the final channel dimensions are representative for the channel dimensions during the entire experiment. Still, the
formative timescale is underestimated. is is the result of intermittency as periods of inactivity occurred during the experiments (Figure .a). When we assume an intermittency of - (meaning
that the system is active /th to /th or - of the time), the estimated formative time is about
the observed time to form these valleys. We performed similar experiments with sand sediment for
which the formative timescale estimates using channel dimensions are close to the actual formative
time (Figure ., triangles). In these experiments, the erosion was continuous and intermittency did
not influence the result.
For the pressurized groundwater experiments (Figure ., squares), the final valley dimensions
(closed symbols) provide a better estimate for formative timescales than the final channel dimensions
(open symbols) as the final channel dimensions overestimates the formative timescale. is relates to
the morphological processed during the experiment. During the experiment, the highest peak of erosion occurred when the channel was the widest (Figure .b,e). e erosion rate declined aer this
peak and the channel width diminished. In other words, the valley dimensions are close to the channel dimension during the highest morphological activity and thus representative for average sediment
transport calculation, whereas the final channel formed during a stage of declining morphological activity and thus underestimates the mean sediment transport.
For the crater overflow events, the final channel dimensions were close to the valley dimensions, so
is the estimated time to form based on these dimensions (Figure ., diamonds). e channel became
more narrow aer a peak of erosion (Figure .c,d), therefore the valley dimensions give a better
estimate for formative timescale for the same reasons as for the pressurized groundwater experiment.
e analysis on formative time from channel dimensions show that, to get a better estimate of the formative timescales, not only the final channel dimensions should be used but the channel dimensions
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during the highest morphological activity should be used in cases of quick erosion events. Channel
dimensions at time of the highest morphological activity are diﬃcult to determine from channel remains alone, but terraces in the morphology can indicate these dimensions. In our experiments, the
final valley dimensions were close to the maximum channel width and provided a minimum formative
timescale estimate. For fast erosive events like pressurized groundwater release or crater-lake overflow,
these minimum-estimates are the best predictor for the formative time. In the case of groundwater
seepage, mass wasting processes are responsible for most of the erosion but channels featuring fluvial
transport were present at the downstream part of the valley, which transported the mass-wasted material out of the valley. ese channels were shallow compared to the valley and, in contrast to the other
cases, were of constant dimensions during the experiments. On Mars, however, we expect that these
small channels are not preserved due to due to later reworking or dust cover.
In addition, in the case of groundwater seepage, not all discharge contributes to morphological activity. Seepage occurred continuously in our experiments, but during parts of the experiment no fluvial
activity occurred due to intermittency of fluvial activity. In addition, a part of the seepage flux was not
delivered to the valleys, but to the areas between valleys. Both eﬀects caused the discharge estimated
from channel dimensions to be lower than the modeled seepage flux (Figure .). is eﬀect has implication when reconstructing the size of an aquifer as not all seepage discharge results in the formation
of valleys.
In the case of pressurized groundwater release, more water was discharged through the fluvial channels for a similar seepage flux than in the seepage cases (Figure .). Interestingly, there were cases
where there was more channel discharge than seepage flux. is especially occurred in the lowest pressure experiment. In these cases the initial phase of saturating before the surface collapsed took longer
in these experiments than in the higher pressure cases. is may have resulted in the building up of a
subsurface reservoir of groundwater until a critical pressure was reached and this reservoir emptied.
e bulging of sediment which occurred in the experiments was likely to be responsible for this process.
is eﬀect was not present in the model from which the seepage flux was derived.


. Conclusions
We conducted a series of morphological experiments and numerical model runs to study valley formation in unconsolidated or loosely consolidated sediment for three hydrological scenarios: hydrostatic
groundwater seepage, pressurized groundwater release and crater-lake overflow. We studied groundwater flow dynamics, surface processes, their resulting morphology and formative timescales. ese
results may help to identify the formative processes for landscapes on Mars in conjunction with contextual information such as the regional setting and lithology, although preservation of smaller morphological features may be an issue for Martian valleys. e experimental morphology and responsible
processes are summarized as follows:
• Valleys formed by hydrostatic groundwater seepage feature mass wasting at the valley head resulting in headward development. Further downstream, fluvial processes transport sediment in
small channels. Such valleys have an amphitheater shaped head and the depth of the valley relate
to the groundwater level at the time of formation. Valley formation by this process is limited to
unconsolidated, easily erodible substrates due to hydrological and fluvial transport constraints.
• Release of pressurized groundwater causes fluidization of sediment at the release location, and
carves a pit in the case of superlithostatic pressure. A valley might forms when a topographic
gradient is present. Initial release of water forms lobate deposits around the source, which can
also be present in cases where no valley forms. Valley formation is representable for a range
of substrates, however the erosional features in the source area are limited to unconsolidated
sediment and will manifest diﬀerently otherwise.
• In case of a crater-lake overflow, fluvial processes erode the rim and carve a valley. Valleys formed
by this process show a fan-shaped erosional inlet at the inside of the crater. Rapid incision of the
rim results in a narrow valley at the rim compared to the valley downstream. ese processes are
representable for a range of substrates if the erosional power is suﬃcient for incision.
Estimates of the formative timescales using sediment transport rate predictions based on final morphology improve when considering the formative processes:
• Using final channel dimension to estimate the time to form the valley overestimates the formative
timescale in the case of quick events like pressurized groundwater release or crater-lake overflow.
In these cases, the final channel width is smaller than the relevant channel width during most of
the event, for which the final valley dimensions are a good approximation.
• In case of groundwater seepage, small fluvial channels within the valley have constant dimensions
during the formation of the valley and give an accurate estimate of the mean sediment transport
rate. In cases of such continuous transport events, a formative timescale estimate using the final
channel dimensions are a better estimate.
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Chapter 3
Groundwater seepage landscapes from local or distal sources
in experiments and on Mars
Theater-headed valleys can form due to groundwater sapping, but these valleys could also be the result
of knick-point (waterfall) erosion generated by overland flow. This morphological ambiguity hampers the
interpretation of such valleys on Mars, especially due to insuﬃcient knowledge of material properties, but
the climate implications are quite diﬀerent. Instead of single-valley morphology, metrics of the entire landscape may provide diagnostic insight in the formative hydrological conditions. However, flow patterns and
the resulting landscapes are diﬀerent for diﬀerent sources of groundwater and poorly understood. We aim
to increase our understanding of the formation of the entire landscapes by sapping from diﬀerent sources
of groundwater and to provide a framework of landscape metrics of such systems to aid interpretation of
such landscapes. We study sapping from local and distal sources of groundwater in sandbox experiments
and combine our results with previous experiments. Key results are that groundwater piracy acts on distallyfed valleys, which results in a sparsely dissected landscape of many small and a few large valleys while
locally-fed valleys result in a densely dissected landscape. In addition, distally-fed valleys grow into the direction of the groundwater source while locally-fed channels grow in a broad range of directions and have a
strong tendency to bifurcate, particularly on flat horizontal surfaces. As an example, we apply these results
to two Martian cases. The valleys of Louros Valles show properties of sapping by a local source and Nirgal
Vallis shows evidence of a distal source, which is likely groundwater from Tharsis.

Published as: Marra, W. A., S. J. McLelland, D. R. Parsons, B. J. Murphy, E. Hauber, and M. G. Kleinhans (),
Groundwater seepage landscapes from local or distal sources in experiments and on Mars, Earth Surface Dynamics
Discussions, (), –, doi:./esurfd---.

. Introduction
Valleys with theater-shaped heads exist in the landscapes of Earth and Mars. On Mars, such valleys
are for example Louros Valles (Figure .a) and Nirgal Vallis (Harrison and Grimm, ). Terrestrial
examples can be found in the Atacama Desert in Chile (Figure .b), on the Canterbury Plain, New
Zealand, on the Colorado plateau and on Hawaii (Schumm and Phillips, ; Howard and Kochel,
; Craddock et al., ). Furthermore, much smaller, but similar in shape are valleys that emerge
in riverbanks (Figure .c) or those on the beach during a receding tide (Higgins, ; Otvos, ;
Fox and Wilson, ; Hagerty, ).
e small valleys on the beach and riverbanks form in several hours by seeping of groundwater
in unconsolidated sediment. e governing processes and morphology are the same as in groundwater seepage experiments (e.g. Howard and McLane, ) and consist of undercutting by erosion by
groundwater seepage and resulting head wall collapse. is process is also known to be responsible for
the valleys in the Colorado plateau sandstone (e.g. Laity and Malin, ), and has long been thought
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Figure .: Examples of theater-headed valleys. (a) Louros Valles on Mars, (perspective view); (b) valleys on the
coast of the Atacama Desert, Chile (oblique photo, human for scale); (c) a riverbank (oblique photo); (d) Side
valleys of Snake River, Idaho, USA (orthorectified image); (e) valleys on the coast of the Atacama Desert, star
indicates position of viewpoint of panel b (orthorectified image); (f ) Apalachicola bluﬀs near Bristol, Florida, USA
(orthorectified image). Image credits: (a) Google Earth (NASA/USGS, ESA/DLR/FU Berlin, (b) Tjalling de Haas, (c)
Wouter Marra, (d,f ) Bing Maps Imagery, (d) Courtesy of GFZ Potsdam.

to be the cause of the formation of valleys on Hawaii and on Mars (Kochel and Piper, ). However,
head-wall retreat due to undercutting by waterfall erosion of hard rock produces similar valley morphology (Lamb et al., ) and is probably a better explanation for the theater-headed valleys next to
the Snake River in Idaho (Figure .d) and the Chilean valleys (Irwin et al., ).
e main argument against a groundwater origin of the Martian valleys is the limited erodibility
by the low seepage discharge (Lamb et al., ), but the material properties of Mars are largely unknown, which hinders unambiguous interpretation of the formative mechanism of the theater-headed
valleys. Furthermore, small upstream channels feeding the main valleys are expected for waterfall erosion which are visible in terrestrial cases (e.g., Figure .e), but evidence for such a source is missing
in many Martian cases. Most imprtatly, formation by either waterfall erosion or groundwater seepage have quite diﬀerent implications for the responsible climate conditions, as groundwater puts less
constraint on surface conditions, particularly in terms of the length of time liquid water needed to be
present at the surface.
Besides the single-valley morphology, the landscape properties of multiple valleys may help in the
interpretation of the Martian valleys. For example, since valleys are topographic depressions, they attract more groundwater causing groundwater piracy, resulting in the abandonment of valleys (Howard
and McLane, ). Furthermore, the orientation of valley bifurcations, and their orientation could indicate the responsible hydrological system (Jaumann and Reiss, ; Devauchelle et al., ; Glines
and Fassett, ).
Our knowledge of the groundwater sapping processes and their relation to landscape evolution is
rather limited. Particularly as systems with only groundwater processes are absent on Earth and most
previous experimental studies had limitation of boundary conditions of groundwater from constanthead tank (e.g. Howard and McLane, ; Lobkovsky et al., ; Schorghofer et al., ; Pornprom

min et al., ; Marra et al., a; Chapter ). ese experiments simulated a distant groundwater
source and showed the basic morphology of sapping valleys, revealing the importance of groundwater piracy as a key process for valley evolution. However, alternate hydrological systems exist where
other processes play a role, which results in a diﬀerent landscape evolution. For example, in contrast
to a distant groundwater source, a local groundwater source can release water from a shallow aquifer,
generated by local infiltration of precipitation. Such systems exist (Abrams et al., , Figure .f) and
have been studied in experiments to some extent (Berhanu et al., ), but require more attention in
terms of their morphological impact on landscape dynamics. We hypothesize that a local groundwater source results in less groundwater flow piracy compared to groundwater that travels some distance
since a local source is less influenced by the regional topographic gradient. Since flow piracy is an important mechanism in the formation of theater-headed valleys by groundwater, we expect a diﬀerent
morphological development for locally-fed sapping valleys.
In this paper, we aim to increase our understanding of groundwater seepage processes, specifically
on the resulting valley formation. In order to expand our knowledge on the possible range of processes,
we study the diﬀerence in morphological development of valleys that emerge from distant and local
sources of groundwater in scaled experiments. Furthermore, we combine our experimental insight with
previous studies in order to cover a more complete range of possible sapping systems. e objective is
essentially to provide a framework that shows the arrangement of multiple valleys, the orientation and
length distribution that result from diﬀerent hydrological boundary conditions. ese properties will
aid in the identification of the formative processes when the single valley morphology is ambiguous
and will constrain the hydrological and climate conditions during formation. As an example, we apply
our developed framework to two oen cited cases of groundwater seepage on Mars, Nirgal Vallis and
Louros Valles, and relate their landscape metrics to the possible sources of groundwater.

. Methods
..

Experimental design

We conducted several flume experiments in the Total Environmental Simulator (TES) facility at the
University of Hull to study the morphological development of theater-headed valleys by seeping groundwater. Moreover, with these experiments we studied the eﬀect of groundwater seepage from a local
and from a distal source. We simulated groundwater seeping from a distal source by using a fixed-head
groundwater level at the upstream end of the setup. As a local source of groundwater, we applied precipitation on the entire experiment domain, using an intensity lower than the infiltration capacity of
the sediment. We repeated both experiments with an idealized initial morphology and with a heterogeneous initial morphology that was the result of a previous experiment. In this section, we present the
setup, the initial topography and applied boundary conditions across the experimental set.
e initial idealized morphology consisted of a volume of sand with a median grain size of . mm,
that comprised () a flat area of . m upstream and () a slope of . m/m for . m (Figure .),
which was equal over a width of  m . e sloping section ensured seepage of groundwater from a
hydrostatic groundwater level, i.e. not pressurized. e sediment was placed on top of a partially sloping
impermeable floor to increase groundwater flow in the downstream half of the setup and to reduce the
amount of sediment required. is floor was flat for . m and the slope was . m/m for . m. Pond
liner ensured the impermeability of the floor and walls. A rough cloth on top of the pond liner prevented
the entire block of sediment from sliding down. e total sediment depth was . m in the upstream flat
part, sloping towards the downstream end. At the downstream end, a row of  cm high bricks truncated
the wedging slope to prevent the sediment from sliding down. In addition, the small spaces between
these  cm wide bricks acted as initial surface perturbations. is ensured even channel initiation over
the entire width of the sediment.
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Table .: Experimental runs, their duration, discharge setting and data acquisition intervals, video number
corresponds with videos at http://dx.doi.org/./m.figshare..
Experiment
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To simulate a groundwater system from a distal source, we used a constant head tank at the upstream
end of the setup. is constant head tank was constructed over the entire width of the setup using a
. mm mesh, braced with chicken wire and steel gratings. To simulate a local groundwater system,
we used a series of spray nozzles above the setup to supply water over the sediment surface. ese
nozzles were set to spray at such discharge that the water infiltrated, which corresponds with a discharge
lower than the infiltration capacity of the sediment. A rising groundwater table induced seepage, but in
contrast to the constant head tank, the seepage areas were fed by locally infiltrated groundwater. Twelve
spray nozzles with square spray patterns were used, which were pressurized from a ring main to ensure
equal spray rates for all nozzles.
We carried out five experiments with the above described boundary condition combinations (Table .). Experiment ‘Distal’ was carried out entirely with the constant head tank as boundary condition. e final morphology of this experiment was used as initial morphology of experiment ‘Local
aer Distal’, which was run with the spray nozzles. Experiments ‘Local’ was run with the spray nozzles
on the above-described initial topography. Distal aer Local was subject to groundwater flow from the
constant head tank.

..

Experimental imagery and elevation models

We captured the morphological development of the experiments using time-lapse photography. ese
images allowed us to study the experiments in detail from diﬀerent angles. Moreover, we derived channel dimensions from orthorectified time-lapse images. e time-lapse setup consisted of six cameras
(Canon PowerShot A), mounted around the experimental setup (see C-C in Figure .), which
were synchronously triggered at set intervals. ese intervals diﬀered from  seconds to  minutes,
based on the pace of the morphological development in the ongoing experiment (values in Table .).
For each experiment, time-lapse imagery from four angles were processed to a single orthorectified image. Camera’s C, C, C and C (Figure .) were used to construct orthorectified images.
Orthorectification was conducted on the initial surface elevation model. Using the initial surface elevation, the orthorectified images were distorted in morphologically altered areas. However, the dimensions of erosional features, such as the valleys in our experiments, remain correct using this method.
We performed time-lapse orthorectification in MATLAB, using the Image Processing Toolbox and the
Camera Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB.
For detailed morphological analysis and morphometrical analysis, we collected digital elevation
models and orthorectified images at the end of each experiment using a large set of images and a


structure-from-motion algorithm (Forsyth and Ponce, ). In addition, we also acquired these data
several times during the Distal and Distal-aer-Local experiment at irregular intervals (Table .).
Elevation models were acquired at the end of each experiment and during the experiments Distal and
Distal-aer-Local every day of the experiment (see Table .) using a structure-from-motion (SFM)
algorithm. For each elevation model and associated orthorectified image, we took a set of about   digital images with about  percent overlap. We took these images by hand, allowing us to capture
the area of interest. Twenty-four targets with known coordinates within the experimental setup enabled
referencing of the images. Camera positions and orientations were solved using these target coordinates
and matched features between images. To increase the quality of the result, we removed features in wet
areas in order to eliminate faulty matches in reflective areas due to diﬀerent lightning angles between
images. Elevation models were generated for each set of images, which were processed to a gridded
elevation model of  mm resolution and . mm orthorectified images. We used a Canon D DSLR
camera with an - mm f/. lens to take the photos, which we processed in RAW format to -bit
TIF images to eliminate compression artifacts. We used Agiso PhotoScan for SFM processing (Agiso,
).
In addition, we used a laser scanner to obtain elevation models at the end of each experiment. Pointcloud elevation data of the final morphology were obtained using a laser scanner from two angles in
order to eliminate data shadows outside the line-of-sight of the scanner (see Figure .). ese pointclouds were oriented using fixed targets in the experimental setup. e combined scans were gridded
to  mm elevation models. We used a Leica ScanStation  laser scanner for data acquisition, CloudCompare for point-cloud orientation and ArcGIS for gridding of the point-cloud data.

..

Valley development and eroded volume

e length L (m) and width W (m) of each valley that formed during the experiments were determined
for each time-lapse interval from the orthorectified time-lapse images. Valley depth D (m) was defined
as the deepest point from all SFM DEMs. e final valley floor slope Sf (m/m) was extracted from
the final DEM. We defined the valley floor as the lowest point in each cross section. We estimated the
erosion rates of each valley during the experiments by combining the valley dimensions and valley
shapes. First, the eroded volume V (m ) was estimated as:
V = W · L · D · SIc · .,

(.)

for which W and L were taken at each time-lapse interval, D (m) is the channel depth that was interpolated between measurements at each time-lapse interval. SIc is the shape-index of the valley crosssection, which is the average ratio of the actual valley cross section to the square cross-section of W×D.
e factor . corrects for the longitudinal profile of the valley, which is in all cases an approximate triangle. Valley volume was transformed to erosion rate E (g s− ):
E=

ΔVρs ( − n) · −
,
ΔT

(.)

where ΔV is the change in volume, ρs is the density of sand ( kg m− ), n the porosity of the
sediment (.) and ΔT (s) is the time over which the change in volume occurred. Cumulative erosion
was compared to sediment output measurements using buckets.

..

Martian landscape metrics

We constructed elevation profiles and extracted the orientation in degrees from North of valley segments, the bifurcation angles and valley lengths of Louros Valles and Nirgal Vallis. Channel segments
were digitized based on THEMIS Daytime Infrared Mosaic (Fergason et al., ) and HRSC (Jaumann


et al., ) imagery. We distinguished diﬀerent stream-orders, based on the Hack stream ordering
number (Hack, ). In this system, the first-order is the main, downstream, valley; the first tributary
is the second order and so on. We choose this system since it represents the chronology of valley formation by headward erosion. Elevation profiles were extracted from HRSC image H_ ( m
resolution DEM) for Louros Valles, valleys of Nirgal Vallis were too small to produce useful profiles.
e dataset of channel segments was transformed to a network-topology to distinguish upstream
and downstream direction, using logical operators based on the methods described in (Marra et al.,
c) using ArcGIS and MATLAB. In this dataset, we identified bifurcations, valley heads and outlets
based on the topology of the network. From this dataset, the orientation relative to north of each valley
segment was extracted for each stream order (building upon the work of Jaumann and Reiss, ).
Orientation distributions were normalized per stream order to better show the diﬀerence and reveal
the eﬀect of bifurcations of valley orientation. At each bifurcation, we calculated the bifurcation angle
between the upstream channel segments (following Glines and Fassett, ). Furthermore, for each
valley head in the network, we calculated the distance to the first lower-order valley segment.
What we here refer to as bifurcation is a valley that splits in upstream direction and related to the
chronological order of events in valley formation. In active rivers, such the term bifurcation is used for
a channel that slits into two channels in downstream direction.

. Experimental results
In the following section, we first describe the observed morphological development during the experiments and we link this morphological development to the acting processes. Time-lapse imagery and
elevation models support these observations. Videos of the described time-lapses are available in Marra
(a) and online at http://dx.doi.org/./m.figshare..

..

Distal groundwater source

e distal groundwater experiment was characterized by slowly developing valleys. is experiment
took over three days to complete and was carried out with a constant discharge of . liter per minute
(Table .).
e sediment saturated in the first hours of the experiment. During this stage, a visible wetting front
at the surface progressed from the upstream constant head tank in downstream direction. e sediment
became fully saturated at the foot of the slope where seepage occurred aer . hours over the full width
of the sediment surface (Figure .a-i). e initial seepage pattern remained roughly the same, though
the seepage area extended upslope to about  m from the foot of the slope. Initially, the seepage was too
low for fluvial transport to occur. As the seepage rate increased, fluvial transport started to occurbegat
aer  hours and the first valleys started to form at the foot of the slope within the seepage area.
e initial valleys that formed at the foot of the slope featured a combination of liquefaction and
fluvial processes. Liquefaction of saturated sediment at the head caused headward erosion and fluvial
processes removed the material from the valley (Figure .a-iii). As the valleys developed in upstream
direction, the seepage area retreated and seepage focused within the valleys as shown by drying of the
sediment between the valleys and a concurrent increase of discharge within the valleys (Figure .a-iii).
Seepage was limited to a declining number of valleys, as the valleys that reached furthermost upstream
progressively attracted more groundwater. From the ten valleys that started to form in the initial stage
of the experiment, only six remained active aer a few hours (Figure .a-iv), and only three remained
active for several days (Figure .a-v). e decreasing number of active valleys testifies to the presence
of groundwater piracy, which is typical for the process of groundwater sapping, which resulted in a final
morphology comprising a few large and several small valleys (Figure .).
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e remaining valleys grew and as they became deeper, the head- and side-walls gained strength as
the sediment was moist. As a result, the headwall retreat was governed by collapse due to slumping. In
this process, the weaker saturated toe of the head-wall was destabilized by fluvial erosion resulting in
collapse. e collapsed material transformed into a mudflow. erefore, the collapsed material spread
over a distance of . to . m into the valleys. Fluvial transport removed this material from the upstream end to the downstream end of the experimental setup. ese processes showed a cyclic behavior:
head collapse only occurred aer a destabilization of the head due to the removal of the sediment by
fluvial transport. is cycle is essential for the continuation of the process as the channel head would
stabilize without such erosion and sediment transport. e final morphology shows the former presence of these various processes. In the three most developed valleys, the upstream end had a steeper
slope than the downstream sections with a clear knick-point separating the two (Figure .a). is
corresponded to mudflow and fluvial flow dominating in these areas, respectively.
e collapse of unsaturated material at the valley heads resulted in steep head walls (Figure .). e
step-wise increase of valley width and length shows this cyclic behavior (Figures .a and b) and results
in peaks in the estimated instantaneous erosion rates (Figure . d). Although erosion takes place in
distinct peaks of activity, the distally-fed valleys show a linear trend in valley length and width during
most part of their development. Not only the length and width ratio of a single valley remain the same,
but this ratio is the same for the three main valleys (Figure .a).

..

Eﬀect of Initial Morphology on Distal Experiment

We studied the eﬀect of an initial morphology on the valley development in experiment Distal-aerLocal by repeating the experiment on an initial morphology. is initial morphology was the result
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of experiment Local-, which consists of multiple parallel shallow valleys created by overland flow
(Figure .).
Experiment Distal-aer-Local showed the same general characteristics and development as the Distal experiment. e main diﬀerence is valley initiation processes. We consider other diﬀerences as
natural variations, which could have occurred without the altered initial morphology as well. In the
Distal-aer-Local experiment, initial seepage at the downstream end focused within the valleys of the
initial morphology. However, due to groundwater flow piracy, only a limited number of these valleys
fully developed. Six valleys started to form, but only two valleys fully developed (Figure . c). Development in the two remaining valleys was the same as described above. In the early stages of valley
development, the valleys followed the path of the existing valleys in the initial morphology. When these
became larger, they still followed the path of the initial valleys, although these were straight at this stage
and the new valleys were much wider than the initial valleys. In our view, these mature valleys seemed
to develop independent from the initial morphology.

..

Local groundwater source

e local groundwater experiment took one hour and  minutes with an average discharge of .
liters per minute. In this experiment we distinguished two stages in valley development. In roughly the
first half of the experiment, overland flow was the main source of water for valley development. In the
second half, groundwater fed the valley at their heads. T
In the first stage of the experiment, the sediment in the downstream part of the slope saturated rapidly
due to the limited sediment thickness (Figure .b-i). On this saturated sediment, precipitation transformed directly into runoﬀ, which in turn induced valley formation by fluvial processes. ese valleys
started to form over the entire width of the sediment and showed valley heads with a v-shaped planform (Figure .b-ii). During this stage, valleys developed in headward direction by fluvial erosion and
valley heads were within the area of saturated sediment. Seepage inherently occurred in the valleys due
to the setup of the experiment. However, the overland flow processes dominated the seepage processes.
As the groundwater table rose during the experiment, the boundary of saturated sediment moved
upslope. is progression of the saturated area slowed down as it progressed. In the first stage, valley
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Local.

development did not keep up with this moving front. However, the valleys caught up and developed upstream of the saturated area as the experiment progressed (Figure .b-iii). is marks the second stage
in valley development wherein groundwater seepage rather than surface runoﬀ fed the valley heads.
From the moment the valley heads were fed by groundwater, their planform changed from v-shaped
to theater-shaped (Figure .b-iv-v). is change indicates a change from fluvial flow to mass-wasting
processes at the head wall. e headward growth showed similar characteristics as in the distal seepage
experiment: growth governed by failure of the headwall and fluvial transport that removed the failed
material. Similar to the distal experiments, there was also a distinguishable diﬀerence in slope in the
upstream and downstream half of the valleys (Figure .), although this diﬀerence was less pronounced.
e valleys in the local experiment were shallow compared to the valleys in the distal experiment. In
both cases, the valleys developed around the groundwater table, which was close to the surface in the
local experiments. is was presumably the result of the high groundwater table, there was no zone of
unsaturated sediment resulting in valleys without steep walls (Figures .b and .a).
e valleys in the local experiment became longer and slightly wider by lateral erosion during the experiment (Figure .f and g). An important diﬀerence with the distal case was that all valleys remained
active and had similar sizes during the experiment (Figure .i). is is due to the absence of groundwater flow piracy since each channel was fed by locally infiltrated groundwater (Figure .). In contrast
to the distally-fed valleys, the relation between valley length and width in the locally-fed valleys is not
linear and diﬀerent valleys do not have the same ratio (Figure .b).

..

Eﬀect of Initial Morphology on Local Experiment

In the Local-aer-Distal experiment, we studied the eﬀect of the initial morphology in the opposite way
as in the Distal-aer-Local experiment; the final morphology of Distal acted as the initial morphology
of this run (Figure .a). e same processes acted in this experiment, though the initial morphology
had a much larger eﬀect on the final morphology in this case.
In the first stage of the Local-aer-Distal experiment, the present valleys reactivated as the sediment
saturated. Due to the rising groundwater level, the steep side- and headwalls of the previous valleys
became instable and collapsed. is resulted in a decreasing valley depth and increasing width. e


valleys that were abandoned in the Distal experiment due to groundwater piracy reactivated as they
were fed by local groundwater, resulting in a smaller diﬀerence in valley size (Figure .d), compared
to the initial situation (Figure .a). Collapse of the head-wall caused headward erosion and lateral
erosion caused widening of the valleys. ese are the same processes as in the Local run with no initial
morphology, but the final morphology showed much wider valleys. e initially present valleys were
relatively deep in comparison to the final valleys. e reduction in depth of these valleys corresponded
with this widening. At the end of the Local-aer-Distal experiment, a body of ponding water at the flat
area upstream of the valleys was released in the central valley. is resulted in the development of a
feather shaped drainage network upstream of the valley head (Figure .d). We do not further consider
this event in this paper, but a similar morphological feature develops aer the overflow of a shallow lake
as result from pressurized groundwater outflow, which is discussed in Marra et al. (b) (Chapter ).

. Examples of Martian valley systems
In this section, we show the morphology of Louros and Nirgal Vallis (Figures . and .), two Martian
valley systems that were previously attributed to a groundwater seepage origin (e.g. Jaumann and Reiss,
; Harrison and Grimm, ; Glines and Fassett, ).

..

Louros Valles

Louros Valles are located at the north and south flanks of Valles Marineris. ese valleys have round
valley heads cutting into flat plains. e valleys have a total relief of several kilometers and are between
 and  km long (Figures .b and c). Upstream of the valley heads, there are no visible tributaries or
depressions in the elevation data. Downstream of the valleys, in Valles Marineris, there are no deposits
associated with these valleys. e valleys on the northern flank are shorter than the valleys at the south.
Of the southern valleys, there are two larger valleys in the west; all other valleys are approximately equal
in size. e valleys are closely spaced and several valleys touch or intersect, resulting in a relatively
densely dissected plain (Figures .c and d).
As an example, we show an elevation profile of the largest valley of Louros Valles (Figure .e). is
and other elevation data shows a far from smooth profile with many bumps, likely related to post-valley
formation wall collapse or tectonism. At the distal end of the valley, the elevation quickly drops, which
shows the onset of Valles Marineris. Based on a moving average of a -km moving average, we show
the valley has a change in slope about halfway to a lower slope than the upstream part (Figure .e).
However, the irregular elevation data limits the interpretation of these observations.
All valleys show headward-bifurcations. For the northern valleys, the orientation of the first-order
valleys varies from northwest to northeast with most valleys oriented to the north-northeast (Figure .). e first tributaries, or second order (Hack, ) valleys have a similar spread in orientation,
but most valleys are oriented to the west-northwest. For the southern valleys, most first-order valleys
are oriented towards the southwest while higher-order valleys are directed towards the south-southwest
or towards the west-southwest (Figure .b). Interestingly, a few third- and fourth-order segments are
oriented in opposite direction (°) as the first-order valleys (e.g. Figure .d).
e lengths of the tributaries concentrate between  and  km long, with no specific trend in the
distribution of valley length (Figure .d). Mean bifurcation angles of the diﬀerent stream-orders are
between ° and ° (Figure .f).

..

Nirgal Vallis

Nirgal Vallis consist of one more than  km long main valley and several sparsely distributed side
valleys of various sizes (Figure .). Valley depths range from several tens to several hundred of meters.
e valley cuts into the plateau through several north-to-south oriented wrinkle ridges, which are in
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places the highest point in the landscape. Several side-valleys align with these wrinkle ridges (Glines
and Fassett, ).
e orientation of the main valley is dominantly west-northwest, the first-order tributaries have the
same dominant orientation, but a large part is deflected north- and southward (Figure .c). is tendency of dominantly westward-oriented channels is shown in the landscape (Figures .d and .c).
ere a few larger side valleys, but most side-valleys are very short (Figures .d, .e). is results
in the sparsely dissected landscape. e mean bifurcation angle between valleys is .° with a standard deviation of . (Figure .g), similar but slightly less than the results of (Glines and Fassett,
) for the same valley network but with less measured junctions. Bifurcation angles are similar for
diﬀerent stream orders.
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. Discussion
..

Valley morphology related to source character

In this paper, we aim to find morphological properties related to diﬀerent sources of groundwater in
the formation of valleys by groundwater seepage. e general morphology of our experimental valleys
agrees well with previous studies on sapping valleys (e.g. Howard and McLane, ; Hagerty, ;
Dunne, ; Fox et al., ; Pornprommin et al., ). ese valleys consist of half-round, theatershaped, valley heads with a sharp transition to the upstream, uneroded surface. ey develop in headward direction by destabilization of the channel head, which results from undercutting or slumping.
e eroded material is transported though the valley by fluvial processes. Furthermore, in both experiments, the slope in the upstream section of the valley floor is steeper than in the downstream end
(Figure .), which results from the transition of hyper-concentrated with high sediment availability at
the channel heads to regular fluvial flow further downstream.
e morphological similarity between theater-headed valleys in groundwater sapping features at the
beach (Higgins, ), sandbox experiments (Howard and McLane, ), the Colorado plateau (Laity
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and Malin, ) and valleys on Mars is oen used as an argument for a groundwater origin of the Martian valleys (e.g. Schumm and Phillips, ; Mangold and Ansan, ; Hauber et al., ; Harrison
et al., ). A complication in the study of such morphology on Mars is that diﬀerent processes yield a
similar morphology, for example waterfall erosion (Lamb et al., ) or groundwater weathering (Pelletier and Baker, ). We do not solve that in this paper since the experiments here do not explore
the morphological diﬀerence between diﬀerent processes. Here, we focus on groundwater processes in
further detail.
In the following discussion, we propose diﬀerent end-member landscapes based on knowledge from
our experiments combined with previous experimental and modeling results and theoretical considerations. e main landscape properties are the distribution of valley lengths, valley order, valley spacing
and bifurcations. We interpret the Martian valleys described above in this framework and end with
considerations on the applicability of scaled experiments of such systems.

..

Scalability of experimental results

An important diﬀerence between the distal and local groundwater experiments was the steepness of
the valley heads and sidewalls, which were much steeper in the distal groundwater case. In the experiments presented herein, the groundwater table was deeper, resulting in an unsaturated top layer,
which has more apparent cohesion than the saturated top layer in the locally infiltrated groundwater
case. In natural systems, such properties show diﬀerences in soil properties rather than formative processes. e depth of the unsaturated layer relates to capillary forces, which are scale-independent and
thus relatively small for large experimental valleys (see discussion in Marra et al., a; Chapter ).
Nevertheless, theater head formation took place in both cases with and without an unsaturated toplayer, which indicates that this process takes place under both conditions and is not the result of this
scale-eﬀect.
Destabilization of the headwall is a necessary condition for the development of sapping valleys. is
only takes place if suﬃcient sediment is removed from the toe of the headwall, which requires enough
discharge for sediment transport. In previous smaller sapping experiments (Marra et al., a), there
were problems with sustaining the process without artificial removal of sediment. In our current experiment, the discharge was suﬃcient to allow continuous downstream sediment transport. (Marra et al.,
a) report on experiments in a  ×  m setup with sand where the valleys clogged due to the absence
of downstream sediment removal (these are not the main experiments reported in that paper, they are
mentioned in the discussion). eir solution to keep the upstream processes and valley formation going was to flush away sediment at the downstream end. In that same setup, sapping valleys did develop
using lightweight plastic sediment, resulting in suﬃcient sediment transport. Similarly, the larger experiment by (Howard and McLane, ) featured a downstream gutter to remove the sediment and
maintain the process of sediment evacuation from the growing valley. In the experiments described
in this study, sediment was not flushed at the downstream end and the downstream elevation is kept
constant by a row of bricks. In other words, the processes that occurred were not forced by the removal
of downstream sediment, which shows that the scale-eﬀect of having a too low discharge for sediment
was overcome in our setup.

..

Groundwater piracy, valley spacing and length distribution

e morphology of the entire landscape shows important diﬀerences that are related to subsurface
processes. In the distally-fed experiment, a decreasing number of channels remained active when small
valleys ceased to develop. is behavior is related to groundwater piracy of the larger valleys and results
in an increase of valley spacing. e valleys are depressions and therefore attract groundwater. Due to
the travel distance and direction of the groundwater, areas downstream of large valleys receive less
groundwater. e resulting landscape consist of a few large and several small valleys in between, which
ceased developing due this cutoﬀ of groundwater (Figure .a) and valleys are mainly oriented towards
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the groundwater source (Figure .a). In contrast, the locally-fed channels did not feature groundwater
flow piracy, which results in a densely dissected landscape with valleys of similar size in close proximity
of each other (Figures .b and .b). e close proximity is a strong indication that the availability
of water was not limiting and piracy can therefore not have been important.
An important parameter for flow piracy is the fraction of the groundwater flow that a valley captures.
is is controlled by the fraction of cross-stream to downstream groundwater flux (Pelletier, ;
Schorghofer et al., ), which is proportional to the groundwater gradient in isotropic conditions. In
the case of sapping valleys, the emerging valley itself leads to a topographic low that introduces a crossstream groundwater slope, which increases the flow towards that valley. is morphological feedback
causes flow piracy when a valley attracts enough flow to cease the development of another valley. is
feedback and tendency for flow piracy, is stronger for lower regional slopes as a perturbation has a
relative large eﬀect on the groundwater flow (Pornprommin et al., ).


Our experiments show that the valley width-to-length ratio is similar for valleys formed by a distal same source of groundwater (Figure .a), which was not the case for the locally-fed valleys (Figure .a). Such similarity in the development of several distally-fed valleys is indicative for valley formation by the same source of groundwater. e size of the valleys dominantly control the amount of
water delivered to that valley since a larger valley source yields more seepage. In turn, the amount of
erosion relates to the size of the valley and hence, the morphological development is similar for the
diﬀerent valleys. e amount of water delivered to the locally-fed channels is only partly controlled by
this mechanism. In this case, the amount of groundwater delivered to the valley head also depends on
upstream area and local watersheds.
Initial conditions may aﬀect the location and thus spacing of valleys. In our distally-fed experiment
with minor initial morphology (Distal-aer-Local), the initiation of sapping valleys seemed related to
the initial perturbation, but the resulting processes and landscape was similar to the experiment with
no initial perturbations. is shows that seepage is robustly driven by the subsurface flow pattern and
agrees with the observations of Schumm and Phillips (): valleys from a composite origin dominantly reflects the last process. In contrast, in the locally-fed experiment with initial perturbations
(Local-aer-Distal), there was a major eﬀect as old valleys reactivated and dominated the final morphology.
e strong diﬀerence of local eﬀects is the result of the groundwater flow patterns: in the locallyfed experiments, local perturbations aﬀect the flow pattern, while groundwater from a distal source is
driven dominantly by the large-scale morphology. Furthermore, flow piracy dampens the development
of small perturbations. An important implication is that the location and orientation of distally-fed
sapping valleys strongly relates to the hydrological system and can thus be used as an indicator for the
possible source of groundwater.

..

Headward channel bifurcations

Our experimental valleys did not bifurcate at their channel head, which is considered a typical property
for sapping valleys (e.g. Howard and McLane, ). e absence of bifurcations in our experiments is
the result of the steep slope in the downstream half of the setup. Pornprommin et al. () showed that
a low regional slope, and thus lower morphological feedback, resulted in more seepage at the flanks of
the valley head, which increased the tendency of the valleys to bifurcate. Our results show that seepage
on a relatively steep slope suppresses the tendency to form bifurcations, compared with similar experiments with a horizontal surface, which do show bifurcations (Figures . a and c; e.g. Berhanu et al.,
).
Besides the regional slope, Berhanu et al. () showed that valleys fed from a local source have
a higher tendency to bifurcate in headward direction. is tendency relates to the groundwater flow
that enters the channel head from a wide range of directions and not mainly from upstream of the
valley. e typical flow field that results from local infiltration in a flat substrate results in bifurcations
with a typical angle of ° (Devauchelle et al., ). In such system, the valleys would have many
bifurcations which results in a densely dissected landscape (Figure .d), similar to the Appalachicola
Bluﬀs (Florida) which were formed by such system (Abrams et al., ). e valley in this system
could be subject to flow piracy, but as a result by other valleys cutting each other oﬀ. is mechanism
of piracy is diﬀerent from the piracy by groundwater flow capture, which act on a larger distance and
is typical for distally-fed valleys.
e combined occurrence of developing bifurcations and groundwater piracy results in the formation of typically stubby tributaries. When a valley bifurcates, there are two channel heads close to each
other, which will in many cases result in abandonment of one of the two (Figure .c). is behavior
and resulting morphology is indicative of sapping from a distal groundwater source.


..

Origin of Martian examples

In this paper, we analyzed the landscape of Louros and Nirgal Vallis, two valley systems oen attributed
to groundwater seepage. Two additional examples are shown in Figures .a and b, but these serve as
an illustration on how the morphology can look and are not further analyzed here.
Alternate hypothesis for similar valley formation are bedrock erosion by catastrophic release of surface water (Lamb et al., ) or bedrock weathering rather by groundwater (Pelletier and Baker, ).
e latter would yield a similar morphology as sapping in unconsolidated material, and the two processes would likely act in the same systems as the weathered bedrock material is further removed by
seeping groundwater. However, weathering in bedrock could result in steep slopes, which are not likely
for large valleys in case of seepage erosion in unconsolidated material (Marra et al., a).
e evidence in favor of a groundwater origin on both cases is the absence of upstream feeder channels to the main valleys. However, billions of years of weathering and a dust cover could have obscured
such channels. e elevation profile of one of the Louros Valles is bumpy, likely due to later activity.
Based on filtered elevation profile, the valley shows a lower slope downstream, similar to the experiments, but the implication of this is limited due to the bumpiness of the profile.
e orientation of valley segments of Louros Valles is diverse with wide bifurcation angles and a
broad range of valley lengths, resulting in a densely dissected landscape (Figure .). Such landscape
is typical for a local groundwater source (Figure .d). e bifurcation angles have a much broader
distribution than the theoretical value for such system. is could be the eﬀect of valleys aligning with
the tectonic structure, which would result in ° angles (Luo et al., ). Furthermore, in Louros Valles,
some higher-order valley segments are oriented in opposite direction of the main valleys, which can
only be explained by a local source of groundwater and not by surface flow following the topography.
A possible source of groundwater for Louros Valles is precipitation; melt of snow, ice or permafrost;
or upwelling groundwater from a cryosphere-confined aquifer. If the groundwater is sourced from an
aquifer, we hypothesize that this aquifer could be the same source for the outflow channels further
northeast from Louros Valles (e.g. Maja Valles, Elaver Vallis, Allegheny Vallis, see Marra et al., 
(Chapter ); Komatsu et al., ; de Hon and Pani, ; Coleman, ). Since the outflow channels
are located at a much lower elevation, the pressure there was much larger which resulted in eruptive
outflow with high discharges, with gentle seepage occuring at Louros Valles. A similar trend in groundwater pressures relates to small outflow features on Ophir and Lunae Plana between Valles Marineris
and the outflow channels (Marra et al., ). e source of water in this aquifer is likely recharge from
arsis and the tectonism related to Valles Marineris could have disrupted the cryosphere, which would
also result in outflow in Valles Marineris itself.
Nirgal Vallis cuts through some ridges in the landscape where surface runoﬀ would have flowed
around. If this landscape is indeed formed by groundwater, the source is likely distal seen the large number of small, valleys typical for groundwater piracy due to a distal source (Figures ., .a, .a and
-c). e source was likely west of the valley due to the orientation of most valleys towards that direction.
e average bifurcation angle close to °, which is considered a typical angle for groundwater-seepage
valleys and mentioned as evidence for a groundwater origin by Glines and Fassett (). However,
this value is only valid for valleys formed by a local source of groundwater (Devauchelle et al., ),
which is not the case here, and such value is heavily influenced by subsurface conditions like tectonic
structures (e.g. Luo et al., ).
A possible source of groundwater for Nirgal Vallis is groundwater flow from the west, which is ultimately recharged from arsis. Seepage of groundwater could have taken place before the formation of
a confining cryosphere. Alternatively, if the cryosphere was already present, discontinuities or rupture
could have triggered outflow from a confined aquifer. However, in this case the groundwater should
have flown laterally first to account for the morphology, which would be the case if the groundwater


pressure was not suﬃcient to induce artesian seepage. Seepage would then occur further downstream
at topographic depressions.
Based on our and previous experiments, this study now provides a framework which links the landscape to the groundwater source characteristics. e two Martian examples shown further illustrate
this link. Although processes could produce similar valley morphologies, the strong correspondence of
the landscape metrics of these examples and those produced by sapping hints at a groundwater origin.
Particularly the distant groundwater source of Nirgal Vallis that implies a well-developed groundwater
system. Perhaps most significantly, outflow and valley formation of such system could have taken place
regardless of climate conditions optimal for sustained presence of liquid water on the surface.

. Conclusions
We studied groundwater seepage processes and subsequent valley formation using large sandbox experiments. Our experiments focused on the diﬀerence between locally- or distally-fed valleys on a steep
slope. In both cases, valley heads developed in headward direction by mass-wasting processes triggered
by steepening due to fluvial sediment transport out of the valley.
Combined with previous experimental work, we provide a framework of driving processes and resulting landscape metrics for sapping valleys fed by a distal and local source, and for steep and flat topography. eir main characteristics are as follows. () Due to groundwater piracy, landscapes formed
by seepage erosion from a distant groundwater source results in a sparsely dissected landscape with a
few large and many small valleys. Valleys fed by a local groundwater source, for example infiltrating precipitation or melt of ground ice, are not characterized by flow piracy and grow to similar sizes resulting
in a densely dissected landscape. () Valley formation in horizontal surfaces promote the development
of bifurcations in contrast to steep surfaces where this tendency is suppressed. For distally-fed sapping,
the combined occurrence of bifurcating valleys and flow piracy results in valley systems with stubby
tributaries. Locally-fed sapping valleys on horizontal surfaces grow in a wide range of directions due
to the occurrence and prevalence of bifurcations.
As an example, we applied these characteristics to two Martian systems. Firstly, Louros Valles, a
densely dissected the landscape that shows valleys with a broad range in orientations but small range in
lengths, typical for a local groundwater source. is source could relate to an aquifer that fed the outflow
channels, or comes from precipitation or melt of ice or snow. Secondly, Nirgal Vallis, which sparely
dissects the landscape with many small and only a few large valleys that are oriented dominantly to the
west, indicating a groundwater source in the west, which is likely produced from recharge at arsis.
Further study of similar landscape properties as result of overland flow is required to further resolve
the ambiguous interpretation of these valleys.
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Chapter 4
Pressurized groundwater outflow experiments and
modeling for outflow channels on Mars
The landscape of Mars shows incised channels that often appear abruptly in the landscape, suggesting
a groundwater source. However, groundwater outflow processes are unable to explain the reconstructed
peak discharges of the largest outflow channels based on their morphology. Therefore, there is a disconnect
between groundwater outflow processes and the resulting morphology. Using a combined approach with
experiments and numerical modeling, we examine outflow processes that result from pressurized groundwater. We use a large sandbox flume, where we apply a range of groundwater pressures at the base of a
layer of sediment. Our experiments show that diﬀerent pressures result in distinct outflow processes and
resulting morphologies. Low groundwater pressure results in seepage, forming a shallow surface lake and
a channel when the lake overflows. At intermediate groundwater pressures, fissures form and groundwater
flows out more rapidly. At even higher pressures, the groundwater initially collects in a subsurface reservoir that grows due to flexural deformation of the surface. When this reservoir collapses, a large volume of
water is released to the surface. We numerically model the ability of these processes to produce floods on
Mars and compare the results to discharge estimates based on previous morphological studies. We show
that groundwater seepage and fissure outflow are insuﬃcient to explain the formation of large outflow
channels from a single event. Instead, formation of a flexure-induced subsurface reservoir and subsequent
collapse generates large floods that can explain the observed morphologies of the largest outflow channels
on Mars and their source areas.

Published as: Marra, W. A., E. Hauber, S. J. McLelland, B. J. Murphy, D. R. Parsons, S. J. Conway, M. Roda, R. Govers,
and M. G. Kleinhans (), Pressurized groundwater outflow experiments and numerical modeling for outflow
channels on Mars, Journal of Geophysical Research - Planets, :./JE

. Introduction
Outflow channels on Mars are among the most remarkable geomorphological features in our solar
system (Figure .). eir morphology indicates that the floods that carved them into the surface of
Mars were huge, even when compared to similar reconstructions of large-scale paleofloods on Earth
(Baker and Milton, ). Although the fluvial processes responsible for this morphology on Mars
are now generally well understood, the origin and necessary climatic conditions associated with the
source areas of these channels remain a subject of debate (e.g. Harrison and Grimm, ; Wilson et
al., a). e geomorphology, in particular the sharp transition from surrounding terrains to the
source areas (Figure .b,d), suggests that these channels were fed by groundwater (Baker and Milton,
; Sharp and Malin, ; Komar, ). Moreover, the large depressions (Figure .b) and chaotic
terrains (Figure .c) oen found at the source of the outflow channels indicate a rather violent release
of groundwater (e.g. Carr, ; Rodríguez et al., ; Coleman, ). However, the currently as
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sumed groundwater outflow processes, in conjunction with the hydrological properties of the Martian
crust, are thought to be unable to supply suﬃcient water for the largest outflow channels (Harrison and
Grimm, ).
Catastrophic releases of vast amounts of water occurred on Earth in the past. Oen-cited examples as possible analogues for the Martian outflow channels are outbursts from subglacial reservoirs or
Jökulhlaups (Björnsson, ) and the Channeled Scabland in eastern Washington (USA) which were
formed by the release of water from a breached glacial lake (Baker, ). Other extreme fluvial events
result from the outburst of water from reservoirs aer the sudden collapse of natural or artificial dams


(Waythomas et al., ; Major et al., ). ese terrestrial analogues share many morphological
features with outflow channels on Mars, for example, fluvial cataracts, streamlined islands, and erosive
ridges (Baker, ). An interesting similarity between these terrestrial catastrophic flooding events is
that they are outbursts originating from large water reservoirs. Indeed, in several Martian cases there
is also evidence that such reservoirs existed (e.g. Irwin et al., ; Coleman et al., b; Harrison and
Grimm, ). However, the similarity of the fluvial morphology of these terrestrial analogues and the
outflow channels on Mars contrast with the enigmatic source areas for some outflow channels. ese
areas oen consist of chaotic terrains comprised of tilted blocks, fractures, and holes. Several theories
exist on the formation of these chaotic terrains: chemical processes (Komatsu et al., ; Kargel et
al., ), melt or sublimation of (subsurface) ice (Roda et al., ; Zegers et al., ; Pedersen and
Head, ; Chapman and Tanaka, ; Maxwell and Picard, ) and/or the release of pressurized
groundwater (Carr, ; Rodríguez et al., ; Wang et al., ; Wang et al., ).
e scenario for pressurized groundwater outflow on Mars is based on the cryosphere model of
Cliﬀord () and Cliﬀord and Parker (). In this system, an aquifer is confined underneath a
cryosphere. e porous aquifer is probably a megaregolith consisting of fractured impact-ejecta and
brecciated rock (Hanna and Phillips, ), and the cryosphere is a layer of impermeable frozen groundwater, strong enough to permit pressures in excess of the hydrostatic groundwater head. In this model
of pressurized groundwater development, the proposed cryosphere reached a thickness of several kilometers and could thus sustain high pressures. Pressurized groundwater could have been produced via
() infiltration from higher areas like arsis or the south-polar ice cap (Cliﬀord, ; Harrison and
Grimm, ; Andrews-Hanna and Lewis, ), () tectonic activity or impacts (Hanna and Phillips,
; Wang et al., ), or () rapid freezing of the aquifer (Wang et al., ). Mechanisms for the
fracturing of the confining layer of frozen regolith vary from hydrofracturing produced by the groundwater pressure itself (Andrews-Hanna and Phillips, ), through intrusive volcanism (Russell and
Head, ; Head et al., ) or preexisting tectonic features such as faults.
e aquifer model developed by Hanna and Phillips () provides hydrological properties to quantitatively model floods of groundwater outbursts. Harrison and Grimm () showed that groundwater recharge at the high elevation of the arsis rise, aided by radial faults, would have been an eﬀective
mechanism to provide groundwater to the circum-Chryse outflow areas. However, an improved version of this model using more realistic permeability variations only shows limited evidence of groundwater reaching the pressures required to form the circum-Chryse outflow channels from a global-scale
groundwater system (Harrison and Grimm, ).
Most importantly, the currently proposed groundwater outflow models do not explain the estimated
discharge based on remnant fluvial morphology (Wilson et al., b) and thus suggests a poor understanding of these systems (Harrison and Grimm, ). ese models of groundwater outflow can only
attain discharges that correspond with reconstructed estimates based on the morphology when unrealistically high values for permeability are assumed, suggesting that a more eﬀective outflow mechanism
for groundwater outflow is responsible of the formation of these channels (Head et al., ). Evidence
for enhanced outflow processes involving flow though fissures can be observed in the Cerberus Fossae, but this still implies very high permeability and repeated activity (Manga, ). Moreover, both
Andrews-Hanna and Phillips () and Harrison and Grimm () show that predicted discharge
through the chaotic terrains yield relatively low discharges compared to the eroded volume, and thus
many outflow events are then required to explain the size of the outflow channels. e estimated number of events range from tens (Andrews-Hanna and Phillips, ) to several hundreds or thousands
(Harrison and Grimm, ). On the other hand, discharge estimates based on bankfull channel dimensions (e.g. Burr et al., ) tend to overestimate discharge required as the process of incision is not
taken into account (i.e., incised river valleys are never filled to the brim). Discharge estimates based on
the late-stage channels (e.g. Leask et al., b) or hydraulic modeling based on the final morphology


(e.g. McIntyre et al., ) may underestimate an early discharge peak that is responsible for a large
part of the incision. For rapid incisive events with an early peak discharge, the final valley width (and
not channel) may provide a better estimate of the peak discharge (Marra et al., a; Chapter ).
Terraces are an additional source of evidence that can be used to reconstruct the discharge history
of outflow channels. However, terrace interpretation needs to be undertaken carefully since one event
could produce multiple terraces, while smaller outflow events could produce none, with later erosion
having the potential to obliterate earlier terraces. Nevertheless, dated terraces indicate a minimum
number of outflow events occurred, for example, in Ares Vallis (Warner et al., ) there is evidence
for at least a few large events that can account for most of the incision.
ere is limited knowledge of the groundwater outflow processes that may have occurred on Mars.
Pressurized groundwater systems exist on Earth, but outbursts with the intense force proposed for
Martian outflow channels are not known to have occurred naturally on Earth. In the absence of terrestrial analogue systems, we present scaled experiments of landscape evolution produced by pressurized
groundwater. We experimented with a range of groundwater pressures, which result in a range of outflow processes and the morphological evolution of disparate landscape features.
e outflow processes in the experiments serve as a guide for possible mechanisms for the formation
of Martian outflow channels and smaller geomorphological features. ere are diﬀerences between our
model setup and the Martian systems that motivate these experiments, for example, gravity and the
slopes, but most of all the scale, especially for the enormous size of the Martian outflow channels. ese
diﬀerences are by definition very common in such landscape evolution experiments. Nevertheless, such
approaches have proven to be a valuable analogue to natural landscapes, if analyzed correctly (Paola
et al., ; Kleinhans et al., ). e scale of our experiments is such that they do not provide a
geometrically scaled version of what to expect in reality. Regardless, these experiments exhibit a range
of processes and associated morphologies that could occur in natural landscapes. To bridge the gap
between experiment and reality, we analyze the scaling of these processes and evaluate their behavior
on natural scales by comparison to a case on Mars.
We modeled the observed processes for a case based on Ravi Vallis (Figure .b). We chose this
outflow channel since its morphology is relatively simple, and the chaotic terrain at the source and
the outflow channel suggest it formed in a single event (Leask et al., b), in contrast to the more
complex collapsed chaotic terrains and multiple incision events observed, for example, at Iani Chaos
and Ares Vallis (Warner et al., ; Warner et al., ). We aim to discover processes that result from
pressurized groundwater outflow, and we investigate their capability to generate large floods and assess
the associated morphological features. Specifically, we intend to determine what outflow processes are
capable of producing the morphologies of the Martian outflow channels, and we are seeking processes
that were previously overlooked and thus not present in existing models of Martian paleohydrology.
Additionally, our landscape evolution models provide insight into the morphological development of
the simulated outflow processes, and these results will therefore be of significant value for interpreting
the morphology of the outflow channel source regions.
In a previous set of experiments, Marra et al. (a) (Chapter ) created an overview of landscapes
resulting from crater-lake overflow, groundwater sapping and also pressurized groundwater outbursts.
ese experiments showed that a complex interaction of processes is responsible for the formation of
source areas. However, these experiments were relatively small and did not show morphological details
indicative of the individual processes. In this paper, we explore pressurized groundwater in much more
detail using a larger-scale experimental setup. Also, in addition to this previous work, we upscale the
experimental results to the conditions for Mars using numerical modeling.
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. Experimental setup
We conducted a series of experiments in the Total Environmental Simulator facility at the University of
Hull (details at www.hull.ac.uk/tes) to study the outflow processes and resulting morphology produced
by diﬀerent groundwater pressures applied via diﬀerent inflow rates at the base of a block of sediment.
All experiments began with the same initial landscape topography constructed from sand overlying
a block-work base. We used sand with a median grain size of . mm, which optimizes permeability for
groundwater and transportability by surface runoﬀ (e.g. Marra et al., a). e width of the sediment
surface was  m with an elevated flat area of . m which was followed by a . m long slope with a
gradient of . m/m (Figure .). e groundwater outflow occurred in the flat area above the slope.
e sloping section was designed to ensure the development of surface flows that produced incising
channels. e sediment covered a partially sloping impermeable floor to reduce the total amount of
sediment required for model construction. is floor was flat for . m and the slope was . m/m
for another . m. An impermeable membrane was used to seal the floor and walls. A rough geotextile
fixed to the top of the smooth membrane layer was installed to prevent the possibility of the entire block
of sediment from sliding downslope at the contact. e total sediment depth was . m in the upstream
flat section, wedging out toward the downstream end.
We simulated the release of groundwater using a  mm diameter pipe, punctured with several hundred  mm holes, . m below the sediment surface (Figure .b-c). e pipe was installed as a ringmain with no outflow except through the punctured holes and was fed from the center to ensure an
equal pressure distribution. e punctured holes were located in a straight section of the pipe, perpendicular to the surface slope and this section of pipe was wrapped in a . mm fabric mesh to prevent
clogging by sediment and thus also ensuring uniform groundwater flow from the punctured holes in
the flat pipe section.
We performed three experiments using the described setup each with diﬀerent groundwater inflow
rates (Table .). We estimated the fluid pressure and pressure in excess of the lithostatic pressure (Table .) at the base of the setup using Darcy’s law (Q = KA dh/dz), with K =  m/day, a depth of . m
and a seepage area of  m × . m = . m , which is the observed seepage area in the experiments.


Table .: Experiment runs. Showing duration of the experiments, discharge Q, total volume of water V, estimated fluid pressure p, overpressure Δp, the interval of the time-lapse (TL) images and the corresponding videos
in the online supplementary material at http://dx.doi.org/./m.figshare..
Experiment
: Low pressure
: Medium pressure
: High pressure

Duration
 min
 min
 min

Q (L/s)
.
.
.

V (m )

.


p (kPa)
.
.
.

Δp (kPa)
.
.

TL interval
 s
s
s

Video
video 
video 
video 

e pressure is likely to have changed during the experiment due to diﬀerent dynamics of the outflow
processes (which also voids the Darcy equation). Nevertheless, these estimates give an idea of the pressure regimes in each of the three experiments with a pressure () below, () slightly above, and () well
above the lithostatic pressure (Table .).
In contrast to the Martian setting, our setup does not feature a capping cryosphere on top of an
aquifer, which could cause a buildup of groundwater pressure. Instead the pressure in the experiments
was applied directly from a pump and we did not study the processes responsible for breaking a confining layer. It was not the purpose of the experiments to study the entire aquifer system since our aim was
to study the outflow processes resulting from pressurization and not the processes leading to pressurization. Although the experiments were motivated by the Martian setting, we aimed for generic results
that can also be applied to other systems.
We captured the evolution of the experiments using time-lapse photography from a range of viewing
angles. e time-lapse setup consisted of six Canon PowerShot A cameras mounted around the experimental setup (see C-C in Figure .), which were synchronously triggered at set intervals. ese
intervals diﬀered from  seconds to  minutes, based on the morphodynamic speed of the ongoing
experiment (values in Table .).
For detailed morphological analysis and morphometrical analysis, we created digital elevation models of the final surface morphology at the end of each experiment run via point-cloud elevation data
obtained using a Leica ScanStation  terrestrial laser scanner. Scans were obtained from two opposing
directions to eliminate data shadows within the scanned area (see Figure .). ese point-clouds were
oriented and placed into the same coordinate system based on fixed targets in the experimental setup
using CloudCompare (version .). e combined scans were gridded to  mm elevation models using
a linear triangulation interpolation algorithm within ArcGIS (version . SP).

. Experimental results
In this section, we describe the morphological development of the pressurized outflow experiments
and link the observed morphology to responsible processes. Videos of the described time-lapses are
available in Marra (b) and online at http://dx.doi.org/./m.figshare..

..

Experiment : low pressure

e experiment with the lowest pressure was fed with groundwater for  minutes at a discharge of
. L/s, which corresponds to a pressure well-below the lithostatic pressure of the sediment (Table .).
e surface of the sediment remained dry in the first  minutes of the experiment. Aer  minutes,
the surface above the groundwater source became visibly saturated (Figure .a-i) and the spatial extent
of this saturated region grew radially. From approximately  minutes into the experiment, the seeping
groundwater began to pond, forming a radially expanding, shallow lake on the flat part of the initial
surface (Figure .a-ii). Aer  minutes, this lake reached the top edge of the slope and water started
to flow downhill over the sloping surface (Figure .a-iii).
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b Experiment 2 - Medium Pressure

c Experiment 3 - High Pressure
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Seepage continued during the experiment and the surface reservoir remained present until the water
supply ceased at the end of the experiment run. e outflow of groundwater to the surface through
artesian seepage in this experiment did not produce visible morphological features on the flat surface
although darker, fine sediment was deposited at the outer edges of the surface reservoir.
e overflow from the lake resulted in the formation of a channel (Figure .a-iv). e channel
head consisted of a feather-shaped tributary with multiple radially extending channels due to the convergence of flow from the broad reservoir lake into the relatively narrow channel (Figures .a-iv/v
and .a,d). Incision of these channels resulted in erosional islands (Figure .a). e individual channels grew in a headward direction extending further into the reservoir lake. As a result, some of the
initial inlet channels were abandoned. Furthermore, remnant grooves at the flanks of the channel show
the location of the initial lake outlet (Figure .a).
As the system evolved, the entire lake drained through a single outlet channel, which was much
smaller than the seepage area itself. is is a common occurrence in draining lakes and oen generates
catastrophic events due to the positive feedback between discharge and erosion (e.g. Cantelli et al.,
). e result in this experiment was that this funneling transformed the non-erosive seepage flow
into a surface flow with erosive power on the slope. Together with the formation of the channel, sieve
lobes developed at the downstream end of the initial channel (Figure .a-iii-iv). ese lobes formed
in areas where the sediment was still unsaturated, due to infiltration of water from the sediment-rich
flow to the unsaturated substrate. As the sediment around the channel became saturated, the deposition
of these lobes ceased and the flow incised. As a result, the deposition of these lobes gradually moved
downslope. e channel avulsed as lobes grew too large in size.
Incision of the channel resulted in the formation of a valley. Incision began at the overflow location
at the break in slope and extended downslope synchronous with lobe formation, resulting in an increased incision rate during the experiment. Incision was strongest in the upstream part of the slope
and further downstream the eroded material deposited forming an alluvial fan (Figure .a,d). Due to
a combination of channel incision and lateral erosion, multiple terraces formed, which were narrow
but deep upstream and broad but shallow downstream (Figure .a). e downstream terraces became
deeper and narrower as the incision increased in the latter part of the experiment.
Overall, the valley in this experiment formed in one event but the resulting landscape contains a
wide range of morphological elements that formed in diﬀerent stages of the experiment run. e final
landscape contains lobate deposits formed in an early stage of the experiment and several abandoned
channels and corresponding terraces due to incision of the channel (Figure .a).

..

Experiment : medium pressure

Experiment  had an intermediate pressure just above the lithostatic pressure at a water influx rate of
. L/s for  minutes (Table .). e first four minutes of experiment  developed in a similar sequence
to the first  minutes of experiment , but at a much faster rate. Aer two minutes, the area above the
inflow pipe became saturated and aer three minutes seepage resulted in ponding water at the surface
(Figure .b-i). Beginning at . minutes water boils emerged in the source area (Figure .b-ii). e
boils migrated through the source area and persisted until the end of the experiment. We interpret
these features as subsurface conduits forced by the excess pressure as the groundwater pressure was
higher than the lithostatic pressure. We observed sand exiting the fissures which resulted in a source
depression and deposition around these pits (Figures .b,e and .b).
Similar to experiment , a shallow reservoir lake developed in the source area (Figure .b-iii). However, due to the erosive nature of the seepage through the conduits, the extent of the reservoir was more
clearly delimited in the final morphology than in experiment , because there was deposition of sediment from the conduits (Figure .b,e). As overflow from the surface lake drained downslope, sieve
lobes similar to those observed in experiment  formed due to infiltration of water (Figure .b-iii).
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final morphology of all three experiments. Panels a and d are experiment , panels b and e are experiment ,
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However, in experiment  these lobes were deposited closer to the outflow region because the sediment
near the outflow zone was still dry when outflow began.
Subsequent incision progressed in a similar fashion to experiment , but due to the heterogeneous
and migrating nature of the outflow pattern, the reservoir overflowed at multiple locations resulting
in multiple channels of diﬀerent sizes (Figures .b-ii-v and .b). Terraces were less clearly visible
in this experiment, which was due to the smaller individual channel sizes and shorter duration of this
experiment. At the end of the experiment, as the reservoir lake drained, the water level dropped rapidly,
so that aer sequential abandonment only the largest channels received any flow.

..

Experiment : high pressure

e final experiment in the series had a groundwater pressure well above the lithostatic pressure, with
a discharge of . L/s for  minutes (Table .). At  seconds into the experiment, the sediment sur

face above the groundwater source pipe began to bulge slightly and cracks formed as a result of the
tensional stress related to this bulging (Figure .c-i). e initial cracks were in the same orientation
as the groundwater source pipes and on the top of the bulge. As the bulge grew, the cracks propagated
further resulting in a polygonal structure in the bulged area (Figures .c-ii and .c). We interpret
the bulging of the sediment to result from the formation of a subsurface reservoir, i.e., a lens of water beneath the sediment surface. As the groundwater pressure was far above the lithostatic pressure
(Table .), this excess pressure was able to li the overlying sediment.
At about  minutes, the subsurface body of water erupted (Figure .c-iii) and a jet of water about
 centimeters in height emerged at the side of the bulged area (Figure .c). e bulge then subsided
within  seconds. At this time, the sediment surface was still dry and unsaturated, so that sieve lobes
formed immediately around the source area (Figure .c-iii). Aer the initial eruption, outflow continued through small migrating boils of water, similar to those seen in experiment  but more erosive (Figure .c-iv). Pits and surrounding deposits formed at the outflow locations (Figures .c-v and .c,f).
During this experiment, foam emerged from the outflow area, which is indicative of a high concentration of fine sediment in the flow, relative to the experiments with lower discharges (Figure .c-iv).
Overflow from the flat area began aer about  minutes. Similar to experiment , channels formed
at several locations due to the irregular outflow pattern (Figure .c). Some of the initial channels that
overspilled from the flat area at the top of the slope ceased midslope due to infiltration. is eﬀect was
more common than in the other experiments because the lower sediment was not already saturated
by the time the overland flow reached it. Up until about  minutes, a few of the channels continued to
incise but at a much faster rate than in the previous experiment due to the higher discharges of water.
Although the incision rate was fast, the total erosion was less than the other experiments due to the
limited duration of this experiment. For the same reason, the formation of terraces was also limited.

. Scaling of pressurized groundwater outflow processes
e landscape evolution experiments presented in the previous section show a range of outflow processes which result from diﬀerent groundwater pressures. In this section, we generalize the experimental results for application to systems at larger scales and in diﬀerent materials. Based on the processes
identified in the experiments, we show the results of a numerical model for a case study at the scale of
Ravi Vallis.
A key concept in our analysis is that the landscape in these experiments, although caused by a single
driver (applied groundwater pressure), results from multiple, but simultaneous active processes that
may scale diﬀerently from laboratory experiments to natural landscapes. e final landscape consists
of several morphological elements resulting from these diﬀerent processes. Not all processes behave
the same across diﬀerent scales and thus the landscape resulting from real-world systems is likely to
be diﬀerent from a geometrically-scaled version of the experiments. To generalize our experimental
results, we therefore study the individual processes from the experiment, provide equations for these
processes, and evaluate the resulting morphological behavior under diﬀerent conditions.

Figure . (following page): Close-up photo of source areas, photos are taken from close to the sediment surface. (a) Converging flow from shallow reservoir in experiment , arrows indicate flow direction with the arrowheads positioned at developing knick point. (b) Outflow from fissure seepage in experiment , showing the
outline of an active fissure, depression carved by groundwater outflow, and deposition surrounding this source
area, arrows indicate direction of flow. (c) Source area of experiment  just after initial outburst showing uplifted deformation with cracks and jet of groundwater emerging from the side of the deformation. This image
was taken in between time-lapse frames shown in Figure .c-ii-iii.
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a) artesian seepage

b) fissure outflow

c) subsurface reservoir eruption
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Figure .: Three modes of pressurized outflow of groundwater from a confined aquifer: (a) artesian seepage
through porous media, (b) turbulent flow through fissures and (c) outflow through fissures after buﬀering in
subsurface reservoir.

We distinguish between the hydrology and hydraulics of outflow and the resulting surface processes.
In the experiments, we observed three types of outflow processes (Figure .): () artesian seepage, ()
fissure seepage, and () subsurface reservoir eruption. Artesian seepage results from vertical groundwater movement. Fissure seepage occurs when fissures or conduits are formed within the subsurface; these
may be physical voids or weaker areas with much higher permeability compared to their surroundings,
such that they act as conduits or collapse and become fissures under high pressures. Groundwater eruptions are the result of surface collapse and expulsion of a subsurface reservoir. In the experiments, the
groundwater pressure created the space for such a reservoir, but preexisting voids can be part of this
process as well. Within all three experiments, aer groundwater outflow had begun, we identified two
main processes in the experiment: fluvial incision and the deposition of sedimentary sieve lobes. Below we will first analyze observations from the experiments regarding the development of a subsurface
reservoir as a result of high groundwater pressure. en, we present a groundwater outflow model and
its results based on the observed outflow processes in each of the experiments.

..

Subsurface reservoir development

In the experiments with the highest groundwater pressure, the surface above the groundwater source
bulged and cracked before the groundwater flowed out (Figure . c-ii), probably due to the expansion
of a subsurface body of water as a result of a groundwater pressure that was in excess of the lithostatic
pressure. is subsurface reservoir was able to form because the inflow of water at the base of the
sediment was higher than the maximum discharge through the sediment and this mechanism is only
possible if the pressure from the groundwater is high enough to deform the material above. is process
of deformation due to pressure is known as flexure and is similar to laccolith formation in volcanic
settings (Turcotte and Schubert, ). In this section, we discuss the ability of pressurized groundwater
to deform the surface and create space for a subsurface reservoir for both the experiment and in a
Martian setting.
Flexure processes
For a subsurface reservoir to be filled with fluid from deeper sources, fluid pressures in excess of the
lithostatic pressure are required. On Mars, the overlying cryosphere would bend as a result of its capacity
to support elastic stresses. e sand in our experiments is moist, and capillary forces can also produce
macroscopic elastic behavior (Pakpour et al., ), resulting in flexural behavior. An approximation


Table .: Substrate properties for experiment and Mars. Values for E, ν and σ s based on Pakpour et al. ()
(Experiment) and Schultz () (Mars)
Parameter
Permeability
Porosity
Bulk density
Depth
Gravity
Lithostatic pressure
Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio
Shear strength

symbol
K
η
ρs , ρr
d
g
q
E
ν
σs

experiment

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Mars
varies
.

varies
.
varies

.


unit
m/day
kg/m
m
m/s
kPa
MPa, GPa
kPa, MPa

of the deformation w as a function of distance from the center of the deformation, x, is (aer Turcotte
and Schubert, ; definitions in Figure B.):
−Δp 

(x − a )
D

w(x) =

(.)

where Δp is the overpressure at the base of the deformed layer (e.g. sediment layer or cryosphere), a
is the radius of the deformation and D is the flexural rigidity, which is:
D≡

ET
( − ν  )

(.)

where E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio (values in Table .), and T is the thickness of the
deformed layer. Flexure is driven by the work of the fluid. e radius a of the uplied area is given by
(see Appendix B. for derivation):
a≥

 √
T  ≈ .T


(.)

e minimum radius is achieved only when all work by the fluid is converted into elastic strain
(flexure). In practical situations a will be larger because part of the work is used to drive permanent
deformation of the deformed layer.
We are interested in the potential volume of a reservoir created by this process. Maximum upli and
reservoir volume are limited by the shear strength σ s of the deformed layer. Upon failure of the entire
deformed layer, stored elastic strain energy is dissipated. If we assume that a vertical shear fracture
develops, we can calculate the maximum excess pressure by equating the elastic strain energy to the
energy due to fault slip (see Appendix B. for derivation and rationale):
Δpmax =

σ s a
T

[

]−
 ( a )  ( a )
+
 T
 T

(.)

erefore, the maximum volume, Vmax is given by:
Vmax = π

Δp 
a
D

(.)

Flexure in experiments and on Mars
Using the derivation from the previous section, we calculate the flexure for our experimental setting
and for Martian cases. For our experimental setting consisting of granular material, the shear strength
σ s is related to the normal stress σ following the Mohr-Coulomb criterion:
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Figure .: Flexure deformation and volume. (a) Maximum reservoir volume before collapse V and (b) deformation at the center of the bulge w() as a function of cryosphere thickness T for the minimum deformation
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represent T = , which is used in the analysis.

σ s = σ tan(φ) + c

(.)

For our sediment we assume a value of tan(φ) = . and an added cohesion strength c of . kPa
due to an initial small water content (Mitchell and Soga, ; Richefeu et al., ). e initial normal
stress is the lithostatic pressure, which was . kPa at the base of the . m sediment layer (Table .),
yielding a shear strength of . kPa. In the experiments we observed a deformed area with a radius of
a = . m (Figure .c). We assume Young’s Modulus (E) of . MPa, based on a shear modulus of
 MPa for similar moist beach sediment (Pakpour et al., ). e deformation w() due to flexure by
an overpressure of Δp=. kPa (Table .) is . mm. In the experiments, we observed a higher deformation of about  cm. is diﬀerence can be explained by a decrease of the eﬀective thickness of the
layer due to the formation of cracks and saturation of the lower part of the sediment. e deformation
of  cm is achieved with a lower thickness of T = . m, with all other parameters being equal.
For the case on Mars, we can estimate the material properties (Table .), but values for cryosphere
thickness and deformation radius are poorly constrained. e minimum radius of the subsurface reservoir required for flexure depends on cryosphere thickness T and for an increasing T and corresponding
amin or a higher ratio of a/T, the amount of flexure and corresponding reservoir volume increases (Figure .). For fixed values of a, the deformation and volume decreases with higher values of T as this
provides more resistance to deformation.
As an exemplary case, we take the source area of Ravi Vallis as an example. We consider a cryosphere
thickness of  km and a deformation radius a of  km, which is similar in size as the area with fractures
just upstream of Ravi Vallis. is results in a required excess pressure for breaking the cryosphere Δp =
. MPa, and a subsurface reservoir volume of  km . Aer failure, this volume is ejected to the
surface, generating a high discharge peak. is initial outburst is close to the estimated volume required
to form Ravi Vallis in an single flood, which ranges from , to , km (Leask et al., b). In
the next section, we model the eﬀect of this subsurface reservoir on the outflow hydrograph, together
with other possible outflow processes.

..

Outflow processes

In the experiments we observed three groundwater outflow mechanisms which each had a diﬀerent
eﬃciency in terms of the rate at which water was output from the subsurface. To quantify the relative
eﬃciencies of these processes at a real-world scale, we model them numerically in a confined aquifer setting. Here we present equations to model the three diﬀerent groundwater outflow processes and, based


on these equations, we show a suite of model results for Ravi Vallis under diﬀerent outflow conditions.
ese results are given as an exemplar to illustrate the potential behavior of the observed experimental
processes at a planetary scale.
Groundwater flow and artesian seepage
e hydraulic head development in a pressurized aquifer is given by the groundwater flow equation,
which is the divergence of groundwater fluxes:
Ss

dh
= −∇ · (−K∇h)
dt

(.)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the material (m/s), h is the hydraulic head and Ss is the
specific storage (/m), which quantifies the ability of an aquifer to discharge groundwater:
Ss = ρg(nβwater + βaquifer )

(.)

where ρ is the density of water, n is the porosity, βwater is the compressibility of water (. × −
Pa− ) and βaquifer is the compressibility of the aquifer, which is a function of depth and eﬀective stress
state (Hanna and Phillips, ).
Seepage from normal, Darcian, groundwater flow (Figure .a) is calculated as:
Qseep = −KiA

(.)

where Qseep is the total seepage discharge (m /s), i is the hydraulic gradient (m/m, i = h/d, h is the
head diﬀerence which equals the hydraulic head at the top of the confined aquifer, d is the distance to
the surface which is here the thickness of the cryosphere T), and A is the seepage area (m ).
Fissure outflow
In the medium and high-pressure experiments, water reached the surface through fissures (Figure .b).
Water-boils in the outflow area show the relatively high outflow discharge of this process compared to
seepage. Assuming turbulent flow through fissures, the discharge is given by (aer Andrews-Hanna
and Phillips, ; Head et al., ) (note that his equation is the flux in m /s, where Equation  in
Andrews-Hanna et al. () is in m/s):
Qfiss =

√
wfiss
g
i · wfiss · Nfiss · A
fw

(.)

where Qfiss is the total outflow through the fissures, wfiss is the width of the fissures (m), fw is a DarcyWeisbach friction factor (dimensionless), Nfiss is the spatial density of fissures (number/m).
Subsurface reservoir eruption
In the high-pressure experiment, groundwater collected in a subsurface reservoir before it outflowed
onto the surface. is reservoir system acts as a buﬀer, prior to a sudden discharge occurring at the
surface (Figure .c). Although the outflow is governed by the same equation as above (Equation .),
the development of hydraulic head at the base of the fissures and thus the discharge from the fissures
diﬀers. When an aquifer is the water source for a fissure, the permeability limits the drawdown of water
from that aquifer. In a subsurface reservoir created by flexure, the pressure in the reservoir is always
at least equal to the lithostatic pressure. Here we assume a linear decrease in pressure with decreasing
reservoir volume. As outflow begins the pressure is equal to that of the source aquifer and decreases to
lithostatic pressure when empty.
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Table .: Outflow model parameters.
Parameter
Outflow radius
Depth
Permeability aquifer
Permeability upper layer
Overpressure
Reseroir volume
Darcy-Weisbach friction loss
Fissure width
Fissure density

symbol
Routflow
d
k (at z = −d)
kseepage
Δp
Vreservoir
fw
wfiss
Nfiss

value(s)


− , −
− , −
., 
,
.
., .
/, /

unit
km
km
m
m
MPa
km
m
m−

Groundwater outflow models
We studied the eﬃciency and behavior of the outflow system described above in a numerical model.
is numerical model has a similar setup to the model by Andrews-Hanna and Phillips (). We
modeled a pressurized aquifer beneath a confining cryosphere of thickness d, with an aquifer thickness
of  km (Figure .a). e aquifer was cylindrical with an outflow region in the center of radius Routflow ,
the total extent of the aquifer was two times Routflow u, which was suﬃciently large that no groundwater
drawdown occurred at the outer boundary of the model within one outflow event (Figure .b). is
aquifer had an initial overpressure Δp, and was not recharged at any boundary node. We used the
hydrological values provided by Hanna and Phillips (). For simplicity, and since we are interested in
an order-of-magnitude estimates to show the main diﬀerences in processes, we ignore the poroelasticity
and used the static values for megaregolith for βaquifer which is a function of depth.
We modeled the groundwater outflow in MATLAB using the equations described above (parameters
given in Table .) and an implicit finite diﬀerence numerical scheme. We schematized the described
setting in an axisymmetrical grid with grid cells of  km long in horizontal, and  m in vertical
direction. Fluxes between cells were calculated at cell edges and hydraulic pressure was calculated at
cell centers. e model was numerically stable and ran with a time-step of  s.
We modeled groundwater outflow in a region with the dimensions of Ravi Vallis, with an outflow
radius of  km and a confining cryosphere depth of  km, which falls within the range of estimates
discussed in Lasue et al. (). e initial overpressure of the entire aquifer was set to . MPa unless
noted otherwise. In the outflow region, the three diﬀerent outflow modes described above were used.
For the seepage case, the outflow was eﬀectively an extension of the aquifer model. For the fissure
outflow case, the model balanced the outflow flux to the surface with the aquifer able to supply this
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Figure .: Hydrographs for diﬀerent outflow models. Red lines are outflow models with artesian outflow at
the source area, blue lines are the result of fissure outflow models and green lines are the subsurface reservoir
outflow model results. Solid lines are the base models (low Δp, low k, low Wfiss and low Nfiss , see Table . for
values). Dashed red line shows run with increased aquifer pressure. Dotted lines represent model runs with high
permeability values for the artesian seepage and fissure outflow cases. Model runs with increased fissure size
(dashed blue line) is not visible as it plots on top of the baseline run. For the subsurface reservoir outflow model,
the dashed line represents run with larger fissures (higher wfiss ) and the dotted line with both larger and more
(higher Nfiss ) fissures. Shaded red area is the range of maximum discharge estimates for Ravi Vallis of Leask et al.
(b) (- ×  m /s), based on fluvial morphology.

flux. In case of a subsurface reservoir, the model started with an initial reservoir volume of  km ,
which is based on the flexure volume estimate of Ravi Vallis described in the previous section. is
reservoir starts with the same pressure as the aquifer and decreases linearly to lithostatic pressure as
the reservoir depletes. e groundwater flux from the aquifer recharges the reservoir and fissure flow
to the surface comes from this reservoir. When the reservoir is empty, the model continues as a fissure
outflow model with outflow to the surface from the groundwater directly.
ere are a number of key diﬀerences discernable in the hydrographs produced by the diﬀerent outflow mechanisms and model parameters (Figure .). For the artesian seepage outflow models, a higher
initial overpressure of  MPa (Figure ., dashed red line) only produces slightly higher discharges than
the . MPa baseline model (Figure ., solid red line). e main parameter that produces a significant
increase in discharge is the permeability, a tenfold increase results in a similar increase in the magnitude of discharge (Figure ., dotted red line). e fissure outflow models produce higher discharges
than the seepage model for the same aquifer properties (Figure ., solid and dotted blue lines). An
increase in size and number of fissures does not result in higher outflow discharges, since the outflow is
limited by the ability of the aquifer to supply groundwater to the fissures (the dashed blue line overlies
the baseline run in Figure .).
e hydrographs from subsurface reservoir eruptions are substantially diﬀerent from the seepage and
fissure outflow hydrographs. e baseline model with the same fissure properties as the fissure outflow
models has the same initial discharge because the underlying pressure is equal to that of the fissure
models. However, the discharge from the reservoir hardly decreases as the pressure in the reservoir is
at least the lithostatic pressure during the drainage of the reservoir (Figure ., solid green line). For


such small fissures, the reservoir does not deplete in the  days shown in Figure .. However, for
the collapse of a subsurface reservoir we expect much larger fissures. An increase in fissure size (wf iss
= . m) and number of fissures (Nf iss = / m− ), yields a high discharge peak, which is followed
by an outflow that is similar to outflow from groundwater when the reservoir is depleted (Figure .,
dashed and dotted green lines). e estimates of the discharge peaks in Ravi Vallis ( m /s) are of
the same order of magnitude as the peak discharge produced by these subsurface reservoir outbursts
(Figure .).

. Discussion
In this paper, we present a set of landscape evolution experiments wherein we simulate the outflow of
groundwater. ese experiments were motivated by the hypothesized pressurized groundwater source
of the outflow channels on Mars. We assume a megaregolith aquifer (Hanna and Phillips, ), with the
presence of a confining cryosphere (Cliﬀord and Parker, ) on top of this aquifer likely to have contributed to the pressurization of the aquifer. e experiments showed that diﬀerent outflow processes
are driven by the underlying groundwater pressure. We observed three diﬀerent types of groundwater
outflow, with an increasing order of driving pressure: () artesian seepage, () outflow through fissures,
and () the eruption from a subsurface reservoir. We presented an analysis of the potential flexure of
a cryosphere due to superlithostatic groundwater pressure and showed that this mechanism is capable
of producing a subsurface reservoir.
Here we first discuss the general outflow channel morphology and the eﬃciency of these outflow processes, before addressing the relationships between Martian chaotic terrains and their outflow channels.

..

Outflow channel fluvial morphology

e outflow processes from the groundwater source in our experiments contrasted between diﬀerent
groundwater pressures, but the fluvial processes downstream were similar and resulted in similar morphologies in all three experiments. e channel morphology can be split into four zones. () Proximal
to the source, flow convergence formed a broad source to a narrow channel giving rise to the incision of
feather-shaped tributaries. In places this zone has islands that are erosional remnants. () Immediately
downstream of this area where the flow converged into one channel, the incision was strongest resulting
in a narrow and deep channel with terraces. Adjacent to the valley, we observed groove marks which
indicate that the channel was initially wider. () Further downstream, the initial outflow resulted in
the deposition of sedimentary lobes due to the infiltration of water into the still unsaturated substrate
downstream. ese lobes were partially eroded by the subsequent incision. e final channel and adjacent terraces here are broader and shallower than upstream. () In the distal part, the channel deposited
the material eroded upstream which resulted in an alluvial fan.
e last three zones of the experimental morphology described above are consistent with the Sandur
facies of glacial outburst floods which are oen considered as an analog for the Martian outflow channels (Rice and Edgett, ). Since the entire range of features from upstream to downstream and from
incision to deposition are present, we are confident that all main morphological features are present
and consistent in our experiments. e formation of outflow channels in reality may have been characterized by other processes, for example, by density currents (Ivanov and Head, ), but the general
transition in morphology observed here is similar.
e converging shape of the source area is also typical for outflow channels (e.g. Komatsu and Baker,
), but is emphasized in our experiment due to the transition from a completely flat source area to
a steep sloping area. is setting is more similar to the catastrophic outflow from crater lakes, which
also feature such typical outlet fans (Marra et al., a; Chapter ).


In our experiment, no teardrop-shaped islands formed in the channels. Such islands are oen located
downstream of obstacles in outflow channels and are likely to be the result of diﬀerential resistance to
erosion in material that is more heterogeneous than the experimental sediments. Islands observed in
our source area are the result of rapid incision and are preserved due to limited lateral movement of the
tributary channels.

..

Seepage and fissure outflow

In the low- and medium-pressure experiments, groundwater reached the surface by seepage and fissure
flow respectively. In the case of seepage, groundwater slowly wetted the surface aer which seepage
began. is process did not result in the development of any erosive morphology directly; lake deposits
and the incised channels further downstream are the only evidence for groundwater outflow. Artesian
seepage occurs at surface depressions and is only possible when the aquifer is unconfined at the location
of outflow. Such a system requires either the absence of a confining layer in combination with a local
source of pressurization, e.g., tectonics or an impact, or a discontinuous confining layer.
In the experiment with fissure flow, the groundwater pressure itself resulted in the formation of
fissures, which is likely to have occurred aer the sediment became saturated and thereby lost its cohesive strength. At the planetary scale, in systems with a rock or a cryospheric surface, such fissures may
emerge from tectonic activity, magmatism (e.g. dike intrusion), meteor impacts, or from hydrofractures (similar to the experiments with high groundwater pressure). Due to the existence of fissures in
the experiment, water reached the surface at only a few locations. In the resulting morphology, these
outflow locations were visible as sand volcanoes, consisting of pits surrounded by lobes of sediment.
Such outflow through fissures on Mars requires a confined pressurized aquifer; the outflow locations
are the result of the fissure locations and are unrelated to the local topography.
Our numerical modeling results show that seepage and fissure outflow processes are similar in eﬃciency because groundwater flow limits the supply of groundwater to the outflow area. e maximum
discharge is primarily a function of the hydrological properties of the aquifer that supplies the groundwater. Our model results for Ravi Vallis show that these processes are capable of producing a discharge
peak that ranges from  to  m /s, depending on aquifer properties. However, morphological evidence implies a much higher discharge peak of  m /s (Leask et al., b).
Previous model studies provide similar magnitudes as our model results. For example, a discharge
of  ×  m /s was estimated for Iani Chaos (Andrews-Hanna and Phillips, ), which has a 
times larger outflow area than our model. Our optimistic aquifer properties are similar to the properties
used by Andrews-Hanna and Phillips (), which is a very permeable hydrofractured aquifer. e
model of Manga () produces discharges of . to . ×  m /s for Athabasca Valles (Figure .d),
which corresponds with peak-discharge estimates of - ×  m /s based on bankfull discharge (Burr
et al., ). Improved methods for discharge estimates based on hydrodynamic models using highresolution elevation models provide discharges of the same order of magnitude (McIntyre et al., ).
In his model, Manga () simulates one large fissure that reaches to the base of a  km deep aquifer, in
contrast within our model the fissures are only present in the confining cryosphere on top the aquifer. In
addition, Manga () uses a high permeability of  m , which may overestimate the groundwater
discharge.
e origin of the fractures that deliver the groundwater to the surface is important. When these
fractures are the result of hydrofracturing by the pressurized groundwater itself, the aperture is in the
order of millimeters (Andrews-Hanna and Phillips, ). Our model results show that larger fissures
do not produce a higher outflow when the groundwater flow from the aquifer is limiting the outflow.
However, when considering tectonic fissures that reach deep into the aquifer, as is the case in the Manga
() model, the aquifer can supply more water due to the larger contact surface between the aquifer
and fissure.


A deep-fissure mechanism seems unlikely for large chaotic terrains, as the drawdown of hydraulic
head at a fracture would impede groundwater flow to the downstream areas. Outflow would in this case
originate from one deep fracture like the outflow from Cerberus Fossae (Figure .d) and not from a
network of fractures like Iani Chaos (Figure .c). We thus interpret the fractures in chaotic terrains
not to be deeper than the confining cryosphere. Deep aquifers may have fed outflow channels that have
a single pit or fissure source. Examples of such source areas are found at Allegheny, Elaver, Walla Walla,
Athabasca and Mangala Valles (Head et al., ; Hanna and Phillips, ; Coleman et al., a;
Komatsu et al., ). In the latter case, the stress that created the fissure may also be responsible for
the pressurization of the aquifer (Hanna and Phillips, ).
Groundwater outflow by seepage or fissures is, in most cases, limited by the properties of the aquifer
that supplies the groundwater. Only models with an optimal setting of fissures protruding deep into the
aquifer and unrealistically high aquifer permeability result in outflow discharges that correspond with
observed morphological constraints. In the following sections, we discuss mechanisms that could make
a limited groundwater outflow flux larger by buﬀering and funneling surface or subsurface reservoirs.

..

Surface ponding

In our experiments, the collection of groundwater in a surface lake resulted in a discharge peak that
exceeds the groundwater flux. In our lowest pressure experiment (Experiment ), the final morphology
does not show any evidence of the groundwater outflow itself as the seepage flux was too low to produce
any morphology. In this case, the erosive power is the result of the surface lake that acts as a buﬀer and
funnel for the groundwater as the total source area for groundwater seepage was larger than the outflow
channel width.
Several Martian outflow channels originate from surface depressions, e.g. Ma’adim, Landon, Morava,
Elawer and Okavango Valles (Coleman, ; Irwin et al., ; Mangold and Howard, ). Similar to our experiments, a groundwater source for these lakes might not be visible in the morphology.
Candidates for such systems are depressions with a channel at the outlet but without any inlet channel. e recharge of such lakes by regional artesian seepage suggests the absence of or a discontinuous cryosphere (Figure .a). Such channels may either be formed before the presence of an extensive
cryosphere or the result of gentle cryosphere disruptions due to a slightly pressurized aquifer or regional
melting of the cryosphere instead of rupture.
Formation of Ma’adim Vallis is likely the result of release of water from a large lake. e extensive
basin collected large amounts of water, possibly from groundwater (Irwin et al., ). Similar to our
experiments, collection of groundwater in a lake is required to achieve a suﬃciently large reservoir of
water to carve the outflow channel. e low elevation of the Ma’adim source area favors recharge from
groundwater and a possible direct path for groundwater recharge is basal melt from the south polar ice
cap (Cliﬀord, ). A possible source of water for several basins in Ismenius Lacus that fed Okavango
Valles is also recharge by groundwater (Mangold and Howard, ). e individual basins are local
depressions, but the entire area has a higher elevation than the adjacent northern plains. Recharge in
local depressions suggests the absence of a confining layer, but the recharge in a regionally elevated
area cannot be explained without a confined aquifer. e Ismenius Lacus region is therefore a good
candidate for a regionally disrupted or partially developed cryosphere.
Former surface lakes also possibly existed in Capri Chasma (Coleman et al., b) or within Valles
Marineris (Harrison and Chapman, ). Harrison and Grimm () and Fueten et al. () propose the existence of such lakes in several chaotic terrains and Juventae Chasma to unify the large
number of required groundwater outflow events predicted by numerical modeling and the low number
of events visible in the downstream fluvial morphology. For such hypothesized lakes that fall entirely
within a Chaos or Chasma, the surface depression had to be present pre-chaos formation, or only later
outflow events could have ponded (Harrison and Grimm, ).


e depth of the highest point of the outflow channel limits the maximum volume of water drained
from such a surface lake. e maximum cumulative discharge is attained when the source depression
is filled completely and the channel incises during a single event. For Ravi Vallis, our model case study,
the source depression has a surface area of  km , the maximum depth is  km, but the depth at
the outflow point is about  km (Figure .b). us, one lake overflow event for Ravi Vallis is limited to about  km of water, which is about one fourth of the minimum estimate of , km
required to form this outflow channel (Leask et al., b), but that estimate requires a very high sediment concentration. Similarly, the estimated maximum volume for a possible lake in Valles Marineris
is , km , about one third of the cumulative discharge estimate for Simud Valles based on high
sediment concentrations (Harrison and Grimm, ; Harrison and Chapman, ). e discharge
from surface lakes is in the right order of magnitude for the formation of the outflow channels, but only
when assuming very high sediment concentrations.

..

Subsurface reservoirs eruptions

In our high-pressure experiment (Experiment ), flexure of the surface generated the space for a subsurface reservoir that resulted in high-discharge outflow. Subsurface reservoirs exist in terrestrial settings,
for example, beneath the Antarctic ice cap (Dowdeswell and Siegert, ) and may have existed on
Mars (Rodríguez et al., ; Rodríguez et al., ). We showed that flexure by pressurized groundwater is a feasible mechanism in a Martian setting to produce subsurface reservoirs. Below we discuss
this analysis, the outflow eﬃciency of such a reservoir eruption, and the morphological elements that
may indicate its former presence.
For our analysis of flexure in a Martian setting, we assumed the base of a cryosphere as a horizontal
layer where pressurized water induces the deformation of the cryosphere at the top. Important factors
that determine the amount of flexure, and thus the size of the resulting subsurface reservoir, are the
spatial extent of the reservoir and the thickness and strength of the cryosphere.
For our model we used a strength of  MPa, based on the strength of basalt (Schultz, ). e
strength of the cryosphere may vary depending on the assumed composition. e upper part of the
cryosphere is likely to consist of impact ejecta, cemented by pore ice. While at greater depth, the
cryosphere is more likely to consist of compacted regolith or basalt. For the uppermost part of the
cryosphere, we assume a tensile strength of ice-sediment mixtures, which is about an order of magnitude lower than rock (Lange and Ahrens, ). However, the collapse of the entire cryosphere depends on the emergence of cracks at the base. At depth, the cryosphere consists of rock or fractured
rock (Hanna and Phillips, ), filled with ice. e strength here is comparable to rock or even higher
due to the added strength of ice in the pores.
Our modeled cryosphere thickness of  km in our example of Ravi Vallis falls well within the estimated range of cryosphere thickness (Lasue et al., ). e thickness of the cryosphere depends on
the thermal properties of the lithosphere, geothermal, and solar heat fluxes. e estimated thickness
increases with higher latitudes, higher freezing points, and lower lithospheric heat flow (Cliﬀord and
Parker, ; Lasue et al., ). Furthermore, the cryosphere is thought to have increased in thickness
throughout the Hesperian and Amazonian. In our subsurface reservoir model, a thicker cryosphere
results in higher reservoir volumes; thus, estimates are likely conservative.
e lateral extent of the subsurface reservoir has a large influence on its volume. However, this parameter is poorly constrained since we lack suﬃcient information on the deep subsurface of Mars. We
estimated a minimum size, but subsurface properties have a great influence on where the formation of
such a reservoir will start and how large it can become. In our case study, we used a practical approach
as we based our deformation radius on the size of the fractured area upstream of Ravi Vallis, which
would be the result of the deformation.


Our experiments and model demonstrated that the collapse of a subsurface reservoir is capable of
delivering a high discharge peak. Such peak discharges remain high, even when the reservoir volume
is small, and may account for a large amount of total erosion in Martian outflow channel systems. In
contrast to direct outflow from an aquifer, our model results show that the release from a subsurface
reservoir is capable of generating large flood discharges, similar to the estimated discharge peak of  ×  m /s that is estimated to have formed Ravi Vallis (Leask et al., b). Groundwater outflow
continues even aer the depletion of the reservoir, but at a lower discharge due to drawdown and reduced groundwater pressure. However, aer such a violent initial eruption, fractures in the cryosphere
and possibly in the aquifer itself are eﬃcient pathways for the continuation of outflow which acts as a
funnel as the aﬀected reservoir region can be much larger than the actual outflow area (Figure .c).
is funneling mechanism can explain the larger volume of water required for an outflow channel
compared to the volume created by flexure plus additional subsidence volume.
e morphological evidence that supports the existence of the formation and outburst of a subsurface reservoir are both concentric and radial fractures. e stress pattern in the cryosphere due to
flexure predicts the formation of extensional faults at the surface in the center of the deformed area.
is was shown in our experiment by polygonal cracks that emerged during the formation of a subsurface reservoir (Figure .c). Based on our model predictions and our experimental observations, we
expect the initial collapse and outflow at the outer limit of deformation. Aer collapse, the subsurface
reservoir drains, resulting in quick deflation. e resulting morphology does not feature the bulge that
was present before the outburst. However, there might be cases where such bulge is still present, but
there would be no associated outflow channel. In our experiments no new fractures formed during
collapse of the reservoir, but in real-world cases we expect the formation of concentric fractures, analogue to the observations from ice-sheet collapse associated with Jökulhlaup events (Björnsson, ).
e expected fracture pattern is not only located around the outflow but in the entire area above the
subsurface lake.

..

Groundwater outflow through chaotic terrains

Chaotic terrains on Mars have a similar fracture pattern to that observed above the doming reservoir
in our experiment. ese terrains mainly comprise of polygonal networks of fractures on the chaos
floor and concentric fractures around the chaotic terrain (Roda et al., ). In our experiments, the
polygonal fractures were the result of surface inflation, while similar patterns have been attributed to
subsidence, for example, in Iani Chaos (Warner et al., ), Aureum Chaos (Rodríguez et al., )
and Aromatum Chaos. ese areas also show collapse features beyond the chaotic terrain itself. is
indicates that the subsidence extended further than the outflow area itself, which was also the case in
our experiments.
Besides Mars, Michaut and Manga () propose a similar mechanism for the formation of chaotic
terrains on the Jovian moon Europa, essentially as a result of by liquid water sills in the moon’s ice
shell. is mechanism is equivalent to the subsurface reservoirs that formed in our experiment, and
the mechanism explains the chaotic morphology without the outflow of water to the surface.
In our flexure model, the amount of subsidence is the result of the preceding bulging. is explains
the surface lowering back to its original level but not the formation of chaotic terrains that appear to
have collapsed lower than their original level. Disruption of the underlying aquifer and expulsion of
subsurface material can explain excess collapse. However, many chaotic terrains show collapse of a
kilometer or more which could be explained by collapse into a preexisting cavities like impact basins.
Roda et al. () proposed the collapse of buried frozen lakes for chaotic terrains, which explains large
amounts of collapse due to the preexisting basin. Indeed, such sub-ice lakes are potential candidates for
pressurization.


In Iani Chaos, truncation of erosional grooves by collapsed basins show that the collapse is likely
to have taken place aer the formation of some of the erosive features (Warner et al., ), while in
our experiment these events took place simultaneously. is morphology could be explained if these
erosional features were formed by the initial high outburst of groundwater when most of the subsidence
had yet to take place. e basins described by Warner et al. () represent collapse below the initial
surface, which is not related to the collapse of the flexed surface, as is the case in our experiments.
Such collapse could be related to the disruption and destabilization of the subsurface, which could be
triggered later or take place in a final stage of outflow when fluvial erosion had actually ceased.
Our example of Ravi Vallis shows a relative simple source morphology and a downstream outflow
channel that are likely to have formed during a single event. Other chaotic terrains show more complex
morphologies (e.g. Meresse et al., ; Warner et al., ) with evidence for multiple outflow events
(Warner et al., ). Multiple events of subsurface reservoir eruption would require at least refreezing
of the cryosphere in order to restore its confining properties. e elastic behavior is also compromised
aer extensive fissure formation which results in lower reservoir volumes for later events. e deepening of the cryosphere through time (Cliﬀord and Parker, ) would help in this case, as the thickness
of the potential flexed layer and thereby its flexural rigidity would increase.
In short, there is a strong link between the fracture pattern of chaotic terrains and the fracture pattern
due to the formation and collapse of a subsurface reservoir. We consider such a reservoir formed by
pressurized groundwater as a refined hypothesis for the formation of chaotic terrains as this couples the
previously hypothesized subsurface cavities (e.g. Rodríguez et al., ) to chaotic terrains (e.g. Warner
et al., ), and also explains high-discharge outflow from groundwater through these terrains.

. Conclusions
We studied the outflow processes that result from the release of pressurized groundwater on Mars. We
conducted a series of laboratory experiments with increasing groundwater pressure. Using a numerical model, we scaled the observed processes that emerged in these experiments to Ravi Vallis on Mars.
We show that groundwater outflow directly from an aquifer cannot generate the reconstructed paleoflood volumes and discharges for the large outflow channels in a low number of events. Moreover,
although groundwater outflow through fissures is capable of generating discharges comparable with
intermediate-sized outflow channels, the larger outflow channels can only be explained by a buﬀering
mechanism that can be either a surface lake or a subsurface reservoir. e latter can result from the
flexure induced by superlithostatic groundwater pressure in a confined aquifer.
Our results demonstrate the relationship between groundwater outflow processes and groundwater
pressures and groundwater systems. At relatively low groundwater pressure, artesian seepage brings
groundwater to the surface in the case of an (possibly only locally) unconfined aquifer. Artesian seepage
takes place in the lowest point in the landscape, which favors the formation of lakes. is process is
non-erosive and the only resulting morphology is a minor surface lake deposit. e discharge from
this process is orders of magnitude smaller than the inferred discharge of Martian outflow channels,
even with optimistic values for aquifer permeability. Buﬀering of the groundwater flux in surface lakes
results in higher discharges and may explain outflow channels with no obvious water source area like
Okavango Valles, Ma’adim Vallis and Mawrth Vallis.
At higher groundwater pressures, or due to preexisting fractures, flow through fissures brings groundwater to the surface. Fissure flow may result in discharges that are of the order of magnitude required to
form outflow channels, but only in very favorable settings where fractures reach deep into the aquifer.
For chaotic terrains where fissures extend down only to the top of the aquifer, the ability of the aquifer
to supply groundwater limits the outflow discharge and in all of these cases, outflow discharge is similar
to artesian seepage and thus insuﬃcient to form the observed fluvial morphology.


Superlithostatic groundwater pressures resulted in the formation of a subsurface reservoir due to
void-space created by flexure in our experiment. is mechanism occurred in our experiments and
follows from geophysical analysis, but has been previously overlooked in the study of Martian outflow
channels. e pressurized outflow and collapse of a subsurface reservoir results in discharges comparable to the estimated values required for the erosion of outflow channels. Moreover, the flexure of the
cryosphere due to groundwater pressure is capable of producing a subsurface reservoir volume that
explains the formation of the outflow channels by a single or small number of events. In addition, this
process could results in a chaotic morphology consisting of polygonal fractures due to surface extension
and subsequent collapse.
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Chapter 5
Groundwater systems in Lunae and Ophir Plana (Mars)
Large outflow channels on Mars reveal the past presence of water on the surface, possibly released from
pressurized groundwater reservoirs. Due to a lack of understanding of the underlying processes and the
research emphasis on large outflow channels, the hydrological and corresponding climate conditions remain a subject of debate. We investigate the detailed morphology of possible pressurized groundwater
outflow systems in comparison to landscape evolution experiments. These experiments show that incised
valleys like the classic outflow channels are a last erosional stage in morphological development. This is
preceded by the formation of sedimentary lobes due to rapid water loss by infiltration. On Mars, we observed similar features related to diﬀerent stages of groundwater outflow in Lunae and Ophir Plana. In the
experiments, pits formed adjacent to the valley heads due to the outflow. The pits in the source regions of
Mars strongly relate to the regional tectonic structure and likely result from subsidence by extension and
not by groundwater alone. Faulting, subsidence and collapse likely triggered outflow from a pressurized
aquifer and could have aided in aquifer pressurization. This scenario is consistent with the presence of one
or several cryosphere-confined aquifers from the Early Hesperian to at least the Middle Amazonian. A pronounced spatial trend of larger and further developed outflow systems at lower elevations suggests that
features ranging from small lobes to large outflow channels were sourced from a common aquifer or from
aquifers with similar pressures. The required cryosphere indicates a cold climate and enables groundwater
outflow even under atmospheric conditions unfavorable for sustained presence of liquid water.

Submitted manuscript: Marra, W. A., E. Hauber, S. M. de Jong and M. G. Kleinhans (submitted), Pressurized groundwater systems in Lunae and Ophir Plana (Mars): insights from small-scale morphology and experiments, Submitted
to JGeoRes.

. Introduction
Mega-outflow channels are among the most widely discussed features that evidence former fluid water
on planet Mars (e.g. Baker and Milton, ; Carr, ; Hanna and Phillips, ; Coleman et al.,
a; Harrison and Grimm, ). ese outflow channels emerge from tentative former basins (e.g.
Irwin et al., ), tectonic fissures (e.g. Head et al., ), pits (e.g. Coleman et al., a; Komatsu
et al., ) and chaotic terrains (e.g. de Hon and Pani, ; Leask et al., b; Roda et al., ).
e most common explanation for the origin of water for these large valleys is groundwater (Baker and
Milton, ) as there are no upstream drainage systems. e size and morphology of the large outflow
channels suggest high-discharge events, which require a pressurized aquifer. Alternatively, lava flows
have been proposed as an erosional agent for several outflow channels (e.g. Leverington, ).
Possible groundwater pressurization mechanisms are recharge from high elevation infiltration (Clifford, ; Harrison and Chapman, ), tectonism (Wang et al., ; Hanna and Phillips, ),
volcanism (Russell and Head, ) or aquifer freezing (Wang et al., ). A confining cryosphere
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Figure .: Groundwater outflow morphology, photographs of the scale experiments (Marra et al., b; Chapter ). (a) Outflow from seepage above the source area with downstream lobes and incising channel (experiment ). (b) Outflow pits with standing water surrounded by sedimentary lobes, converging flow features and
downstream valleys (experiment ). (c) Radial cracks due to formation of subsurface reservoir moments before
outflow (experiment ). (d) Close-up of source area showing converging flow morphology and terraces in the
background (experiment ). (e) Close-up of outflow pit (lower right and upper right) with sedimentary lobe,
incised valley and smaller lobes of initial outflow (upper middle) (experiment ). (f ) Close-up of sieve lobe with
later incised valley in the background (experiment ).

on top of the aquifer (Cliﬀord, ; Cliﬀord and Parker, ; Lasue et al., ) is a viable cause for
high pressure that can result in local outbursts of groundwater. In addition to groundwater outflow,
temporary water buﬀers such as surface lakes (e.g. Coleman et al., a; Lucchitta, ), collapse of
buried lakes (Roda et al., ) or subsurface reservoirs of fluid water (Marra et al., b; Chapter )
are possible causes for release of high outflow flood peaks.
e wide range of alternative theories on the formation of outflow channels impedes proper interpretation of their hydrological and climatic implications. Better constraints of the processes involved
in past groundwater outflow on Mars would greatly aid in determining the formative conditions. In an
earlier contribution, we presented landscape evolution experiments on pressurized groundwater outflow (Marra et al., b), which provide insight into the processes and related morphology. Guided
by these experimental insights, here we identify surface features on Mars that indicate outflow mechanisms. We aim to identify sources of groundwater, their outflow processes and the required hydrological
conditions. In this paper, we first review our experimental results on pressurized groundwater outflow
processes and resulting morphological features. en we present our methods, study area and morphological maps. We then discuss selected cases in detail with our hypothesis for their formation, their
relation to other features, the chronology of events and the implications for the hydrological system
and climate.

. Groundwater outflow processes and morphology
..

Experimental outflow processes and morphology

We conducted a range of landscape evolution experiments on groundwater outflow processes (Marra et
al., b; Chapter ). Here, we summarize the main results of these experiments and describe the key
morphological features (Table .) to aid our interpretation of comparable systems on Mars. e exper

Table .: Key morphological features observed in the experiments (Marra et al., b; Chapter ), formative
processes in the experiment and possible processes responsible for similar morphology on Mars.
Morphological
feature
Pit

Process in experiment

Experiment

Outflow erosion

Sand volcano

Deposition of material
from pit
Creation of subsurface
reservoir
Flow convergence in
outflow region
Infiltration of
high-concentration flow
Early stage of incision

Interm. & High,
Figure .b, e
Interm. & High,
Figure .b, e
High pressure,
Figure .c
All experiments,
Figure .b, d, e
All experiments,
Figure .f
All experiments,
Figure .a
All experiments,
Figure .b,d

Radial cracks
Converging
channels
Lobate deposits
Incision in lobe
Strong incision

Developed channel after
sustained outflow

Possible process
on Mars
Collapse of
subsurface void
Same as
experiment
Bulging by other
process
Same as
experiment
Same as
experiment
Same as
experiment
Same as
experiment

Mars
Figures
., ., .
Figures
.g, .e
Figure .
Figure .
Figures
., ., .
Figure .
Figure .

iments simulated the outflow of pressurized groundwater in a -by- m sandbox. e setup consisted
of two areas: a flat area above the groundwater source where we could observe the outflow processes
and a sloping area that allowed for valley formation and other downstream processes (Figure .).
e experiment was carried out with three diﬀerent groundwater pressures, resulting in diﬀerent
outflow processes above the groundwater source. At low pressure, groundwater slowly seeped to the
surface forming a shallow lake, which eventually overflowed. At intermediate pressure, fissures formed
which resulted in a higher outflow discharge. At high pressure, the surface bulged and cracked, and a
subsurface reservoir formed that suddenly erupted causing a short high-discharge outflow event.
ese diﬀerent processes resulted in diﬀerent source morphologies. Seepage and shallow lake filling
did not cause significant erosion (Figure .a). Under intermediate pressure, the outflow through fissures resulted in pits above the groundwater source due to removal of sediment, which was deposited
around the pits (Figure .b). e bulging surface in the high-pressure experiment initially resulted in
surface cracks radiating from the center of the bulge (Figure .c). Aer the collapse of the subsurface
reservoir, the outflow was through fissures, resulting in a similar morphology in the outflow area as the
intermediate pressure experiment.
In all experiments, water flowed onto the sloping section where it ultimately carved a valley. e
transition from source area to downstream valley had a similar morphology in all experiments: a converging fan-shaped valley head (Figure .d,e).
We observed two types of lobes. Firstly, there were lobes surrounding the outflow pits that were
the result of sediment emerging from the pit, similar to a sand-volcano. Further downstream, we observed lobes of sediment eroded from the initial valley head that deposited due to infiltration of water,
also known as sieve-deposits (Milana (), Figure .f). Such sieve-deposits were fan-shaped, being
wider in downstream direction. ese lobes formed in the early stages of the experiment when the
downstream substrate was still dry.
As the experiments continued, the deposition of these lobes occurred further from the source and
finally ceased as the area of saturated substrate extended radially from the groundwater source. e flow
then continued as concentrated surface runoﬀ which incised and formed valleys with terraces. Valley
formation started at the upstream end while downstream lobes formed (Figure .a), and incised to
the downstream end as the outflow continued (Figure .b,d).


..

Outflow process-morphology relations on Mars

Landscape experiments are not straightforward scale models for reality for various reasons, mainly due
to the diﬀerent size and material. Nevertheless, these experiments function as scale analogues that show
the main processes and morphology related to groundwater outflow, but at diﬀerent relative scales (e.g.
Paola et al., ). Several key processes such as groundwater flow and sediment transport are dynamically similar between experiments and reality. In order to translate the insights from the experiments
to planet Mars we here discuss similarities and diﬀerences between these two.
A main diﬀerence between experiment and reality is the material. Our experimental setup consisted
of sand, whereas the substrate in our study area likely consists of degraded sedimentary, impact and/or
volcanic material (Tanaka et al., ). Erosion rates diﬀer between these materials, but the general
morphological patterns are similar (see discussion in Marra et al., a; Chapter ).
In the outflow source area in the experiments, we observed the formation of pits due to high-pressure
groundwater outflow. Surrounding these pits, a part of the eroded material deposited in a similar way
as a sand volcano: due to the divergence of flow out of the pit. If flow is suﬃciently large, such erosional
pits may also form on Mars. However, other processes may result in the formation of voids, for instance
by tectonic activity, magmatic activity or karst formation (Table .).
In the experiments, we observed lobate deposits. Important factors for the formation of lobes are initial sediment concentration and rate of water loss which reduces the carrying capacity for suspended
sediment. In our experiments, sediment eroded from the outflow source formed the lobes and water
loss was the result of infiltration due to flow over unsaturated substrate. In case of Mars, we expect
high sediment concentrations in an early stage of groundwater outflow. Loose, weathered material
in the outflow area at the surface and possible from the subsurface is picked up by the first outflow.
We assume that the water from this concentrated flow infiltrates in the upper layer of the Marian regolith as such material is highly porous. e resulting mudflow deposit has lower porosity due to the
higher concentration of fines and poorer sorting. is low porosity results in a higher bulk density and
lower surface-area to volume ratio, which increases thermal inertia (Presley and Christensen, )
and would appear bright in nighttime-IR imagery.
In case of low atmospheric pressure, additional processes will play a role that we did not simulate
in the experiments. ese processes are boiling, evaporation and freezing of the surface of the flow
(Bargery and Wilson, ; Conway et al., ). Especially boiling and evaporation contribute to rapid
lobe formation due to increased water loss.

..

Mechanisms for groundwater pressurization and outflow on Mars

We now consider the possible mechanisms to create groundwater pressure required for outflow. We
distinguish two main systems: outflow from a hydrostatic aquifer (Figure .a) and outflow from a
pressurized aquifer (Figure .b). We also discuss local pressurization mechanisms (Figure .c) and
the eﬀect of subsurface heterogeneities (Figure .d).
From a hydrostatic (unpressurized) aquifer, groundwater may emerge at topographic depressions.
Closed depressions at the surface result in ponding of seeped groundwater if the surface elevation falls
below the groundwater table and seepage at slopes that intersect the groundwater table may result in
sapping processes and valley formation if the surface material is erodible enough (Figure .a). In the
case of seepage into depressions, the resulting lakes cannot overflow because the groundwater table,
and thus maximum lake level, is below the surface.
For groundwater to emerge at topographic highs or overflow closed depressions, the groundwater
needs to be pressurized so that the hydraulic head is above the surface. Such regional pressurization
occurs when an impermeable layer (aquiclude) on top confines an aquifer with variation in elevation (Figure .b). e cryosphere, a layer of frozen groundwater and regolith, is a likely candidate
for an aquiclude on Mars (Cliﬀord, ). In addition to a topographic gradient, the formation of the
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cryosphere itself may also result in elevated pressures due to volume decrease of the aquifer as the freezing water expands (Wang et al., ). In case of a confined aquifer, the groundwater is released were
the aquiclude is disrupted, for example, at tectonic faults (Figure .b).
Locally, external forces can increase the groundwater head and cause localized outflow. Such forces
are tectonism (Hanna and Phillips, ), meteor impacts (Wang et al., ) or magmatism. e interaction of magma with groundwater or the cryosphere cause violent eruptions of groundwater, both
due to vaporization and consequent breakdown of the confining layer (Chapman et al., ; Leask et
al., b). e elevated groundwater pressure in unconfined aquifers would result in seepage in local
depression or contribute to the pressure in a confined aquifer (Figure .c).
Local subsurface heterogeneities such as impermeable dykes and highly permeable faults aﬀect the
groundwater outflow (Figure .d). An obstruction of the flow by impermeable barriers like dikes or
faults (e.g. Babiker and Gudmundsson, ; Bense et al., ) may locally increase the hydraulic
head. Alternatively, zones of high permeability in the upper part of the aquifer may focus groundwater
outflow. In such cases, a pressure gradient in the groundwater should be present to drive the outflow,
such as a regional topographic gradient.

. Study area and methods
We mapped several features in the southeast of Lunae Planum and western Ophir Planum, north of
Valles Marineris (Figure .), since this area hosts several classic mega-outflow channels and possibly former lakes (e.g. de Hon and Pani, ; Komatsu et al., ; Fueten et al., ). is area is
characterized by chasmata, pit chains and faults with an northwest-to-southwest orientation. Juventae
Chasma is located at the source of Maja Valles, an outflow channel that drained towards the northnortheast (de Hon and Pani, ). e large outflow channels of Kasei Valles are located west of the
studied area and the smaller outflow channels Allegheny and Elaver Valles are located east (Figure .a,
Komatsu et al., ).
We prepared morphological maps of potentially groundwater outflow areas. We mapped potential
depositional features, channels, structural elements such as faults and wrinkle ridges that may have
controlled groundwater outflow, and impact craters where these have important cross-cutting relations
with the other features of interest. We support our maps and interpretation with detailed imagery of
critical morphological elements and topographic profiles.
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We made morphological maps based on visible and infrared imagery as well topographic data. General morphology is based on  m/pixel ermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) day- and nighttime infrared (IR) mosaics (Christensen et al., ; Fergason et al., ) and gridded elevation data
from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA, Zuber et al., ). Detailed maps are based on images from the Context Camera (CTX) at  m/pix (Malin et al., ), Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC),
- m/pix (Malin et al., ) and High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE), .-.
m/pix (McEwen et al., ). We used digital elevation models (DEMs) from the High-Resolution
Stereo Camera (HRSC) at  m/pix resolution, relative to the MOLA aeroid (Jaumann et al., ;
Scholten et al., ). e used data to produce the figures is provided in Table . at the end of this
chapter. We dated a surface based on crater-size frequency distribution (Michael, ).

. Morphological mapping results
..

Hydrae Cavus

Morphology
Here we describe the morphology of Hydrae Cavus, a  by  km,  m deep pit,  km southeast of
Hydrae Chasma (Figure .a). e location of the pit coincides with wrinkle ridges of various orientations (Figure .c). Several of the north-south oriented wrinkle ridges continue at the pit floor (arrows
in Figure .d).
e depth and width of the pit decreases towards the east (Figure .a). At the rim of the pit, we
observe faults parallel to the rim (Figure .d). Inside the pit, lobes of collapsed wall material cover a
small part of the pit floor.
We observed a  km long lobe, which is visible as a bright area in nighttime-IR imagery and appears to be associated with Hydrae Cavus (Figure .b). e lobe is about  m thick at the distal end
(Figure .f). is lobe starts from a wrinkle ridge, east of the pit, where it shows channelized features
at the surface (arrows in Figure .e). Two elevated wrinkle ridges confine the northeastern half of this
lobe.
Interpretation
e faults parallel to the rim (Figure .d) indicate that the pit formed due to collapse and not by erosion
due to groundwater outflow as was the case in our experiments.


We interpret the lobe northeast of the pit to be formed by outflow of groundwater. e lobe morphology corresponds with the morphology aer the initial groundwater outflow in our experiments when
the water in the flow drained to the subsurface (Figure .f). Possible indicators of fluvial activity are
the small channels at the source of the lobe (Figure .e). Such a lobe with small channelized features
is characteristic for an early stage of groundwater outflow, the lobe consists of material eroded at the
outflow source or comes from the subsurface due to turbulent flow through fissures.
e lobe originates from a wrinkle ridge and not directly from the pit itself, which further indicates
that the pit itself is not excavated by fluvial erosion. e wrinkle ridge at the lobe apex possibly represents a deep fault in the subsurface (Schultz, ). Although such faults may not reach all the way to
the surface, they may assist in channelizing groundwater flow towards the surface or be the reason for
disruption of a confining layer at depth. e co-location with the depression may suggest that the collapse of the pit is the source of, or contributed to, pressurization of the groundwater. e groundwater
head required to form the lobe needs to exceed the surface elevation, but is likely not much higher than
that since we did not observe features related to high-discharge outflow.
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Ganges Catena

Morphology
Here we describe the morphology of the easternmost part of Ganges Catena (Figure .), a  km long
chain of pits with individual pits between  and  km in diameter. is part is about  km west of the
main catena.
North of the pits, we observe northeast-oriented channelized features. ese features are wide next
to the pits and converge farther away; they are slightly sinuous and show streamlined islands (Figure .d). Further northeast, the channelized morphology becomes less clear, but a bright lobe is visible
in nighttime-IR imagery, which fills a depression with the same orientation (Figure .a-b).
South of the pit chain we observe several parallel, southwest-northeast oriented depressions with
depths of about  to  m (Figure .a). e channels north of the pit chain align with these depressions and have the same orientation.
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Shallow pits exist at the westernmost end of the catena. Northeast of these pits, we observe a small
northeast-oriented channel which widens downstream and features streamlined islands (Figure .e).
In the main part of Ganges Catena, we identified a fissure that aligns with the entire catena, but has
no pits. A lobe without channelized morphology surrounds this fissure (Figure .g).
Interpretation
We interpret the channels and lobes as fluvial features based on the occurrence of the incised features
in the downstream lobe and the streamlined islands at the upstream end. e transition from a mainly
incising morphology upstream and a lobe downstream corresponds well with the experimental morphology (Table .). e morphology of the lobe surrounding the fissure corresponds with the upstream
morphology surrounding the outflow source in the experiments (Figure .g). e absence of incised
features indicates a possible pristine outflow that might have been present at other locations, too, but
subsequent pit formation or sustained outflow removed these features elsewhere.
e depressions south of the pits are straight and do not show the erosional features in contrast
to the sinuous channels north of the catena. ese depressions could be the result of collapse due to
groundwater flow to catena, similar to the depressions between Ganges Chasma and Shalbatana Vallis
(Carr, ; Rodríguez et al., ). In this case, the orientation of these depressions is indicative for a
southwest-to-northeast groundwater flow direction.
e channels start at the pit chain since we observed no fluvial morphology south of the pit chain.
Furthermore, the first part of the channel just aer the pit starts wide and narrows in downstream
direction (Figure .d), similar to the morphology downstream of the source in our experiments (Figure .b,e). is morphology indicates converging flow from a wide source into a channel.
e smaller pit and channel we observed has a similar morphology as the larger channel described
above. e channel emerges from a small pit, has streamlined islands upstream, converging flow next
to the pit and widening flow further downstream (Figure .e). e relation between channel size and
pit size suggests a relation between the two. e larger pit may be an easier pathway for groundwater
outflow or outflow triggered by collapse could cause this relation. In either case, there is a strong link
between the tectonic structure and groundwater outflow.

..

Juventae Cavi

Morphology
Here we describe Juventae Cavi, an area  km east of Juventae Chasma of about  km in diameter
with pits of various sizes and depths up to  m (Figure .). Some of the pits have a circular outline in
plan-view, and many pits of diﬀerent sizes coalesce into complex shapes. e orientation of the chains
of pits and the ridges and troughs just northeast of the cavi is between N° and N° (Figure .a). e
pits show multiple nested rims and normal faults are oriented parallel to the rim of the pits (Figure .d).
Northeast of the pits, we observe a . km wide and  m deep depression with a N° orientation (Figure .a). e walls of this depression show dislocated blocks, indicative for collapse of this
depression (Figure .f).
A chaotic terrain with a diameter of about  by  km, a depth of  m and knobs up to  km in
diameter is present northeast of the cavi. In the northeast, the landscape sharply changes to a much
flatter terrain (Figure .e,g). At this transition, small incisional features are present and the entire area
has straight linear grooves running in northeastern direction. is flatter terrain is about  km wide
and is located in a depression that is about  m deep.


Interpretation
e presence of multiple ridges and faults on the sides of the pits and depressions in this area indicates a formation by collapse (Figure .d,f). e alignment of pits and depressions with a N°-N°
orientation indicates a tectonic origin.
We interpret the channel that emerges from the chaotic terrain northeast of the cavi as a fluvial feature created by groundwater outflow. is channel starts at the chaotic terrain and has grooves parallel
to the inferred flow direction to the northeast (Figure .e), which we interpret as scour marks. e orientation of this channel is the same as the pits and depressions, which indicates this channel occupies
a structurally controlled depression here. e erosional grooves indicate high-energetic flow and we
observed no depositional features. Such morphology is similar to the erosional channels that formed
in our experiments aer sustained discharge (Figure .e); as depositional features corresponding to
early outflow stages were eroded. e location next to the cavi and the alignment with tectonic features
suggest a link between tectonism and groundwater outflow.
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Ophir Catena

Morphology
Here we describe features emerging from western Ophir Catena (Figure .a). In this area several catenae are present, as well as faults with the same N° to N° orientation.
One of the pits joins with Pital crater. is crater has an ejecta-blanket that is visible as bright radial
streaks in the nighttime-IR image (Figure .b). A smooth-textured area, dark in nighttime-IR and
brighter compared to its surrounding in CTX imagery surrounds the eastern edge of the pit that intersects the crater (Figure .d). is morphology extends in northeastern direction as a smooth lobe
with sharp edges (Figure .d, L in Figure .c). is lobes overlays the ejecta-blanket and another
lobe whose edges appear bright in nighttime-IR.
Northwest of the crater, we observed a  km long,  m wide elongated pit chain, surrounded by
lobate features (Figure .e). ese lobes align with the catena, have a smooth surfaces and overlay the
rough impact ejecta. e lobe extends about - km to the south of the pit and up to  km to the north.
Interpretation
We interpret Pital crater, and consequently its ejecta, to be older than the formation of the intersecting
pit, as the crater rim continues on the northern edge of the pit (Figure .a). If the pit was already in
place, the morphology would be much more complex here. e oldest depositional feature here is lobe
L (Figure .c) which is intersected by all other features. is lobe might be part of the large ejecta
blanket as it has a similar radial orientation. e lobe emerging from the pit (L, Figure .c) overlays
the impact ejecta. Furthermore, this lobe cannot be younger than the formation of the pit to its current
size as the fluid forming these lobes would have flown into the crater and not over the rim. erefore,
we associate these lobes with an early stage of the formation of the catena when only initial fissures were
present. Collapse forming the pits took place aer the outflow. We dated outflow lobe L (Figure .c);
other outflow lobes were too small to be dated accurately (Warner et al., ). e surface of this
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lobe has a crater age of . Ga +/- . Ga, which is around the Early/Middle Amazonian boundary
(Figure ., Neukum chronology system, Hartmann and Neukum, ; Michael, ).
e younger lobes have a smooth surface-texture and show a fingered pattern at the edges (Figure .d-e), similar to the sieve-lobes formed in our experiments corresponding to pristine groundwater outflow (Figure .f). However, such morphology may be the result of lava flows as well.

..

Fractured features

Morphology
Here we describe several features with a fractured surface at various locations. Floor-fractured caters
(FFC) exist at several places on Mars, several of them in Xanthe Terra (Sato et al., ). e fractures
in these FFC show diﬀerent patterns, but cracks are oen concentric and concentrated at the edges of
the crater with some radial fractures running across the crater. In some cases, the edge is lower than
the center of the crater (e.g. Figure .a).
We observed a fractured rise in Margaritifer Chaos (Figure .d). is rise is  to  km in diameter
and  km higher that the surrounding. e fractures are mainly radial to the center of the mount.
Hydrae Chaos consist of several aligned chaotic terrains with no outflow features of a few to  km in
size (Figure .c). ese chaotic terrains are located on an arc parallel to Juventae Chasma, connecting
Juventae Cavi and Hydrae Chasma.
In the area upstream of Ravi and Shalbatana Valles, we observed several depressions of various sizes
and fractures in an area about  km across (Figure .d). Furthermore, there is an FFC in this area
and there are chaotic terrains at the sources of the valleys.

Figure .: Cumulative crater frequency diagram for lobe L, indicating an age of . Ga (+/- . Ga).
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Interpretation
e observed fractured features show a resemblance with the morphology of the high-pressure experiment where the surface bulged before groundwater outburst and subsided aerwards generating radial
and concentric fractures, respectively. e fractured morphology upstream of Ravi Valles has a similar
alignment as the experiments where the outflow took place at the side the bulged area, which is also
the expected behavior of such systems on Mars (Marra et al., b; Chapter ).
ese cases show no conclusive evidence for the subsurface processes responsible for the fractures. If
we assume an aqueous origin of these features, this could explain both the fractures and the outflow in
case of Ravi Vallis. In the cases without outflow, the water either drained back to the subsurface, leaving
the cracks but not the bulge, or froze, resulting in both the cracks and bulge still being there. Magmatic
features such as sills (Michaut et al., ) could produce the same morphology and trigger the outflow
of groundwater. However, a subsurface aqueous reservoir could explain the extreme high discharges
for large outflow channels (Marra et al., b).
Hydrae Chaos may represent an intermediate stage of chasma or catena formation. ese chaotic
terrains align with collapsed features, but show no signs of collapse. In Ganges Catena, the pits align
with single fractures which could be the first stage of collapse, which is followed by a chaotic structure
and then by collapse into a pit.

. Discussion
e fluvial features described in this study show diﬀerent stages in the development of groundwater
outflow. We observed depositional lobes at Hydrae Cavus, Ganges and Ophir Catenae (Figure ., .,
.), a lobe with a channelized apex and channels on the lobe from eastern Ganges Catena (Figure .), a


fully incisional channel that emerges from a chaos (Figure .). is morphological sequence is similar
to the sequence we observed in our experiments, which ranges from deposition of lobes due to water
loss to an incising channel (Table .). Previous studies showed outflow channels that reached the last,
fully incisional stage, for example, Maja, Allegheny and Elaver Valles (de Hon and Pani, ; Coleman
et al., a), and lobate features with a possible groundwater origin (Wilson and Mouginis-Mark,
). Our experimental results now link these diﬀerent types of features and indicate they can form
from a similar hydrological system, but represent diﬀerent degrees of development.
In this section, we discuss the arguments for an aqueous versus lava origin of these features, the
chronology of outflow events and we discuss the hydrological system responsible for the outflow features described in this study and the entire area.

..

Groundwater versus lava

We described channels and lobes that are possibly related to groundwater outflow. An alternative interpretation is that these and similar features are formed by lava. Here we discuss the diﬀerence between
the two and present arguments for our groundwater scenario.
One of the arguments against the formation of outflow channels by groundwater is that the hydrological conditions do not allow for such events (Leverington, ). We concur that this justifies considering alternative origins for outflow channels, but this does not reject an aqueous origin. Indeed,
groundwater flow through pores cannot explain the discharges inferred for the large outflow channels
(Hanna and Phillips, ; Harrison and Chapman, ; Marra et al., b), but other aqueous processes can explain the high outflow rates from large fissures (Manga, ), buﬀering in lakes (Harrison
and Chapman, ) or subsurface reservoirs (Marra et al., b). Furthermore, the argument of limited discharge from groundwater flow only argues against an aqueous origin of large outflow channels,
but does not apply to small-scale features described in this paper.
Features similar to the lobs described here, are either attributed to mudflows with high sediment concentrations or very low viscosity lava flows (Wilson and Mouginis-Mark, ). Based on a rheological
analysis, Wilson and Mouginis-Mark () enumerated observations that distinguish mudflow from
lava flows: low-viscous lava with high discharges would be turbulent; lava flows show pits and rises
due to cooling and thermo-mechanical eﬀects; and the morphology and deflation aer deposition is
non-uniform for lava flows and uniform for mudflows.
We observed cases with only depositional lobes (Figures ., .g, .). ese cases show no change
in morphology between the start and the end on the deposit, similar to the sieve-lobes observed in our
experiment (Figure .f). e lobes from Ophir Catena (Figure .) have a particular smooth surface
over their entire length, which is inconsistent with downstream cooling of a lava flow and consistent
with aqueous outflow. We also observed deposition downstream and erosion upstream (Figure ., .),
similar to our experiment results (Figure .a) which is a classical gradient-driven transition in fluvial
systems .
We found no conclusive evidence for a possible aqueous origin of the fractures we described (Figure .), which could also be related to volcanism. However, similar features formed in our experiments
solely by groundwater, which needs to be considered as a possible mechanism for such features. Similarly, we cannot rule out a lava origin for the observed lobes based on their morphology alone. But
our experiments show that diﬀerent types of lobes can form solely by groundwater outflow, and the
association of other outflow features that more clearly have an aqueous origin, points in the direction
of the water outflow hypothesis.

..

Chronological framework

e highland plains of Ophir Planum (mNh in Tanaka et al., ) are of Middle Noachian age, the volcanic plains of Lunea Planum (eHv) are of Early Hesperian age, and the youngest plain in our study area,


i.e., the southern edge Ophir Planum (lHh) is of Late Hesperian age (Schultz, ; Platz et al., ).
e opening of the main Valles Marineris troughs did not start before the Late Hesperian (Schultz,
), but the formation of ancestral depressions such as Candor likely predates the formation of the
main series of grabens, which is represented by the linear depressions of Ius and Coprates Chasmata
(Lucchitta et al., ). e presence of lakes in Candor and other initial chasmata is restricted to the
Early Hesperian (e.g. Fueten et al., ; Lucchitta, ). Active faulting in the region likely continued
in the Amazonian (Schultz, ).
Lobe L from Ophir Catena (Figure .c) formed around the Early/Middle Amazonian boundary
(. Ga +/- . Ga, Figure .). e final shape of the pit where this lobe emerges from was likely
attained aer the formation of the lobe, suggesting tectonic activity in this region at least up to the
Early/Middle Amazonian, in agreement with Schultz (). e other outflow features described in
this study are younger than the underlying plains and probably older than L, based on their more degraded appearance. Most circum-Cryse outflow channel activity peaked earlier, namely in the Hesperian, e.g. Kasei Valles (. Gyr, Neukum et al., ), although it continued in the Amazonian (Neukum
et al., ; Rodríguez et al., ). Elaver Vallis (Komatsu et al., ) has been active aer the formation of Ganges Chasma, based the depositional fan on the Chasma floor, which could represent a
late-stage event as parts of the channel are cut by the Chasma wall.
Importantly, both tectonic activity and groundwater outflow in Lunae and Ophir Plana occurred
throughout the Hesperian and Amazonian. Outflow systems formed both before and aer the opening
of Valles Marineris, with the largest events before.

..

Aquifer pressurization

Outflow channel activity was concentrated in the Hesperian, but continued throughout the Amazonian (Warner et al., ; Rodríguez et al., ). Early outflow events at Ophir and Lunae Plana in the
Hesperian before the formation of Valles Marineris could be the result from recharge at higher elevation in arsis and requires a confining layer, which we assume to be the cryosphere (Cliﬀord, ).
Estimates of cryosphere thickness in the Hesperian around the equator are around  km and depend on
mean annual temperature, assumed geothermal heat-flux and melt temperature (Cliﬀord et al., ).
Our outflow locations agree with modeled outflow locations based on the combined cryosphere and
arsis recharge assumptions (Harrison and Grimm, ).
Amazonian outflow events had a lower outflow discharge (e.g. Warner et al., ), which agrees with
the modest outflow from Ganges Catena (Figure .) in the Early/Middle Amazonian age. e outflow
here and at other Amazonian outflow sites (e.g. Rodríguez et al., ) took place aer the opening of
Valles Marineris, and aer a possible disconnect between the arsis source area. is implies one of
the following scenarios: () early outflow events did not release all groundwater pressure, which can be
explained by closure of the cryosphere seal during the outflow event (e.g. Andrews-Hanna and Phillips,
) or () there was re-pressurization of residual groundwater. Furthermore, this requires a confining
layer at the floor and walls of Valles Marineris to prevent the loss of groundwater. Besides a cryosphere,
vertical dykes could assist in comparting the aquifer.
Tectonism could result in elevated groundwater pressure (Figure .b-c, Dobry et al., ), which
is viable mechanism for our study area as the outflow features we show in this study have a strong
relation to the tectonic structure as they emerge from fissures, pits and a chaotic terrain. e outflow
source areas align with other pits, catenae and chasmata in the region which correspond to the regional
tectonic extensional system (Andrews-Hanna, ; Wyrick et al., ). In case of Hydrae Cavus, the
outflow lobe emerges from a wrinkle ridge next to the pit and in the case of Juventae Cavi, an area
with collapse features is next to the source chaos of an outflow channel. ese systems are similar to
the Maja Valles, where Juventae Chasma is a large area of subsidence just next to the outflow source
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Baetis Chaos (de Hon and Pani, ). We hypothesize that especially the collapse contributes to locally
elevated groundwater pressures.
Volcanic dykes in the subsurface could act as a barrier for groundwater flow (Figure .d, Babiker
and Gudmundsson, ) and deflect groundwater flow along faults(Bense et al., ). In these cases,
groundwater outflow locations are controlled by subsurface intrusive bodies and fault zones. As volcanic dykes are observed close our study area (Flahaut et al., ), the outflow locations are likely
aﬀected by their presence.

..

Outflow triggers

Tectonism is a likely candidate to break the confining layer of an aquifer and trigger outflow. We observed outflow directly from fissures (Figure .g), but also from pits aligned with such fissures (Figure .a, .), which is similar to the source of Elaver Vallis (Komatsu et al. (), their Figure  and
d). In the latter cases, the sharp morphological transitions from the pit to the valley suggest that the
outflow already occurred before the pit reached its final morphology and likely relates to the initial fissure formation. Later collapse resulted in the formation of the entire pit, possibly aided by dissolution
of acidic groundwater infiltrated over arsis (Spencer and Fanale, ).
Furthermore, we observed shallow pits with a small channel (Figure .e) and deeper pits with larger
downstream channels (Figure .d). is trend in size of the source pits and outflow features continues
for Allegheny and Elaver Valles (Komatsu et al., ) and is further evidence for an outflow trigger by
tectonism.
Subsurface magmatism may also have triggered groundwater outflow (e.g. Russell and Head, ).
Dykes exist in the walls of Coprates Chasma (Flahaut et al., ), making them a likely candidate for
cryosphere disruption in this region.

..

Regional hydrology

Several outflow channels exist near the features we mapped in this paper, with similar tectonically influenced source areas. ese are Maja Valles to the North (de Hon and Pani, ), and Elaver and
Allegheny Valles to the East (Figure .b, Coleman et al., a; Komatsu et al., ). Together with
the features mapped in this paper, there is a trend of higher outflow discharges at lower elevation. e
smaller features described in this study originate at MOLA-elevations of about  km (Figure .b). Allegheny Vallis originates at about . km, Elaver Vallis at . km and Maja Valles at about  km. e


discharge estimate for Allegheny, Elaver and Maja Valles are .- ×  , - ×  and - ×
 m /s, respectively (de Hon and Pani, ; Coleman et al., a).
e strong trend of larger groundwater outflow features at lower elevations may result from a similar groundwater head for the entire region and suggests one regional aquifer or several with similar
pressure. Lower elevation corresponds to higher groundwater head relative to the surface, and in turn
higher outflow discharge (Figure .). We assume an aquifer with a groundwater head of  km (above
MOLA datum). is assumption is not based on evidence at this point, but serves the following thought
experiment. In reality, pressure heads likely diﬀered over time. is head of  km corresponds to an
overpressure of groundwater head ranging from . km at our small outflow features to . km at the
source of Maja Valles (Figure .). In addition, such regional aquifer is a possible source of water for
lakes that existed in Valles Marineris and surrounding chasmata and catenae, depending on the actual
head and when aquifer existed (e.g. Fueten et al., ; Quantin et al., ; Weitz et al., ).
We hypothesize that outflow of groundwater occurred from an aquifer, likely fed and pressurized
by recharge from arsis in the Hesperian. Outflow was triggered by tectonic or volcanic disruption
of the cryosphere. is aquifer did not lose all pressure in early outflow events, or residual groundwater was re-pressurized for later events. Re-pressurization could be local, for example, by the collapse
of chamata or catenae. Such local source of pressure can explain Amazonian outflow events aer the
formation of Valles Marineris, which likely restricted recharge from arsis. A confining cryosphere
that is the necessary condition for pressurized groundwater indicates a cold climate. e mechanism
of pressurized aquifers would allow for liquid groundwater and cause a range of outflow features, even
if the surface conditions did not sustain the presence of liquid water at the surface for a long time.

. Conclusions
We identified several small groundwater outflow features on Lunae Planum and Ophir Planum that are
potential and novel indicators of pressurized groundwater outflow events. ese are sedimentary lobes
near Hydrae Cavus, similar lobes with incisional features emerging from Ganges Catena and an incised
outflow channel from a chaos next to Juventae Cavi. ese morphological features represent diﬀerent
stages of development, similar to the development we observed in our pressurized groundwater outflow landscape evolution experiments. In addition, we observed several fractured landscapes including
floor-fractured craters and fractured rises that show resemblance to the experimental morphology related to groundwater-induced flexure.
A regional trend of larger outflow features at lower elevations suggests that a pressurized regional
aquifer, or several aquifers with comparable pressure, confined by the cryosphere is the source for a
range of outflow features, channels and possibly former lakes in the region. Such aquifer(s) existed in
the Early Hesperian and were likely fed by recharge from arsis before the opening of Valles Marineris.
Later outflow events up to the Middle Amazonian can be explained by the continued presence of pressurized groundwater or by local re-pressurization of residual groundwater. Tectonism in this region
could have caused both groundwater pressurization and disrupted the cryosphere. is hydrological
model indicates a climate cold enough for cryosphere development, and could occur even if climate
conditions were incapable of sustaining liquid surface water.
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Chapter 6
Synthesis
e main aim of this thesis is to understand the formation of Martian landscapes by groundwater outflow using landscape evolution experiments, with emphasis on valley formation by sapping and outbursts of pressurized groundwater. ese two mechanisms are oen associated with Martian valleys,
but are uncommon on Earth and insuﬃciently understood.
In Section ., I will first summarize the main insights from the groundwater seepage experiments
from Chapters  (small experiments) and  (large experiments). In Section ., the pressurized groundwater experiments are summarized, which were reported in Chapter  (small experiments) and Chapter  (large experiments). In these two sections, I review the main processes and morphology of these
systems with a focus on diagnostic landscape metrics and show the interpretation of several Martian
cases as presented in Chapters  and . In Section ., I discuss the responsible paleohydrology of these
systems and their implications for the former climate on Mars, together with an evaluation of previous
hypothesis on this matter.
In this thesis, I use scale experiments as main source of data and inspiration of further investigation.
Based on my experience with this method, I elucidate in Section . on the value of experimentation in
planetary geomorphology. In Section ., I provide recommendations for future research on the subject
of this thesis based on my experience gained while conducting this research.

. Groundwater seepage
..

Groundwater seepage valley morphology

e morphology of valleys induced by groundwater seepage in the experiments consists of a steepwalled valley with a theater-shaped valley head. e shape of the valley head was the result of collapse
and slumping due to destabilization at the toe of the valley head (Figures . and .). e eroded
material at the valley heads was transported downstream by flowing water in small channels which led
to further toe destabilization. e diﬀerent processes at the head and further downstream are visible in
the final morphology as a transition to a lower valley slope (Figure .).
Valleys on Earth that are formed by waterfall erosion have a similar general morphology and are also
characterized by headward erosion (Lamb et al., ). Details in the morphology, like the presence of
the break in slope or upstream channel may help in the interpretation of such systems. Unfortunately,
these details are obscured in Martian valleys by million years of weathering and aeolian deposits. Furthermore, the origin and lithological properties of the substrate in which the Martian valleys formed is
largely unknown, which limits the strength of interpretations based on valley morphology alone.

..

Landscape metrics indicative of groundwater seepage

An important mechanism in the formation of valleys by groundwater seepage is flow piracy. As valleys
grow larger, they attract more groundwater which results in the abandonment of smaller valleys. is
mechanism only occurs when valleys are fed from a distant source of groundwater. In addition, the
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groundwater flow pattern is reflected in the orientation of valleys and the angle between valleys (Chapter ). As a result, the combined properties of multiple valleys within a landscape provide information
on the driving groundwater system.
Landscapes formed by a distant source of groundwater typically have a low density of valleys, which
are oriented in the direction of the groundwater source (Figure .a,c). ere are also many small and
only a few large valleys in such landscape. Landscapes fed by a local source of groundwater, on the other
hand, hardly feature flow piracy, resulting in a dense valley network with valleys of all sizes oriented in
a broad range of directions (Figure .).
e equivocality of valleys formed by sapping and knick-point retreat is challenging. However, the
landscape properties presented in this thesis, instead of single valley morphology alone, may hint at a
groundwater origin. Such landscape evidence is valuable in conjunction with other evidence like the
lack of a clear source of surface water and valleys that do not follow the surface topography.

..

Origin of Martian theater-headed valleys

Based on the landscape metrics described above, I interpreted the possible groundwater origin of
Louros and Nirgal Valles on Mars. ese valley systems have theater-headed valleys and are oen associated in the literature with groundwater seepage (Chapter ).


Nirgal Vallis is a more than  km long valley on Mars with several smaller side valleys (Figure .).
ere are many small and a few large valleys, with their heads oriented dominantly towards the west.
is sparsely dissected landscape agrees with groundwater seepage from a distal source. Several valleys
cut through the highest points in the landscape, which is further evidence for a groundwater source. e
westward orientation suggests the water source is ultimately infiltration from arsis. Such infiltration
results from precipitation or melt.
Louros Valles is a network of  to  km long valleys with many tributaries (Figure .). e
landscape is filled with valleys of a diverse range of lengths, which have many bifurcations and have a
broad range in orientations (Figure .). ese properties agree with a local source of groundwater. A
likely groundwater source here is upwelling groundwater from a deeper aquifer, infiltration from local
precipitation or permafrost melt.

. Pressurized groundwater outflow
..

Outflow processes

e experiments presented in this thesis show that the outflow of pressurized groundwater can occur
via diﬀerent processes (Chapter , Figure .). ese experiments showed that a groundwater head
just above the surface results in artesian seepage governed by groundwater flowing though the pore
spaces (Figures .a and .a). At a groundwater pressure equal or larger than pressure of the overlying
sediment or rock, i.e., the lithostatic pressure, fissures emerge and groundwater flows through these
conduits (Figures .b and .b). At a pressure above the lithostatic pressure, groundwater is able to
li the surface and water collects in a subsurface reservoir, similar to the formation of a magmatic
laccolith. is subsurface reservoir can collapse, resulting in an eruption of groundwater to the surface
(Figures .c and .c).
In the experiments, the driving pressure caused the three diﬀerent outflow mechanisms explained
above. In reality, the subsurface conditions will also control the outflow processes. If there are already
fissures present in the subsurface, outflow will take place through these fissures, which can explain fissure outflows without a very high groundwater pressure. Such preexisting fissures on Mars were likely
created by tectonism, especially for the outflow channel region in the vicinity of Valles Marineris (Chapter ).
e seepage of groundwater to the surface could lead to ponding of water in depressions and overflow
(Figure .a). Especially if the seepage is driven by porous flow and not through faults, groundwater
preferentially seeps in depressions. e lakes that form, act as a buﬀer and a funnel, which results in
discharges higher than the feeding groundwater flux.
e formation of a subsurface reservoir in the experiment was the result of elastic flexure of the
moist sediment surface. In Chapter , I show that such reservoirs can form on Mars by flexure of the
cryosphere, induced by super-lithostatic groundwater pressures. e bulging of the surface by flexure
leads to the formation of faults due to the flexural stresses, which results in collapse of such pressurized subsurface reservoirs. is collapse, in turn, results in a rapid outburst of water from the reservoir.
Previous research have shown the likely existence of subsurface reservoirs in preexisting voids (Rodríguez et al., ) or buried sub-ice lakes (Roda et al., ). ese models agree on the existence of
a subsurface body of water (in addition to groundwater in the aquifer) and the outflow by the collapse
of such reservoir. Furthermore, the proposed flexural expanse will likely occur in heterogeneities like
preexisting voids or buried lakes.

..

Outflow eﬃciency

e groundwater origin of the outflow channels has led to many speculations about the subsurface
conditions and outflow processes since normal groundwater flow cannot explain the reconstructed
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discharges for the downstream channels (Figure .). Groundwater seepage through pores is relatively
slow compared to the reconstructed flood magnitudes that carved the outflow channels. is inconsistency has previously been explained by a repeated activity of hundreds or even thousands of events
(Harrison and Chapman, ; Hanna and Phillips, ), but such high number of events is inconsistent with the fluvial morphology of many outflow channels that suggest the formation by only a single
or a few substantial outflow events (e.g. Leask et al., b; Komatsu and Baker, ; Warner et al.,
). Furthermore, the experiments shown in Chapters  and  show that such terraces can form in
single events.
Flow through fissures could yield much higher discharges than flow through pores. However, fissures
in the outflow source area alone do not result in substantially higher discharges, since the delivery or
groundwater to a relatively small outflow area is still limited by porous groundwater flow (Figure .).
e outflow from a subsurface reservoir results in high flood discharges, since the outflow source is
a body of pure water, the discharge is not limited by porous flow. Discharges are especially high when
the surface has large fractures due to the collapse of the surface (Chapter ). For the case of Ravi Vallis,
outflow by this mechanism provides a discharge range that is consistent with previous, independent
discharge estimates. In this case, the expected size of a subsurface reservoir is less than the estimated
total discharge volume that carved this valley, which limits the duration of an initial high discharge
peak. However, aer the depletion of the reservoir, outflow continues through the cracked surface but
at a lower discharge rate (Figure .). is waning stage may result in the formation of smaller residual
channels within a larger valley carved by the flood peak.

..

Fluvial morphology associated with pressurized outflow

In all groundwater outflow experiments, sieve-lobes formed in the initial phase of the experiments (Figure .). ese lobes were the result of the infiltration of water from sediment-rich flow expulsed from
the groundwater source. is morphology has not specifically been associated with pressurized groundwater outflow before, although it is expected behaviour for such systems on all scales. e development
of these lobes is the result of the flow reaching an area where the substrate is still unsaturated and thus
allows infiltration. is was specifically the case in the pressurized experiments, where groundwater
came to the surface by vertical seepage and before the downstream area was saturated. e location
where such lobes form progresses downstream as the substrate saturates radially from the source. In
the seepage experiment, the sediment saturated at the bottom of the slope first and all outflow flowed
over saturated sediment, explaining the absence of such sieve lobes.


Channels start to incise when the discharge is high enough for fluvial erosion. In the experiments, this
was the case when infiltration ceased due to saturation of the substrate. e incising channel features
three regions (Figure .). At the outflow apex, flow converged to the outflow channel which was due
to the presence of a surface lake before outflow started, similar as the lake overflow experiments. At
the apex, the incision was the strongest resulting in a narrow, deep valley with small terraces. Further
downstream, the experimental outflow channels widened, were shallower and a fan was deposited.

..

Pressurized outflow source morphology

e morphology related to pressurized groundwater outflow relates to the outflow processes. Seepage
at a low groundwater pressure does not result in erosion at the groundwater source. In the experiments,
only some fine particles from the sediment were transported. ese particles were deposited at the edge
of the lake that formed, which was visible as a high water mark, but there was no measureable diﬀerence
in the topography (Figure .a).
Candidates for the formation of lakes by upwelling groundwater on Mars are the numerous craters
since seepage occurs dominantly at the lowest elevations in the landscape. Crater-lakes with an outflow
channel, but without a visible inlet of water were likely sourced by groundwater. e fractured subsurface below a crater or the melt of permafrost due to the impact heat are mechanisms that favors such
springs in craters. Martian outflow channels with a crater or other large depression at the source are
Okavanago Valles and Ma’adim Vallis (Irwin et al., ; Mangold and Howard, ).
Outflow through fissures resulted in the formation of pits by outflow erosion in the experimental
setup. Smooth lobes, similar to sand volcanoes, surrounded these lobes as the eroded material deposited
there (Figure .b). e formation of such pits and lobes in nature depends on the erodibility and
sediment production of the material wherein the fissures are cut.
e formation of a subsurface reservoir by superlithostatic pressure results in bulging of the surface
(Figure .c). e tensional stresses at the surface are able to generate cracks, which typically show a
polygonal pattern similar to the patterns of chaotic terrains on Mars. When the subsurface reservoir
erupts, the bulge subsides back to its original level, but the crack pattern remains. Chaotic terrains on
Mars show subsidence below the surrounding areas. Such subsidence further than the original level is
not explained by the rebound of the bulge alone, but could result from erosion of the subsurface by the
powerful outflow, or relates to the collapse of a preexisting cavity or buried lake (e.g. Rodríguez et al.,
; Roda et al., ).

. Mars hydrology and climate
In this section, I first summarize the findings of possible water sources of the Martian cases presented
in this thesis, followed by an interpretation of the associated hydrological and climate conditions.

..

Groundwater sources of individual valleys

In Chapters  and , I applied the experimental insights from the experiments to several locations on
Mars. In Chapter , the focus is on the theater-headed valley systems Louros Valles and Nirgal Vallis.
Chapter  focusses on outflow features and the outflow channels on Lunae and Ophir Plana.
e morphology and orientation of Nirgal Vallis and side valleys is consistent with a distal groundwater source west of the valley system, which might be groundwater flow from arsis, which is located
west of Nirgal (Chapter ; Figure .). Seepage from this aquifer could have taken place before the
formation of a confining cryosphere (Figure .a) as no pressurized groundwater is required to form
valleys by sapping. e volcanic substrate of arsis corresponds with a high infiltration capacity which
can explain the infiltration of precipitation without surface runoﬀ and associated valley networks.


e landscape of the Louros Valles is consistent with seepage from a local source of groundwater,
which could be the infiltration of local precipitation, melt of ice at the surface or in the subsurface, or
vertical upwelling groundwater. e Louros Valles cut the side walls of Valles Marineris, and are thus
formed aer the opening of Valles Marineris in the Late Hesperian. is time-frame is most consistent
with an origin without precipitation. Groundwater could come from a pressurized aquifer, punctured
by fractures in the confining cryosphere similar to the source of outflow channels. e pressure in the
aquifer would then have been much lower than the pressure required for outflow channel formation
in order to achieve seepage but no outbursts of groundwater. Melt of the cryosphere is another likely
source of groundwater here, perhaps cycles of freezing and thawing would have caused high weathering
rates and enhanced erosion than what is expected from seepage alone (Pelletier and Baker, ).
e outflow features in Lunae and Ophir Plana, the plateaus north of Valles Mariners, show evidence for outflows of pressurized groundwater. e outflow locations are strongly related to tectonic
features like fissures, pits and pit chains, which suggest outflow from a pressurized aquifer as result of
the disruption of a confining cryosphere. e set of features and outflow channels in the area show a
trend of increasing outflow power at lower elevations. is trend may be the result of a common aquifer
as a source for these features (Figure .). Furthermore, younger outflow events have lower outflow
magnitudes, suggesting the aquifer pressure decreased over time.

..

Regional confined aquifer, cryosphere and outflow triggers

e outflow channels and smaller outflow features show the former existence of a pressurized aquifer
in the region north of Valles Marineris. is aquifer was likely sealed by the cryosphere that started
to grow in the Early Hesperian, which is consistent with the age of the early outflow channels that
formed in the Hesperian (Figure .b). Such a confining layer is a necessary condition to contain the
high groundwater pressures required for the formation of the outflow channels, but does in itself, not
explain the elevated groundwater pressures.
Hypotheses for the elevated groundwater pressure are artesian i.e., recharge from topographically
higher areas, or local pressurization related to subsurface processes or conditions (Figure .). Since
there are many outflow features and channels close together (Figure .), a regional recharge-driven
source is very likely. In such a system, the cryosphere is absent or disrupted at the aquifer source area
and precipitation or meltwater infiltrates (Figure .b). When this groundwater flows below a confining
layer, the groundwater head remains roughly constant. Such constant groundwater head corresponds
with an increasing pressure at surface elevations lower than the source area. e pressure that drives
the outflow is the result of a part of the aquifer being above the outflow location.
Two candidates for recharge are the southern ice cap or arsis (Cliﬀord, ; Harrison and Grimm,
). Groundwater recharge from arsis is most consistent with the outflow features north of Valles
Marineris (Harrison and Grimm, ). Furthermore, Nirgal Vallis is also likely sourced from arsis
(Chapter ). e seepage of groundwater at Nirgal is likely the result of hydrostatic groundwater, which
could be the result of the same recharge system, but before the development of a confining cryosphere
(Figure .a).
For the early and largest outflow events, rupture of the cryosphere could be aided by the groundwater
pressure, as these early events relate to a thin cryosphere and high groundwater pressure (Figure .b).
In many cases, locations of pressurized outflow features relate to the tectonic structure of arsis and
Valles Marineris (Chapter ). Rupture of the cryosphere by tectonism or volcanism is therefore a likely
trigger for most groundwater outflow.

..

Aquifer recharge and diminishing outflow magnitude

Reported ages for the formation of the outflow channels range from the Hesperian to the Amazonian. A
small outflow feature in Ophir Planum reported in Chapter  is also from Amazonian age (Chapter ).
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is wide range in ages suggests that the aquifer existed for a long time, or was recharged intermittently.
e formation of Valles Marineris during the Hesperian probably disconnected the arsis recharge
area from the outflow areas, making an intermittently present aquifer less likely. Furthermore, the decreasing ability of the Martian climate to sustain precipitation also argues against continued recharge.
For the large outflow channel driven by artesian pressure, the amount of water available for outflow
is the volume of water in the aquifer above the outflow elevation. For the aris recharge scenario, the
recharge area has footprint of roughly  by  km (Figure .) and is location about  –  km above
the outflow channel source areas (Figure .b). Assuming a porosity of ., the water volume available
for artesian outflow is about  –  ×  km . Typical outflow volumes of, early, large outflow events
were in the order of  –  km (e.g. Carr, ), and this aquifer can account for  to  outflow
events. For an order of magnitude estimate, the aquifer volume can explain the discharge volumes of
the outflow channels without persistent or repeated recharge.
e aquifer pressure decreases aer each outflow event without sustained recharge. is explains
the decreasing trend in outflow channel magnitudes over time (e.g. Warner et al., ), but perhaps
the largest outflow events in the Early Hesperian were still accompanied by sustained recharge (Figure .b). In the Hesperian, recharge stopped as precipitation over arsis ceased, but outflow channel
activity continued from the remaining groundwater in the aquifer, although at lower magnitudes.
e formation of a thick cryosphere, also on the walls of Valles Marineris, could have confined a
residual aquifer north of Valles Marineris. Disruptions of the cryosphere and local pressurization, for
example by the continued tectonism, in this region could have led to the small Amazonian outflow
events (Figure .c). If the Martian hydrology consisted of a globally connected aquifer (e.g. Cliﬀord
and Parker, ; Hanna and Phillips, ), the groundwater would readily have dissipated to lower areas. Compartments of groundwater confined by, for example, volcanic dykes, would have kept groundwater present underneath the plains. e proposed late outflow events from a residual aquifer favors the
compartmented aquifer model of Harrison and Grimm () in order to explain late outflow events
from a residual aquifer.


..

Climate implications

Outflow of groundwater is possible under a range of surface conditions, even conditions with low atmospheric pressures where liquid water is unstable. Groundwater would still be fluid due to the elevated
pressures within an aquifer.
e elevated groundwater pressures for the proposed hydrological system described above requires
the development of the Martian cryosphere, proposed by Cliﬀord and Parker (), and groundwater recharge from the arsis region, in agreement with Harrison and Chapman (). Furthermore,
the timing of the outflow channels requires melt or precipitation in the Late Noachian and likely Early
Hesperian. Importantly, in the model I propose based on this thesis (Figure .), sustained recharge is
not required for the outflow activity in the remainder of the Hesperian and Amazonian. is hydrological system agrees with the current view of a transition from an early wet Mars in the Noachian to
dry conditions in the Hesperian, shown by the declining activity of valley networks and shi in alteration minerals from this period (Carr and Head, ; Craddock and Howard, ; Howard et al.,
). However, the recurrent outflow activity during the dry and cold conditions on Mars shows that
this transition resulted in a shi from an atmospheric hydrological cycle to a groundwater-dominated
system.
Episodic warm events were hypothesized to have occurred in dominantly cold periods on Mars
(Baker, ; Halevy and Head, ). However, for the hydrological model proposed in this thesis,
such events are not required for the episodic formation of the outflow channels. Instead, the cryosphere
decouples atmospheric conditions from the state of the groundwater. e strong relation between outflow locations and the tectonic structure shows that tectonism is the dominant trigger for the outflow
of groundwater, which does not require a transient warm period with elevated atmospheric pressures.

..

Groundwater today?

Evidence for the presence of groundwater throughout a large part of the Martian history suggests that
groundwater still exists today. e cryosphere concealing this groundwater is now up to several kilometers thick (Lasue et al., ). Radar sounding of Mars has not yet revealed the presence of liquid
groundwater, but the groundwater table today might be too deep and is likely undetectable with the current technology (Farrell et al., ). e current depth of a possible aquifer is unreachable for robotic
investigation, let alone for extraction of water for sustaining a human settlement. However, tectonic or
magmatic activity or a large impact may break the confining layer and pressureize parts of this aquifer
resulting in a new outflow event. Since such events have nothing to do with the climate on Mars, this
could still happen today.

. The value of experiments in planetary geomorphology
Geomorphological research has three main types of methods: the use of observations (field and remote
sensing data), experiments and modeling (Kleinhans et al., a). I first summarize the advantages
and disadvantages of these methods and then show the need for experiments and value of combining
methods, especially for planetary research.

..

Field studies, experiments and modeling

In the classical research approach concerning the surface of Earth, field observation are usually the
starting point and yield valuable and scientifically usable observations. However, field observations are
restricted to specific sites and relate to the local conditions. erefore, to derive a general applicable
model from such observation is diﬃcult, if not impossible. Remote sensing data provides a mean to
observe larger and remote areas like the surface of another planet, but such observations may miss
diagnostic details.


Experiments provide information about processes and landscape evolution that are not observable
in the field, under a wide range of conditions and such methods provide general insights. Although the
eﬀectiveness of experiments should not be underestimated (Paola et al., ), experimental results
could be disconnect from the actual real-scale phenomena due to the diﬀerent behavior of processes at
diﬀerent scales.
Modeling, both numerical and analytical, provides a mean to test hypotheses and predict the evolution of geomorphological processes. Such models can be applied to all imaginable scales, conditions
and timespans, but modeling requires that all processes are known a-priori in order to simulate them.
In addition, simplified models with easy to comprehend equations are valuable to gain understanding
of processes, but over-simplified models have limited predictive value.
e most valuable interpretations come from the combination of methods which deals with the limitations of single-method approaches. For example, if scale experiments are combined with numerical
modeling, the behavior of the observed processes in the experiment can be analyzed for natural systems
(for example, as presented in Chapter ), or the applicability of experimental results can be assessed by
verifying key morphological elements with field-observations.

..

Limitation of terrestrial analogues and value of scale experiments

On Mars, morphological interpretations are oen based on a comparison between known morphology
on Earth and the terrestrial conditions at such analogue terrestrial sites are applied to the Martian
cases. Such analogue morphology approach (Baker, ) is similar to a terrestrial field study: field
observations are used to derive a conceptual model, which is applied to other, yet unknown system.
However, the major disadvantage of this method, namely that the phenomena are observed under a
limited range of conditions, is a tremendous weakness when applying terrestrial insights to processes
that occurred a long time ago on a planet far, far away. Consequently, a terrestrial analogue approach is
susceptible to a bias of interpretations towards the behavior of surface processes on Earth (Chamberlin,
). For example, terrestrial analogues of outflow channel were sourced from (glacial) lake outburst,
and the large flood magnitudes of the Marian outflow channels are oen explained by the overflow of
lakes, even without evidence for such lakes.
Experimental studies can provide a more unbiased view because unanticipated events may happen
when a ‘let’s see what happens’ approach is used. For example, the experiments I conducted showed
a completely new process of groundwater-induced flexure and I showed the formation of lobes in the
initial outflow phase, which were previously unassociated with groundwater outflow. Although these
experiments only simulated groundwater outflow and alternate hypotheses should still be considered,
they oﬀer a new perspective on the sources of outflow channels. Terrestrial analogues did not revealed
the possibility of the formation of subsurface reservoir by this process, as this has never been observed
in nature. Most likely since the required thick and extensive cryosphere for this process on Mars does
not exist on a warm planet like Earth.
Landscape evolution experiments can provide important fundamental knowledge on planetary surface processes. Such experiments should not be aimed at re-creating processes in a geometrically smaller,
scaled version of a natural system. Instead, experiments should be aimed at simulating hypothesized
processes under a range of conditions to understand their behavior at various scales, including conditions that may have occurred on other planets, such as a low atmospheric pressure (e.g. Conway et al.,
).

. Recommendations for further research
Scientific research is never finished and answers to questions always lead to new research questions.
Based on my experience while conducting the research for this theses, several issues were le unresolved


or outside the scope of my research aims. In this sections, I provide some ideas and advice for further
research on the topics presented in his thesis.

..

Landscape properties of theater-headed valleys

In this thesis, I present landscape properties of theater-headed valley systems formed by groundwater
sapping, but I did not study such properties for similar valleys formed by diﬀerent processes. Similar
valleys could form by knick-point retreat, induced by surface flow. In the sapping valleys, the presence
or absence of groundwater piracy played an important role in the final landscape. For valleys formed
by headward retreating waterfall erosion, I expect that surface flow piracy could play a role, but this is a
diﬀerent process than groundwater piracy. e resulting landscape metrics by this process is probably
strongly related to the surface relief. Similarly, the formation of headward bifurcations is also likely
related to the surface relief.
Such metrics could be studied at field sites, although the valley pattern strongly depend on initial
relief and lithological variation, which makes generalization of these results diﬃcult. Lab experiments
on waterfall erosion in bedrock could be a valuable addition, which would require a cemented substrate
to ensure erosion is governed by the same processes as in natural bedrock systems (e.g. Johnson and
Whipple, ).

..

Chaotic terrains and outflow channels

e chaotic terrains are the enigmatic source areas of many outflow channels, but they also exist in
isolation without a link to outflow channels. Chaotic terrains do not exist on Earth, and hence, their
formation is never observed and there is a large number of theories on their formation ranging from
chemical, volcanic and aqueous processes, but the strong relation with the outflow channels suggests
an aqueous formation. In this thesis, I present the a possible formative mechanism of chaotic terrains
and outflow channels by flexural deformation of the cryosphere due to superlithostatic groundwater
pressure. Although various theories exist, a single explanation for the formation of the chaotic terrains seems more likely than accepting a range of diﬀerent mechanisms. Further research should aim
at evaluating competitive theories and identifying common caused.
Further experiments on chaotic terrain formation could focus on identifying the responsible processes for the observed structures. For example, the resulting morphology of collapse of a subsurface
reservoir as presented in this thesis or similar collapse as shown by Rodríguez et al. () and Roda
et al. () could be compared to the morphology that results from intrusive mechanisms as presented
in Chapman and Tanaka () or Leask et al. (a). ese diﬀerent systems all explain the general
morphology of chaotic terrains, but perhaps diagnostic insights is present in morphological details. Experiments are are a useful tool to identify morphological details. Scale experiments could be aimed at
simulating a wide range of viscosities and their morphological response. e elevated viscosity of lava
could be studied using a wax or sugar solution (Gregg and Fink, ), paraﬃn (Wyrick et al., ),
or with actual molten rock (Edwards et al., ).
Further research on these puzzling terrains could help to establish their origin. is involves further
analysis of the tectonic structure and modeling of the diﬀerent scenarios. If these chaotic terrains are
indeed formed by groundwater-induced flexure as I propose, understanding their formation will constrain the former groundwater pressure. Due to the many instances of these terrains on Mars, this will
then result in valuable quantitative information of the former groundwater system.

..

Discharge reconstruction from morphology

Estimating discharges based on outflow channel morphology is an important tool in the reconstruction
of the Martian aqueous history. Such reconstructions are based on estimates of the former flow width,
depth, gradient, bed roughness and sediment concentration (e.g. Kleinhans, ; McIntyre et al., )


and highly dependent on assumptions of these parameters. Especially flow width and depth are diﬃcult
to assess from the resulting, dry, morphology and these are the main source of uncertainties in flood
reconstruction (McIntyre et al., ).
ere are several possible dimensions to use for discharge reconstruction, for example, the entire
incised valley (Burr et al., ) or the youngest terrace or channel remnants (Leask et al., b).
None of these approaches is ideal as the channel that formed the valley were always smaller than the
entire valleys and the smallest channel remnants represent a last-stage waning flow channel that is
not representative in case of flood-carved valley. e experiments shown in this thesis provide insight
into the evolution of channel dimensions for diﬀerent hydrological conditions, which can assist in the
evaluation of the former channel dimensions within Marian valleys.
In the seepage experiments, small channels within the valley transported the sediment out of the
valleys. is experiment had a rather constant discharge and these small valleys were constant in size
throughout the experiment. e implication is that the channel recorded in the final morphology is
representative for the channel width in case of constant discharge, which is likely the case in valleys
formed by groundwater seepage.
In the pressurized groundwater and lake-overflow experiments, the channel conveying the initial
flood peak almost filled the valley entirely. e channel width significantly decreased in size in the final
stage of the experiment as the water depleted. Importantly, most of the erosion took place during the
discharge peak, and hence, the final channel is not representative for the entire event. e valley width
is, in this case, a good estimate of the channel width during the discharge peak and representative for
the discharge responsible for most of the erosion.
Although the valley width is theoretically diﬀerent from the channel width, they could be quite similar depending on the type of flow event. On the bases on the experiments presented in this thesis, it
appear that discharge estimates based on the valley width may, in catastrophic outflow cases, provide
a better estimate than reconstructions based on final-stage channel remnants.

..

Incision rates on Mars

A recurring uncertainty and source of debate in this and other morphological studies on Mars are the
incision or erosion rates on Mars. e fluvial incision rate is determined by the flow rate and the properties of the substrate. Whilst the estimates of flow rates are in most cases within an order of magnitude,
the substrate properties are in most cases close to unknown. e Martian surface is very diverse and
consists of various materials ranging from sedimentary deposits to basaltic rock, all in diﬀerent stages
of weathering and the resulting erodibility varies orders of magnitude (e.g. Golombek et al., ; de
Haas et al., ).
Further research on the incision rates of fluvial flow and resulting morphology could be done by
numerical modeling, which could also be used to study the morphological response to incision in a
layered substrate. Flume experiments with diﬀerent materials will likely tell that hard material erodes
slower, but the implication for the formative time scales for Martian valleys is restricted. Numerical
simulations require that the processes are known, but if known, they predict their behavior well at
various scales and with diﬀerent material properties.

..

Exploration missions to Mars

Several satellites are in orbit around Mars and the data collected by these orbiters are important to
reconstruct the landscape development, and thereby the former hydrological and climate conditions.
Shallow and ground-penetrating radar from orbit was collected for Mars and has discovered some largescale structures in the subsurface such as the presence of water ice underneath the CO ice cap. e
pending ESA mission ExoMars will carry a drill of  m. Although this drilling depth is limited compared to the proposed groundwater systems on Mars, such drilling is a valuable step in understanding


the unknown subsurface. Furthermore, the planned InSight mission is an important step in collecting
valuable seismic data of Mars, which is a key in understanding the structure of the subsurface. Such
data may show the current extent of the cryosphere which is essential to calibrate the models of its
development.
A recurring point in this thesis is that knowledge on the subsurface conditions and material properties is essential to better constrain the magnitudes of the outflow events on Mars. Several rovers on
Mars collect surface information, but this fieldwork-like apprach is restricted to only a few samples at
several, but not always very representative, locations. Data from the Curiosity, Spirit and Opportunity
rovers have extracted rock-compositions over short distances. Even within the small sample area of
these rovers, there is a large diversity of surface properties that has, for example, shown insight into
former erosion rates (Golombek et al., ). However, the surface properties over larger areas such
as on the scale of outflow channels are still unknown. Perhaps the next major advances in the study of
Mars, other planets and moons comes from consistent sampling of large areas.
Valuable measurements for understanding the morphological and hydrological development should
be aimed at the collection of surface properties over an extensive area. Such measurements are not established by sending single, heavily-equipped, rovers with limited traveling capacity. erefore, I propose
to send a large number of smaller landers that spreads over extensive areas. is ‘Microlander Swarm’
may not provide a wide range of detailed data, but the value of such mission would be the spatial spread
of data. Valuable information for hydrological studies would be the basic rock composition, porosity
and grain sizes.

. Closing thoughts: the significance of planetary science
e collaboration of scientists working in a range of topics is essential in the reconstruction of former
Martian hydrological and climate conditions. e investigation and exploration of Mars crosses many
disciplines like atmospheric sciences, hydrology, geology and biology and it is a great showcase of the
scientific concept of building upon the work of others.
Unfortunately, the study of Mars is oen considered less relevant for our society, but I could not
disagree more. e obvious answer to such claims is that the exploration of space has provided a range
of valuable technology, like nutrient-rich baby food, advanced solar cells, new recycling techniques,
digital imaging chips and soware; and somewhat less important technology like portable vacuum
cleaners and pens that can write upside-down. But much more importantly, space-research opens our
minds. Conditions and processes on Mars may give a fresh look on what is happening on Earth and
extra-terrestrial exploration inspires many to think diﬀerent. For understanding the Earth, scientist
are searching for generally applicable laws of nature. Understanding the processes at another planet
provides and essential perspective to fully understand the behaviour of these processes at our own
planet. Space exploration is an important part of our culture: we enjoy the news on extra-terrestrial
discoveries. Furthermore, space exploration inspires science-fiction writers, which is a great source of
societal reflection, it inspires and teaches children to do science and puts our place in the universe and
close relation to our own planet in a realistic perspective.
Indeed, the study of Mars is a very fundamental science. But fundamental question about the conditions on Mars and under what conditions life emerges or survives, will provide insight into our very
own existence.



Appendix A
Description of new nomenclature
e following features are described in Chapter  and have been named by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) for future reference: Hydrae Cavus (Figure A.), Hydrae Chaos (Figure A.), Juventae
Cavi (Figure A.) and Pital Crater (Figure A.). Below I describe these features and their scientific relevance (Figures are on the following pages).
ese features are located at the source of outflow features except Hydrae Chaos, which represent an
early stage of collapse without an outflow feature. ese features are diﬀerent than the classic outflow
channels, but are depositional lobes that we can now link to groundwater outflow due to insights from
landscape evolution experiments. ese features show clear signs of groundwater outflow, but are much
smaller than the outflow channels in this region (e.g., Maja Valles, Kasei Valles). Since these features
are depositional in nature, and not erosional, they give insights in the very first stage of groundwater
outflow. erefore, they are key in understanding the history and initiation of such features and provide
information of the hydrological and climate conditions on Mars. I proposed to name the source areas
and not the outflow features, since these source areas are much better visible. Naming of the outflow
features itself would also introduce a bias in their interpretation, which I like to avoid.
Hydrae Cavus is located at the source of a small depositional lobe, which results from groundwater
outflow. Such small features are novel indicators for groundwater outflow and are important in understanding the formation of this area.
Hydrae Chaos is located in an area with several outflow features and tectonic features. is chaotic
terrain strongly align with the tectonic structure in this region. ese features may represent an initial stage of collapse. Unlike other chaotic terrains in this area, this chaos show no outflow features
with further suggests this is an initial-stage features. eir presence helps to explain the regional tectohydrological system.
Juventae Cavi shows extensive collapse related to the regional tectonic system. A the edge, a outflow
channel emerges which is likely triggered by the collapse of the pits. is area gives important clues
about the origin of groundwater in this region and is similar to the origin of the nearby Maja Valles
system.
Pital crater gives important chronological clues about the outflow lobe from Ophir Catena. is
outflow lobe lays on top the crater ejecta, but the catena itself could not have been in place when the
outflow started since that would fill the crater and not overflow. In other words, the outflow relates to
an early stage of catena formation and predates the collapse of the catena at full extent.



Figure A.: Hydrae Cavus, single pit with outflow lobe, southest of Hydrae Chasma

Figure A.: Hydrae Chaos, a chaotic terrain south of Hydrae Chasma



Figure A.: Juventae Cavi, an area with many pits which relate to groundwater outflow, east of Juventae Chasma

Figure A.: Pital Crater, crater attached to part of Ophir Catena



Appendix B
Subsurface reservoir formation by flexure

is is part of the publication: Marra, W. A., E. Hauber, S. J. McLelland, B. J. Murphy, D. R. Parsons, S. J. Conway,
M. Roda, R. Govers, and M. G. Kleinhans (), Pressurized groundwater outflow experiments and numerical
modeling for outflow channels on Mars, J. Geophys. Res. Planets, :./JE

B.

Flexure

e vertical deflection in a thin horizontal beam on a rigid base is given by Turcotte and Schubert
() as
Δp 

(x − a )
D
ET
D≡
( − ν  )

w(x) = −

(B.)
(B.)

where w is the vertical deflection, Δp is the overpressure beneath the beam (fluid pressure p in excess
of the overburden load q), x is the distance from the deformation center and a the radius of deformation
(Figure B.a). D is the flexural rigidity with elasticity constants E and ν representing Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio, respectively and T is the thickness of the beam.

B.

Flexural stresses

e horizontal stress in the flexed beam (see Figure B.b) for definitions) is given by
E d w
 − ν  dx
( a ) )
y ( ( x )
= Δp

−
T
T
T

σ xx (x, y) = −y

(B.)

where y is the downward distance from the middle of the beam. Along the top of the cryosphere
(y = −T/), the tensile (positive) fiber stress is maximum at x = . Along the bottom of the flexed
cryosphere (y = T/), the tensile fiber stress is highest at x = a . Given the overpressure here, which
would result in the initial opening of a crack, this would appear to be the most likely location for failure.
However, a more complete evaluation requires that we consider all stress components and compare the
maximum eﬀective shear stress to the yield strength of the material. e shear stress in the cryosphere
can be found from an evaluation of the horizontal force balance.
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Figure B.: (a) Geometry of the flexure scenario. The overburden load and water pressure are q and p, respectively, T is the thickness of the flexed layer, a the radius of deformation, w the displacement and V is the generated volume underneath the flexed layer. Displacement w and vertical coordinate y have a negative sign in
upward direction. (b) Horizontal forces deriving from stresses in a thin flexed layer. Heavy black lines indicate
the layer segment. We consider horizontal force balance for the grey box. In-plane stresses σ xx result in horizontal forces Fh on side boundaries. The lower boundary is traction free, and shear stress σ xy acts along the neutral
plane.
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With Equation B., we find that:
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Other components of the stress tensor (Turcotte and Schubert, ) are

σ zz = νσ xx ,

B.

σ yy = σ xz = σ yz = 

(B.)

Strain energy

e stored elastic strain energy density is (e.g. Ranalli, ):
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e factor E/( − ν  ) is only approximately correct. is approximation is made to simplify the
algebra somewhat. e elastic strain energy of the beam per meter perpendicular to the cross section
in Figure B. is
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We find that the inner integral gives
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Using this we can evaluate I:
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so that the elastic strain energy of the beam per meter perpendicular to the cross section in Figure B.
is
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B.

Radius of deformed area

e energy for bending the beam comes from the work done by the fluid. We can use this property to
constrain a minimum value for a (also see Wp = We in Figure B.). e work per meter by the pressure
is
∫a
−w(x)dx

WP = Δp
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is work is converted into elastic bending energy and some permanent deformation of the beam,
so that:
WP ≥ WE
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e minimum radius of flexure is thus controlled by the beam thickness, and does not change with
increasing pressure diﬀerence. We verified the flexure behavior described above in a numerical model
using the COMSOL multiphysics modeling soware. is minimum radius is achieved only when all
work by the fluid is converted into elastic strain, and in practical situations a will be larger.

B.

Failure of flexed beam

e elastic strain energy should suﬃce to break the beam. We will be looking for the maximum pressure
diﬀerence Δpmax when this occurs (see We = Wf in Figure B.). We assume that the rupture will be a
vertical shear fracture that cuts the thickness of the beam, and that the oﬀset is approximately w()/.
e breaking strength of the beam is taken to be uniformly σ s . e work released (again, per meter
perpendicular to the cross section in the figure) by slip on this fracture is

WF = −σ s T

Δpmax 
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= σs T
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D

(B.)

e elastic strain energy is capable of doing the work on the fault when
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Figure B.: Solutions of Equations B. (WP = WE ) and B. (WE = WF ). In area a and b, the fluid does
not provide enough work to flex the cyrosphere. In area c and d, the fluid provides enough for flexure. For
a/T > . (WP = WE , Equation B.), excess energy would result in permanent deformation besides flexure.
At the transition from c to d, the strain energy in the flexed cryosphere is suﬃcient to oﬀset a fracture at x = a.

B.

Volume of reservoir

We assume a circular map geometry to compute the volume of the water when the beam fails. (B.)
represents the vertical deflection in two dimensions, i.e., it is assumed that the deflection is the same
in all vertical planes (−∞ < z < ∞, in and out of the paper) that are parallel to B.. We assume that
(B.) is valid also for an axisymmetric problem where the le side of the figure is the vertical rotation
axis of a circle with radius a. We can now calculate the total water volume beneath the beam:
∫a
V = −π

xw(x) dx

(B.)
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